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COMM UN 1 (NATIONS.
The Private Libraries oi
EIGHTH

Portland.

PAPER.

Mr. Philip H. Brown's Library, is withdoubt the most valuable of auy owned by
a private gentleman in this city, as the larger
portion of it consists of costly foreign illustrated works, aud of elegant and original editions of the standard English and French authors, mostly arrayed iu the choicest bindings.
Two large black walnut cases iu Mr. Brown's
parlor, contalu the works of A. Achard, Balzac, About, Beranger illustrated by Jobaunot,
Alexander Dumas, pereet tils, Sc&rron, Emile
Bouvestre, George band, Paul Fetal, Lamartine, Alphonse Karr aud others.
U. Topffer’s wonderful illustrations of Illstoire D’Albert, Le DoeteurFestus, M. Crepin,
Les Voyages eu Zig Zag, Mr- Pencil aud Jd.
Yieux Buis. These are outline drawings or
sketches, done by a hand of extraordinary
skill and genius, executed evidently with rapidity, aud yet the slightest dash of the artist’s pencil is expressive.
The Musee Franeais iu tenSvo. vols. Goethe's
works illustrated by Touy Johanuot and J.
Wolf and an uuusual coilectiou of German illustrations by ltichler, Pletzsh and others.—
Black's Edinburgh edition of the YYaverly
Novels, iu full calf gilt.
Thomas Bewick’s illustrated history of
British Birds, Newcastle 1SU9, and the history
of Quadrupeds Newcastle 181 J, also Bewick's
life with uumerous illustrations, by himself.
T. F. Dibdin’s Bibliographical tour, Loudou,
1838, aud the Bibliomania, Loudou, 1842.—
out

_

„*•

llT_i

L'_i_S..H_

Illustrated, work which is now very scarce.
Rousseau's confessions aud Nou voile iteloise,
etc., illustrated by Tony Johauuot; also a tolerably complete collection of Gavarni’s celebrated carricatures of society, among which is
to be found the “cnfan’s terribles.
The Library room adjoins the parlor, and
is a beautiful and cosy apartmeut. The alcoves are constructed of chestnut wood, are
lettered and have glass doors. The celling is
arched, painted blue and studded with
golden stars, One may easily Imagine himself in Ueaven, while in such a place. The
books are well-arranged, classified, and catalogued aud number upwards of 3000 volumes.
This number will, ere long, be doubled, as new
books are fast multiplying and Mr. Brown is
a liberal patron of the bookseller aud publisher.
Bets of Periodicals, are also a prominent leaSome of these are now
ture of this Library.
rare and connot be had except by the expenditure of much time, as well as money. We
first observe a complete set of Blackwoods
Edinburgh Magazine, bound in rich half calf
gilt, uniform and a perfect copy in every way.
The Anti Jacobin complete, with the illustrations by Gillray. The Train London, Knight’s
Quarterly Magazine. The Etonian, Chambers
a

Edinburgh Journal, International Magazine,
Douglas Jerrold’s Magazine, Frazer’s Magaziue, The old Penny Magazine, liewitt’s, Cornhill, The Punch original, The Illustrated News
Art Journal, aud are ail complete aud well

bound. The most noted of the American periodicals
publications are
Buckingham’s
New England Magazine, The Americau Whig
Review, The Knickerbocker, Putnam, Atlan-

tic.

The beautifully illustrated works of J. M.
W. Turner next claim our atteutiou. The
River Scenery of Englaud, The Harbors of
England, The Southern Coast of England,
River Scenery o' France, Thco. Clarkson
Stanfield’s Views in Frauce and Germany,
Views on the Rhine,Coast Scenery aud Views
in the Br tlsh Channel, London 1833-30.
There are other finely illustrated works here
as The Poems on the Abolition of the Slave
Trade, London 1809, Engravings by Smirke,
Goethe’s Reynard the Fox, 1840, Von Kaulbach’s inimitable illustrations, Retch’s outlines of Shakespeare.
Shakespeare’s Songs, Millou’s L’Allegro,
and Thompson’s Season, illustrated by the
Etching Clubs of Englaud, aud a set of the
Illustrated Annals, large paper with designs
by Stautield, Turner, Creswick, Harding and
others. Mr. Brown’s copy of Hogarth is magnificent and uniqne. It is aq elephant folio
and the plates are equal to proofs, being early
impressions carefully preserved, no doubt by
some artist and inserted.
This work is worth
The complete works of
two hundred dollars.
J ames Gillray, the great caricaturist, in two
large folios, is a great attraction of the library.
These are chiefly of a political character, and
are so broad in design that they would scarcely
be tolerated in this fastidious age.
Itlk__-l._

_1_C

artist, Gustave l)ore, tiud

Facetia-.

The best editions of the complete works of
Coleridge, Lamb, Southey, Leigh Hunt, Miss
Mitford aud William Hone, all find their ap
propriate places here.
Another speciality with Mr. Brown is the
collecting of everything published or illustrated by the eminent aud popular artist the
“Prince of Caricaturists” as he is styled in
the Nodes Amb., George Cruikshank
Among the most popular productions of his
ever fresh aud charming
pencil arc the Omnibus, The Comic Almanac, The Table book,
The Gentleman in Black,
Plirenology, Tales
of Humour, Cruikshaukiaua etc.—He has il-

INSJJRAJTCE.
American

lustrated many curious and scarce little books
of Facetia?; these are seldom seen in this
country.
We quote the opinion of Tickler in the
Nodes Ambrosian ;c: “George Cruikshank's
various and admirable works should be in the
possession of all lovers of the arts. He is far

1834, it

has curious old plates, Tom Brown’s
works, serious and comical in prose aud verse,
London 1715, The histories and novels of,
Mrs. Alphia Bchn, London 1718, Hudibras,
with the
engravings by Win. Hogarth,
Anthony Hamilton's Memoirs of Count
Graminont, Loudon 1714, with marginal notes,
valuable biographical facts in the handwriting
The Works of Soame Jenyus
of the period.
London 1793, 4 vo., Peter Pindar's works,
London 1801, 5 vols., Dr. Samuel Johnson’s
writings and an original copy of his rare
tract Taxation no Tyranny, see D’lsraeli’s
curiosities of Literature, Henry Mackenzie’s
complete works, Edinburgh l(j08, 8 vols.,
Joseph KiUon's elegant publication- of King
Arthnr, English Anthology, Kobiit Hood and
other ballads, Thomas Amory's life of John
Buncle, Prowett’s nice editiou of this “Unitarian Novel” as it is sometimes called, a beautiful copy in foolscap of Clarendon's History
of the Rebellion, W. H. Ainsworth’s writings
illustrated by Geo. Cruikshauk, John Gilbert

original

and H. K. Browne, Charles Dicken’s works,
priglnal editions with the illustrations by

DKI.IVf.VED TO

Capiial *300.000,

(forxkrlt

HAZBLTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,
THE GENUINE LOBBBRT
Pare ud Free

cii rrtM.

Hurtling.

CUMBERLAND

SAMUEL BROWN, President.
WILLIAM RAYNOR, Secretar.

COAL

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

EDWARD SHAW, Agent, 102 Middle Street.
lyeod

oot27

the
strictly
THESE
warranted to fire sat it faction.
Co*l>

beet quality,and

of

are

STATEMENT OF THE
jEtna Insurance Company,

Alio, for sale, beet quality of Nora Sootia and other

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
On the let day of November, A. D. 1868, as required
by the Laws of the State of Maine.

80.50—CHEAP COAI.....80.50

The Capital Stock is.Sl.600.000
and with the surplus is invested as follows:
Real estate, unincumbered,
*87,963 18
Cash in baud, on deposit, and in
agents'
hands,
216,950 56
United State. Stocks,
512,847 60
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds, 669,450 00
Bank and Trust Company Stocks,
1,047,270 00
Mortgage Bonds,
331,960 00
Atlantic Mutual Ine. Co’s scrip, 1862-3,
16,886 50

CHURCHILL, Agent,

Fire & Life Insurance

Office,

HAVING

English language.
In fine, to

up in a phrase, Mr. Brown's
library is not that of an antiquarian or bibliomaniac, but an uncommonly complete collection of beautiful, uselui and interesting books,
well fitted to amuse and interest the leisure
hours ol an educated and cultivated man of
business.
B.

JOHNS’

COAL.

tons Stove site, at 1*8 Commercial 8t.,
(Richardson's Wharf,) Portland.
The undersigned has sold the Johns' Coal for nine
years last past. It has given general satisfaction.
" hero there is a fair draft, no coal excels for

cooking

use.

Other varieties, to wit:

LEIIIGII, Sugar Loaf, and Uaxleton.
SCIIl 1 LK1LL, (W. Ash,) Losust Mountain.
RED ASH, the genuine FRANKLIN COAL.
Also, the Diamond.
CUMBERLAND COAL, a prime article for
Smiths’

NORWICH, CONN.,

OF

sum

Capital

STORES, MERCHANDISE, DWELLINGS,
BARNS, HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE and other
good property taken at highly favorable rate for one,

three

or

Jive

THE BOSTON FIBE BKICK
<nd Clay Retort Manufacturing Co., Works, 394
Federal street, office andWareheuse 13
Liberty
Bqnareand 7 Battery march St. manufacture Fire
Brick, all shapes and sisee, for furnaces required to

stand the most intense heat also Furnace Blocks
land Slabs, Locomotive Fire Blocks, Bakers' Oven
and Green-house 1 lie*. Clav Retorts and nece
ssary
Tiles to set them, Fire Cement, Fire Clay and Kaolin.

The undersigned will give their special attention
that ali orders for the above manufacture are executed with promptness.
& CO.
Liberty Square, Boston,

JAMESDMON1),
Sxllinc! Aiibxts,
mchll eodfim

13

LOWEST PRICES FOE CASS,

DELIVERED TO ANY PART Of THE CITY,
AT SHORT NOTICE.
Onr Coal la of the very BEST quality, and

war-

give aatisfaction.

or

LOUS, GRAIN, SEEDS. PROVISIONS, LARD,
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE
generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
asd cheapest routes. No. 163 SOUTH WATER ST.
r.

RxrxBENCXS—Messrs. Maynard A Sons; H R W.
Chickering; C. H. Cummings A Co.; S.O. Bowdlear
A Co.; Charles A. Stone; Hallett, Davis A Co., of
Boston, Mass. Cashier Elliot Bank,Boston. J.N.
Bacon, Esq., President Newton Bank, .fewton. C.
B. Coffin; Warren Ellis A Runs, New York City
Jy9 '63 dly.

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE
FOR SUE.

Good Location for

a

Hotel.

That valuable and centrally located House
and Lot, No. 81 India street, for so many
II years owned and occupied by General bamu*el Fessenden, is offered for sale.
The Lot i« 70 feet on India street, extendin'? back
171 feet—containing
ne&rty 12,000feet of land. The
House is three storied, is in good repair, and contains fifteen rooms, besides many closets and other
conveniences; has ga* fixtures throughout; it also
has a large flow of PUKE
AQUEDUCT WATfcK,
wbicli is very desirable; also a
large Wood House
and Barn.
This a good piece of
property upon which to make
improvements. It may be fitted for a 31 RSI
CLASS BOARDING HOUSE, or a SECOND
CLASS HOTEL.
It. ue»r
to the terminu. of the (jraod
Trunk Railway aud to the wharve. oftho Boaton
»nd other .tenner., make, the location a de.irable
one for a Hotel.
This lot might be improved with profit to
any mechanic or other person having means, by the erection of Tenemeuis, its large depth
affording
ample
space tor a block of eight or ten buildings.
For further particulars enquire of
WM. U. JEKKIS, Argus Office
Portland. Dec. 8, 1863.
decll MWF v

Kfj'j

proximity

DEALERS.

rilHE undersigned having greatly increased their

X

facilities for

manufacturing

FEUCHTWANGER &

and
wou’d
call the attention of the trade to the E&me. We
shall in future be much better able to
the demands of the trade then heretofore, ana are confident that in the quality, both of our stock and work,
we can give satisfaction, as we manufacture expressly for the retail trade. I hose buying for cssh will
find it to their advantage to look at our stock, which
consists in part of RUBBERS, SOLE and WAX
LEATHER, FRENCH and AMERICAN CALF,
French Kip, Lemoine andJodob Calf, Goat- and Kid
Stock, Serge* and Web*, Boot and Shoe. Machinery
and Finding* of all kind*.
Mr. Edmund Libby, late of the firm of Messrs.
Chas. J. Walker k Co has associated himself with
us, and rehiug on his many years experience in
manufacturing, we are confident in making the above
statements.
TYLEK k LAMB.

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RAHDALL ft McALLISTER

Near the Post Office,
(FOX BLOCK)

No. 81 NIiddle
•till keep up

feb6dim.

a

ONE

NEW GOODS !

wishing

to do

our

GOODS!

BOYS’AND MEN’S WEAR.
of Table

Balmorals, Balmorals, Balmorals 1
forget to look at there if yon want to
great variety, at the Middle street

see

NEW DRY GOODS STORE!

74 Middlk

Per

on

him before

Stbmet.

enlisting.

Order.

mch5

MAINE INSURANCE
Augusta,

YORK,

Tailor,

Merchant
NO*

and

commodious store

MIDDLE STREET

104

PLUM,

voice of

Foreign and domestic Cloths
for Spring and 8ummcr wear, all of which have Just
been selected from the largest and best stocks in
New York and Bo ton, and will be made up to order
aud with despatch in the latest
styles—FULL
MATCHED SUITS, COATS, PASTS or VESTS,
as may be desired.

FURNISHING GOODS

cod8w#

C0i

Maine.

in jrreat variety, and suited to the tastes of all, constantly on hand. FRESH HOODS RECEIVED
F. \ Ell Y WEEK.

Maine

Portland, March 8, 1804.

eod to

First Collection District

qf State qf Mains,

99 Exchange Street,
Fomtlamd, July 17th, 1863.

Internal Revenue

ftflHflmllv

jun 1

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,

EDWARD SHAW-Agent,

Ho. 102 Middle Street.

STREET.

MIDDLE

104

Insurance Company Insure against
look or damage by Fire,
Buildings, Merchandize and Furniture, on terms as favorable as It can
be done bv any solvent Company. Policies issued
for One, Three, or Five years.
J. L. CUTLER, President.
J. H. WILLIAMS,Secretary.

THE

F.

Invites the attention of Gentlemen to his rich in-

Who has been authorized to Enlist lor all the
Regiments and Batterys new and old in the field,
all wishing to enter the service will find it to their

advantage to call

Stamps.

Office having been made a depository of
Revenue Stamps, the public will be supplied at
the following rates:
Less than #60 at par.
•60 to #1000, 4 peroent. discount.
•1000 and upwards, 6 per cent, discount.

WOOD AND COAL TUIS
CHEAP FOR CASH !

$9.50.

CHEAP COAL.

$9.50

PRIME LOT CHESTNUT COAL *9.60 » TON,
SPRING MOUNTAIN,
LEHIGH, HEZILTON,
SUGAR LOAK, OLD COMPANY LEHIGH. LOCUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND, WEBSTER anti BLACK HEATH. These Coals are of the
very best quality, well screened aud picked, aud
warranted to give satisfaction.

Also for sale best of

HARD AND

SOFT

NATQ’L J.

dly

MILLER. Collector

"W"anted.!
Second-Hand Candle
Jan7

Boxes,

Portland Street, Portland.

At No. 90

“Messrs. Mason k Hamlin:—I congratulate
you on the introduction of a new Musical Instrument, long wanted, and sure to And its way into
every household of taste and refinement that can
possibly afford its moderate expense. Your (abinet
Organ is truly a charming instrument, worthy of
the high praise it has received, and far superior to
everything of its class I have seen. 1 take pleasure
in commending it most heartily as everywhere worthy a place beside the Piano Forte, to which it is a
fine
from its
capacity for rendering
much delightful music, sacred, secular, classic ana
to
which
the
Piano
is not adapted.”
popular,

complement,

No. 840 1-8 Stewart', Block. Congreia Bt

BREED

being in correspondence with an
Emigration Agent in Birmingham, England,
has
been
in
the
business for a long time • will
(who
obtain through that Ageney Artizans or Workmen
of all classes with promptness and dispatch.
tf

9,1864

Stock and

EDWARD SHAW,
street, Portland.

102 Middle

AD.
•

96

Exohange Street.

COATS, PANTS and VESTS, and Business Suits made to order, at the short notice of
lit hours, at
A. D. REEVES, 99 Exchaugo St.

OATk M 34, 3
PINE

sale by
feb26

or-

A. D.

REEVES', 9S Exohange St.

DESCRIPTION of Garments
aud Boys cut at short notice, at
EVERY
A. D.

REEVES',

98

for

Men

Exchange Stroet.

in the shape of
Clothing for Men
made to order with neatness and disA. D. BEEVES', 98
Exchange 8t.

and Boy*
EVERYTHING

patch, at

OF

VARIETY
ing* always

CLOTH8, Cassimere* and Vest-

hand at
A. D. REEVES’. 98 Exchange St.
—-—--s__
MILITARY and Naval Officer caa be
fitted out at the Tailoring Establishment of
A. D. REEVES, 98 Exchange St.
on

EVERY

ATTENTION given in getting up Bey*
SPECIAL
Jackets, Paata and Overcoat* at
mevlO dtf

A.D. REEVES’, M Exohange St.

A

Wanted Immediately.
Engine, of thirty
horsepower. Enquire of

second hand steam

to

forty

HIGH! A

febl9 dtf

24

DYER
Union Wharf.

Notice.
persons having Bills against the Portland
Fire Department, are requested to present them
on or before the 26th inst for settlement.
11 C.BAKNES, Chiaf Engineer
Portland. March 9th, 1364.
inch9 dtd

ALL

who
SALESMAN
eral
one

in

can

a

bring

compensation
Mass.

Boston,

Wanted.
Jobbing House,
a

will be

in Boston, to
good Cash Trade. A lib-

given.

Address Box 3112,
mch5eod3w*

Superior Family Flour.
♦11/

BARRELS of superior Flour; suitable for

family use. Also a few barrels of Bald*
ciu and Greening Apples, for sale at the lowest
JOHN PUR1NTON,
j1 wash price by
No. 183 ForcBt.
lob'-M, eod4w

%

Domestic

well

and

Fruit I

Spruce Gum,
Cunary Seed,
I.rinou Syrup,

Leteagaa
Candice,
Islnece,
Honey,
(Won Noli.
Prnncn,
Fide.
Citron,
Nali, nil blade. Date.,
Ollree,
Rnleine.
Tobacco,
Sardines,
Cigars.
Fancy Candles af all description.
Lemons.

dtf

oot»

CABINET MAKER
AND

UPHOLSTERER,

Ho, 51 Union Street,
to do all kinds of CABINET JOBprompt and satisfactory manner.

prepared
ISBING
in

a

“27?
oaA fJfnir, 8iLU*%ed

r„!.i Bf,aL
n!Si
SSd fcVmSSS

ftSi.'S;

Tliara
^b?»r,mr.ke,*be„*PI>1*"
rinn and Pear
tree., all
due bearing

the only Mtnufacturersof

ing importers and manufacturers, enables us to sell
the «ame articles as low as they can be bought iu
Boston. We have always taken especial pains to
give our customers RKLl A ItLE HOODS, and believe none have given better satis taction. Country
dealers are invited to examine our stock before purchasing. Particular- attention given to orders received by mail.
feblO dfc w3m

Scotch

IW

Farniture Made, Repaired and Ynrniahad at

SHORT NOTICE.
Portland, May ». 180i.

If

IRA WINN, Agent,
No. 11 Union St.,
Ia
to
prepared

*J‘d *“nir‘btoa'

t®*** "Wo of the road 10 ft
i",,ou ,b*
?■ -hades
long by 40 W,de,
will!
for .he tering young
r; “na»»U of neve?
w«ee‘V.
failing
In goed repair. Said farm will
water, all ?rm>
be sold
cheap as the owner is out of health and must sell
Terms of sale made known and all
inquiries nuawored on th** premia**. Payment* made
«a*y
North Vannoufh, March 11, lftt.
mclill d&wtfU
#

A

of Tariotu sizes and

patterns,

Bath, We.

CO.,

Uoaaea, Stores, and other bnildinga, fitted with
Gas and Steam in the beet manner.
Ia connection with the above ia an Iron
Foundry,
with a large assortment of Patterns, to which tha
attention of Machinists. Millwrights,and Ship-Builders is invited—and all kinds ol
Castings furnished
at short notice.

HP~Ordersfor Machine Jobbing, Patterns and

Forgings, promptly

city, will be wold for the above amount.
Apply to
BKEHTIHS LORINtj,
I urtiaud, March
dtf
Daily Prew office.

Bvantil>il

300 do All

Long flax

eminent

“Gov-

ezeonted.

oc3

(ora,
nnu being situated on a bend of the shore
reaching
into the sea, commaud. a One view in
every direction, embracing the wife Bay towards
the wooded island, directly in front, the llarptwnll.
Fort, and
Ughthoiues. the open ocean through the channel n
portn n of Bor Hand Harbor, tbe bill of Mnnioy and
the
Marine Hospital.
»
V>7 desirable place, not only for n person
following tbe sen for
“?
nUrtir* There'°is for
nliving
upon It n cove .-unable to lay n
boat safely, and as arf near by.
It must aud will be sold
very cheaply, aa I am
about to change my place oi residence.

*!'•

ooutract,"

ArhroaU.

800 do Extra All Long flu
800 do Navy Fine
Delivered in Portland or Boetoa.

JOSHDABUCKNAM,

On board Steamer Forest
City.
I...
desire also to sell two building lots near Randall*.
Corner, in Westbrook. For particulars and terms
of sale apply to K «. Yoik A
Son, or to O. F Dana,
fort
me bS .12m

land.__

Ron. <4 and 46

apSSdtf

PROPOSALS will be received bv this Department
until TUESDAY, March 15, at 4 P. M., for the delivery, at the following Arsenals. of HOUSE EQUIPMENTS, United States Cavalry pa .tern, as hereinafter specified
At the New York Arsenal. 8,000 sets.
At the Franklord Arsenal, 6,000 set*.
At the
Alleghany Arsenal, 0 000 sets.
At the Cincinnati Depot. 3,000 sets.
At the St. Louis Arsenal, 3,000 set*.
These set* of Horse Equipments are to be furnished complete, except the horse-brush, curry-comb,
lariat picket-pin link, aud blanket. The curb aud
watering|b)t*,iuaiLeable iron hardware, and stirrups,
are to
conform strictly in
pattern aud iiuish to
those deposited at the Arsenals above named. The
trees are to be of the regulation pattern, assorted
sixes—not less than 3j|inche» between the bars on the
inside of, the pommel, the side bars of hard white
wv od or beech wood, the pommels aud cautles of
beech, well put together: ail the irons one-tenth of
an inch thick, aud all let into the wood
to be covered with the best slaughtered cow-hide; all other
covering to be rejected. The trees to be subject to
inspectiou during all stages of the manufacture, but
be

inspected

Middle Street.

Kiiurieruui

ea

sets per wtek for all contracts of 5<X) St ts or under; one hundred sets per week for all coutract* of
from 600 up to 1,000 sets; two huudred sets per week
for all contract* of from 1,000 to 2,000 set*; aud five
hundred set* per week for all contract* of from 2,000
to 6 000 set*. The first delivery to be made on the
2d dav of Apiil, 1804.
Failure to mako deliveries at a specified time will
subject the contractor to a forfeiture of the number
he may fail to deliver at that time.
No bids will be considered from parties other than
manufacturers, aud such as are known to
this Department to be lully competent to execute in
their own shops the work proposed for.
Bidder* will enclose with their bids the written
acknowledgments of their sureties, over their own

regular

signatures.
Each partv obtaining

a contract will be obliged to
enter iuto bonds, with approved sureties, lor its
faithful execution.
Upon the award being made, successful bidders
will be notified, and furnished with forms of contract and bond.
The Department reserves the right to reject any
or all bids, if not deemed satisfactory.
Pioposals will be addressed to “Brigadier General
George D. Ramsay, Chief of Ordnance, Washington,
D. C, and will be endorsed
Proposals for Horse
GEO. D. RAMSAY,
Equipments.”
'*

of

opening ol proposals under the above
advertisement for Morse Equipment is postponed
until the 2oth inst., and the first delivery until
April 9th, 1804.

mi mu Msctimm ir iaciimit,
GAS FITTING,

Done la the

beet

manner.

Works 0 Union St., and Z3S ASKS For* St.
Ial4dtf
PORTLAND. MB

For Male.
located lot of land belonging to the
heirs ot the late Johiv West, on which
the
house was recently burned, situated on Fore
tttiwtt,
21*
running beck to Sumr er Si. Laquire of
g?
“J*
Edward ilowe. at the rooms of his son. Mr Geora*
M llowe, No 112 Middle street
up stairs.
March 4,1864.
mch6 3weod
For Male.
House and large lot oHand
the
The
Monument and Watervillentreats in Portland
wtll

be sold at a
application i- made
of
fcb*3 «13w

the

C. A. STACK POLE, Clerk.
Portland, March 5 1864.
mchT dtd#

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.

I!V£ir*

No. 127 C umberland Street, now
occupied
by Mr. Isaao lugersoll. Inquire of
leb24 dtf
8T. JOHN SMITH.

HOUSE

DIAL1U »

Corn, Flour and Grain,
of MUKILL'S whakf,

MTOKE TO LET.
eligible Store
occupied by Mr. E.
THEE. very
Little, under Mechanics Hall, is to'be leased
now

Pertlaad, Mo.
l.tttf

_

for

a term ot

feb26 tseodtf

FERNALD,

DENTIST,
170 Mid«ll
Street.

No.

Kimiiou

.Dra. Baoom and Brulii.

Portland, May 25,1863.

tf

Dr. I. H. HEALD
disposed of his entire interest In his
Offioe to Dr. 8.C FKKNALD. would cheerfully
roccommend him to hie former patients and the putlie. Dr. Fkrvald, from long experience, is
prepared to insert Artificial Teeth ou the Vulcanite Base,"
and all other methods known to the profeesion.
Portland. May 26.1863
tf

HAVING

JOHN F. SHERRYJ
Hair Cutter and Wig

Maker,

No. IS Market Square, Fort1 'nd, (ap .tain.)
l^'Soparati room for Ladiea’ and Children’. Hair
Catting.
A good stock of Wig«, Halt-Wig., Bands, Braids,
Carls, Frfsett*. Pads, Rolls, Crimping Boards, ho,,
ho., constantly on bond.
folia 63 dly

J. A. DAVIS A

CO.,

Commission Merchants.
For the purchase of

FLOUR, GRAIN A PROVISIONS

•opts

d6m

REM O V A. L.
residence to No. 37 Middle
Street, corner of Franklin street.
Office as heretofore, No. 115 Exchange Street, in
Noble’s Block, np stairs. Office hours from 9 to 10
A. M., from2 to 3. and from 8 to 9 o’clock P. M.
Dr. N. will oontinuc, in connection with general
practice, to give special attention to DISEASES OF
FEMALES.
oc31dtf

PEARSON,

Silver
AND

Plater,

MANUFACTURER

SILVER

OF

WARE,

Congress 8t.,0pp. Court House, Portland.Ms.
k V All kinds of WARK, such ss Knives, Porks,
Spoons, Cake basket*, Castors, kc., p.sted iu the
best

manner.

Also, RKPAIRIXQ and RE-FlXlSIIl.Xt; Old
Silver Ware.
jau2» dtim

WARKE.VS lifIPOKYED
FIRE

AND

(Successors to Joseph Gray & Co.,)

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN' i OBXAMKNTAT STUCCO i \l VST1C NIOBKIIS.

between Dunn's
in North Yarmouth, and the
South West Bend village in
Durham.containing one
hundred acres or more, suitably divided into wood,
pasturage and tillage, with a good orchard ot
grafted fruit, and a well of good water near the
building!), is within one fourth ofa mile of a Church,
School and Store. Said farm cuts 26 tons of
hay,
and cau easily be made one of the
greatest hay
farm* in the country. The above is offered for no
fault of the farm. The former owner
being deceased. the heirs take this as the shortest way of settling
the es.ate. For particulars address D. 8. BRAGD<*N\ West Durham, Maine.
mchll wtw*

Depot,

To Let.
the store of thwsnbscribsr,corner
oi Fore and
Exchange streets, now oocupied by
Stephen Berry as a printing office. Possession given
1st of January. Apply to
dec29dtf
BEN J. FOGG.

THE

rooms over

To Lot*
occupied by us. Possession given
immediately.

STORE
Also,

a

now

Front Offioe in Hanson Block.
H. J. L1BBEY ft CO.

dtf

For Male or to Let.
CLIFF

COTTAGE, oontainiag over SO
rooms.large stable and sheds—situated two
and one-half miie« from Portland, and the
1
finest situation in Cap* Elisabeth for a wn1
\ tenng
and summer boarders. For
GEO. OWEN,
particulars enquire of
31 Winter Street. Portland.
»P7 dtf
*

place,

A hou-e and lot containg two acres of land
situated on
■ltd and orchard thereon,
*the read leading from Windham Hill to Great
Falls, and about ttltv rods from the Meeting House,
and twcuty-ttve rods from the Po»t office. Good
aud convenient buildings will be sold on easy terms.
For further particulars, enquire of the subscriber.
O. P. HASKELL.

pleasantly

Windham March 3. 1864.
nsM dftwiw*

PLEASANT Country Seat, at New Gloucester,
Lower Corner. Th* staml formerly occupied
K.
1 erton, a# a Home School, is offered for sale.
by
The bouse a»*d ell, both two story, the latter new,
contaiu fiteen finished rooms, a good cellar, acd an
abundance of pure, soft water, wood house and staU adorned with shade and
ble cennected. The
ornamental trees and shrubbery, e mmandsa beautiful prospect, is situated in a good community, and
is but an hours ride from Portland on the Grand
Trunk Railroad. A large gvrden belongs to it, well
stocked with young an* thrifty fruit tree* in fall
b*arirg, (24 spplc trees ) Pr'ce 91700.
For farther information appiv to F. Ycaton, Frye*
burg Mo Beth Haskell, near the premises, or
ALBION KElikl, 1® Middle Street.
feb25 3tawtf
Portland.

A

place

THE BEST!
Re-opened.

Roofing

FOR FLAT

ROOFS.

HERSEY, Agent,

Jan2*> dtf

No. 6

Union Street.

Copartnership*
Lave thin

undersigned
day formed
THE
partnership under the style of Colley,
ham fc
will continue

a

Co-

Photograph Galleries, No. 80 Middle street,
Portland, having been thoroughly refitted and
supplied with all the latest improvements, ere now
opeu for the accommodation of the publio.
The proprietor is prepared to supply his former
customers and all who may give him a call, with pictures of every description, executed In the beet manuer and at reasonable prices.
HF“ Particular attention given to copying.
A. S. DAVIS. Proprietor.
dtf
Portland. July 3M863

THE

burn-

the Knruiture Business at the old stand, 308 Congress St.
J. C. COLLEY,
T W. HU UNHAM.
W. U. COLLET.
Portland, March 1st, 18C4.
mch3 d3w
Co.,

feb26eodtf

WATER-PROOF

Gravol
K.

land,

Farm for Male.
Vc)R
Durham, a good farm, with good
JL
buildings thereon, situated on the stage road

-and-

Office No.

GRIFFITHsT~

of wood

Portland, Feb. 1884.

FELT COMPOSITION,

companies.

102 Middle St.
CHARLES HOLDEN. Pres.
EDWARD SHAW, Sec.
Feb 16 dfcw tf.

SQUARE

For Male.

DR. NEWTON
removed his

M.

8t

block of land, of about 7S000 acres
on the south side of the river
St. Lawrance. in Canada East
It is interceeded by
two considerable rivers with
eligible Mul sits. Well
wooded with every description of timber, such as
nine and spruce In large quantities, and
maple,
berch. beech, tamarac an# bass wo^d to any amount
II. T. MACH IN. Portland.
Enquire of

A

FOR EASTERN MARK.WS.

220 Weit Water St., Milwaukee, Wit
84 South Water St., Chicago, 111

HAS

three or live year*. Enquire of
G L. BAILEY, 42
Exchange.

For Male.

DR. S. C.

Company will

issue Polices to be free after the
payment ol six, eight or ten Premiums at the optiou
of the insured and at rates as low as any other
Company. The issue of Free Policies reuders it at
the least equal if not superior to the participation

corner

bargain, to close an esrats. It
before the tenth of March next.
S*L UARLETON.
No. 80 Middle Street.

To Let,
ALBERT WEBB * CO,

338

Elizabeth Steam Ferry Co., for the choice o
officers, and other business wijl be held at the count
room
of Joseph W. Dyer, in Portland, on Mon
iug
day, March 14,18o4, at 10 o’clock in the forcuoon.

applied lor immediately

on

STEAM AND

GKO. D. RAMSAY,
Brig. Gen. Chief of Ordnauce.

ELIZABETH STEAM PERKY CO.

it

WAKKfcN NfARROW,
No. 74 Middle St., cor.
F.xchange.

Adesireably

of

Stau Cooka, Valre., Pipe* and CoaneoUoaa, Wkala,
•ala or Ketail.

Ordnance.

be time for

SHERIDAN &

Middle St

mchSdtf

Steam Engines,Steam Boilers,

Deliveries must be made in lots of uot less than

fifty

meeting of

Sales Koom to Let.
spacious and deilreble Sales Room lo let on the
second door in the new EVANS
BUILDINO,

hand

at the Arsenals

Brigadier General, Chief

A
ou

Needles and Trimmings always
auhiitr

OFFICE,

War UiPARTum,
Washington, February 23,18<H.

equipment* will
where delivered.

CO.,

*

in second .tory of store No. 1J» Middle
over store occupied bv Samuel Rolfe
°f
SAMLIX HANSOM,
eodtf

OFFICE
street,

A CARD.

Bath. April 80.18«3

the

b?K*

is
febli

WOODMAN, TRUE
AGENTS,

Residence

To Vet.

SEWING MACHINESI

Cmaurtlal Slraai,

..

Shore
Tor Sale.

Sea

A story and half House, with four
and a half acres ol land
fronting on
the waters of Casco
Bay, about n
mile beyond the Marine Hospital.

SINGER’S

HKAD

OAA BOLTS Superior Bleached )

dwelling lioitse, with laud sufficient for a
good garden, located in the upper part of the

*‘****netly opposite Diamond

Pmlleyi, *«.

Light Hoctt Work of all descripti ms, and all
kinds of work required in building
FoRTiriCATIOMB.
Iron Stair- and other Architertorp 1 Work.

Canvas,

JAMES T. PATTEN A

01,800!

small

fttmiah

Steam Pipe and HitRret, Kill CeariRg, Shaltiag,

Ckirrf,

in
condition
de'd which bn. just
begun to bear
on" *Wrd «f the
same,
busbthirty
els wi re picked and marketed
last jeai. House ia a
two story wooden
buildlug,
eleven squire
rooms, with tlul.bed ell. and other
buildings attached. ('pmraands a due
and
..
adorned with beautiful shade
soft water i»» abundance.

STEAK EHGIHES and BOILERS,

-FOB BA LB BT-

mch9 dtm20

ara

«nrt

fc^oYcr4nbfrr^

containing
uccessar/ou£
proVpWt
tfere? Cd ISd

CA~RSLEY,

F. M.

I. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

KID AND GOAT STOCK
in the State. Having had large experience, and be-

This

DRESS

habits, zouave jackets, and
Riding
kanoy Waists for Ladies, cut aud made to

dim*

Ornngo*

Findings.

PARTICIPATION.

and 31 inch SEASONED WHITE
DECK PLANK at Bangor, lor
8 C. DYER,
No 3 Central Wharf.

and

large

a

Wholesale and Retail

KEY,

Serge*, Lasting* and Gus*ettings,

1

Exchange Street,

Foreign

Importers of

Deck Plank.
BEEVES, Fashionable Military, Naval
and Uivio Tailor,

TV

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Shoe

The aunual

subscriber

March

A

NO. 60 UNION STREET,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

Cape

To Manufacturers.

Mo. S

Ar# prepared to offer to the trade
•elected stook of

For Sale*
Jhe term widely
and favorably
M tfa* ^ol. Jabes
C. Cu*hin the north
part of North
owned
Yarmouth,
and
occupied bv Ldward n. aia
,IWIU
Portland, and two
two T,u"
one
on
the errand Trunk k h
depots.
Yarmouth and West Pownwl
two hundred acre?*,
mowing, tilling wood
ture laud.. Cut. 7.', ton.
tided into three lot. ptrui.uently fenced
Tor the
most part with double .tone walls
using up most or
the.tones ou the place In tbeir construction
Ihirty acre, of wood laud for most part o:d growth
a portion borders ou the H. K.
and auother iot near
the house, sufficient to last a
large family their life
time, rite orchard contains frumhve to six hundred
trees, all grafted fiuit, and of the choicest
kinds, in
1,1 **Vur»l>le year, has borne

dt*

CAPE

dtf__

TilK

WOOD,

part of the city.
OrviC'K Cohmkrcial St., head of Franklin Wharf.
8. ROUNDS & SON.
delivered to any

febl6

(jrottschalk:

OKD\A\tK

fashionablFclothingT

COSHER OF

to call at

J. M. TODD’S,
Corner of Middle ft Exchange Streets.
K

The manufacturer* have the icritten
testimony of
over a hundred of the best
Organists and Musicians,
both foreign and native, to the effect that they are
superior to any Instruments of the kind that they
have ever seen. Among the testimonials of such as
Thalberg, Morgan and Znndel, is tho following from

STREET,

PORTLAND, Maims.

dtr

parlors,

offers them for sale to the citizens of Portland and

BLOCK),

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDIR,
dec!

or

vicinity.

Flannels; a Lot of Bed Blankets;
Satinets, Cassimeres, Cloths

Nation’s foe.

requested

so are

churches, vestrys,

Aud

Justin, a lot of Cloths and Beavers for Cloaks,
which are sold by the yard, cut and made up into
the most fashionable styles, at the lowest jigures.

(FOX

ORGANS.

subscriber, being impressed with the great
THE
excellence of these Instruments, and their adaptation either for small

dftofi

SAWYER.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

Book and Show Cues made to order.

CABINET

York daily.

No. SI MIDDLE

RICE, Proprietor*

Mason & Hamlin’s

%

DRESS

and Best Arranged Hotel
NEW ENGLAND.

LEWIS
00I6 ly

boy

Having taken thcylegaut

—WHO ARENow is your time to strike

IN

A. 9. EDWARDS,

Why should the people of Portland and vicinity
not trade at a
where they can
as chkaf
as in New York or Boston, and where tney can purchase DRY GOODS on the tnost reasonable terms?
Those who have given them a trial usually come
hack again and remain standing customers, thereby
showing conclusively that a fair and honorable
treatment is by them highly appreciated.

AEG.

Burning to Avenge their Country's Wrong.
All

Largest

The

rush to their

Received from New

Boiton,

....

tiOmCHAIK.
York. 22d Sept., 1963.
Those Instruments may be found at the Musio
Rooms of the subscriber, where they will be sold at
the manufacturers’ prices.

Street,

place

Street

jHanover

CARR & CO.,

a.

HOUSE,

New

NEW DRY GOODS STORE.

»ng20ly

supply

Portland, Feb. 1,1864.

ZUNDEB,

their custom.

HO EVERY

TOE AMERICAN

(NEAB THE POST OFFICE.)

411 Kinds of Hard and Soft Wood*

der, at

BOOTS AND SHOES,
having large experience in tnai oranch,

Commission, Portland, Me.

“It is easier to pay a small price than a
large one.”

Cliicaifo, Illinois,

o. Box 471.

TO

U. 8. Christian
nov25tf

-ALSO, FOR SALE-

EsruANi

J. W. SYKES,
Purchaser lor Eastern Account

Money

Don’t
them in

The Public are invited to give us a call, aa we are
bound to give satisfaction to ail who favor us with
II. BAKER.

the necessary means are contributed.
for this, sent to Cyrus Sturdivant, Treasurof the Army Committee of Portland Young Men’s
Christian Association, No. 86 Comnercial street, or
to the undersigned, will be promptly appropriated
to the relief ox the suffering prisoners.
T. R. Hath,
Cyrdb Sturdivart,
H. H Burokbb,
Army com.
A. J. Chasm,
W. R. JOHKBOV,
as

er

Linens, Towelings, Linen
Cambric liandkerthiefs, and line Merino Ladies’
Black Hose just received.

use.

_moh3Iteodtf_JAMES

“Many article*of Nourishment and Comfort for sick men are generally needed”
beyond those usually included in government rations. Four separate shipments by the Christian
Commission have b*en already made, and other supplies are about going forward to Richmond as fast

Large varieties

-AT THM-

hitching horses.
The choicest Suppers will be got
up for sleighing
and dancing partios, who will find it
greatly to their
pleasure and advantage to resort to the White House.
No effort will be spaiwd for the entertainment ol
decl9-dtf

object.

FOR

LITTLE, Agent.

Coal and W ood !

ranted to

THE

pears.

WM. I>.
febl5 MWAF AweowOw

popular Hotelhas recently been purchased by Mr. Miller (ot the Albion) and has
been thoroughly refitted, renovated and repaired, and numerous excellent alterations
made. It is located on the Saccarappa road,
>ut ibur miles from Portland,
affording a beautiful
drive over a good road, and just about far enough
for pleasure.
It has a fine largo Dancing Hall and
good Bowling
Alleys, in close proximity to the bouse is a warm
and roomy 8table,
containing
twenty nice stalls.
There is also a well sbolterod Shed, 106 feet
long, for

SAWYER * WHITNEY.
mchlO’Mdly

United State) Christian Commission having
received letters of acknowledgement that t-upplies forwarded through their agents, have been received and distributed among the prisoners in Richmond, invite further contributions to this humane

HOUSE.

houskj

This

Office, Commercial'St., head of Maine Whft

Aid t$ Union Prisoners In Rlch«
monel.

wilbon

J. P. MILLER,.PROPRIETOR.

Chestnut Coal—Prime lot delivered for $9.60 pertonl

Cotton and Wool Domestics 1

Surplus.8150,000.

ahd

Hard and Moll Wood.

W W

Having taken the Fruit Store formerly occupied by

THE WHITE

SPRING MOUNTAIN LBBIGR,

■ ■■are Building.. Merchandise. Household Furniture, Real., Lease*. Vessel* an the Sleeks, and other Personal Prnperly al Ino Low-

BUSINESS CARDS.

hotels._

CASH,

FAST OF THECITV

AMT

WHOLE NO. 530.

WOOD, Splendid Pleasure Resort!

CHEAP FOK

OF NEW YORK.

than the Prince of Caricaturists; a man
who regards the on-goings of life with the eye
of genius: and he has & clear insight
through
the exterior of manners Into the passions of
Total Assets,
the heart.
He has wit as well as humor—
*3,025,879 74
of Liabilities lor Losses not
feeling as well as fancy—and his original vein Amount
due or adjusted,
*175.411 84
to
be
inexhaustible.
Here’s
his
health
appears
Amount at risk, estimated,
116,616,479 Of
iu a bumper.”
THUS. A. ALEXANDER, President.
Lucius J. Hardkk, Secretary.
A complete set of the publications of the
Hartford, Nov. 7, 1863.
Shakspeare Society of England in 47 volumes
is one of the many attractions here, and also
C.
Richard Bcnsley’s magnificently printed ediNo. 4 Iron Block, Portland Pier.
tion of the Bible iu four heavy quartos. It
was published
dec£ dtf
by subscription, and is as perfect a specimen of the preservative art of all
arts” as was ever executed.
LITTLE’S
The best edition ol the best American authors are all here,
Historian’s
aud
iucluding
novelists.
Those authors whose works are
NO' 31 EXCHANGE STREET,
not readily found complete, are Brockdcn,
ESTABLISHED IN 1843,
Brown, aud John Neal, there are also the
scarce original edition of the American
novels,
the aganev of the following well known
G. Mellen, Fessenden, McDonald, Clark, Ac.
reliable ami prompt pa> iug Companion, I am
Ac.
to take Fire Risk* at the Lowest Rates of
prepared
It is a difficult task to give in the space of
other Mound Companirs to the amount of $100,000
a newspaper column a
complete idea of a lib- if wanted.
of
3000 volumes, nealy, all one can do is
rary
Phoenix Insurance Company,
to give a partial catalogue of the books conOF HARTFORD, CONN.,
taiued in it, amoug which as the experienced
Capital asd 8urpj.cs.*1,000,000.
eye of the “book hunter” will no doubt discover, the titles of many books not particularWestern mass. Insurance Com’y,
ly noteworthy, must necessarily creep in, aud
OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.,
they are only given to show the general comCapitai. asd Surplus,.#250,000.
pleteness of the collection.
Mr. Brown’s library has been collected durCity Fire Insurance Company,
ing the last fifteen years and contains a great
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
works
of no particular interest, to any
many
Capital asd Surplus,.#500,0(10.
one but the owner.
The unusual collection
merchant’s Insurance Company,
of that peculiar class of literature, known to
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
book buyers as “Facetia?” iu the French,
EngCapital asd Surplus,.#300,000.
lish, Italian, German and Latin tongues and
complete examples of modern French North Am. Fire Insurance Co.,
literature, its numerous sets of rare (and comOF HARTFORD, CONN.,
mon) Magazines and periodicals, and its richCapital asd Surplus,.84*0,000.
nessjiilustrated works containing as it does,
numerous SDeeimens
of Hno-urth
f-iilltvw
New England Fire Insurance Co.
Turner IStan field, Cruikshank, Johan not G.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
and
otbe'rs, are the more prominent
Dore,
Capital ahd Surplus,.8260,000.
specialities of this library, if the term may
so be applied, and its most noticeable features
Manhattan Fire Ins. Company,
are its
general completeness as a library of
OF NEW YORK,
Belles Lettres, since it contains the works of
CAPITAL and Surplus,.8450,000.
all or nearly ail the great poets,
philosophers,
romancers, dramatists and essayists of the
Thames Fire Insurance Com’y.
more

an

containing Virgil Trave6tie,al(Jmo., London,

Exchange

&

—

1_TV_1.

euthusiastic and
appreciative admirer in Mr. Brown, and lie
lias all of his latest and best efforts which are
La Legeude de Cro<iucmitaine,Leo Aveutures
du Baron Munchausen, Le Juif Errant, Ilistoire du Capt. Castagnetle, Dante’s L’Enfer,
Chateaubriand’s Atala and Don Quicbotte;
this latter work is causing much excitement
in the art world from the originality and extraordinary genius displayed iu the designs.
Besides these Mr. B. has a large number of
French juveniles illustrated by the same versatile artist. English literature for the past
two bundled years is exceedingly well represented here by the original and best editions
We
of the popular writers for that period.
may note in the first place Pickering's flue
editions of the works of Francis Bacon, and
also a line set of the Aldine edition of the
Poets, Sir John Suckling’s works, Loudon
10SMi, Charles Cotton's genuine poetical works

MISCELLANEOUS^
COAL

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!

J.

To the Editor of the frett:

i.... i_ll

Cruikshank, Seymour, Browne, Cattermole,
1 aimer, John
Leech, Stanfield aud Maclise,
Thomas Hood’s writings, original editions,
Charles Lever’s works illustrated by Cruicksliank and others, The
Writings of William
and Mary Howitt, the
original and illustrated
editions of the writings of the lamented
Thackeray which are now much sought after,
The comic histories of Gilbert A. A. Beckett,
with Leech’s mirth provokiug illustrations,
Alfred Crowquill and Robert Cruickshank’s

MARCH 16, 1864.

Drnse ***«*«!, Clieeie Ac.

and

HARRIS BROTHERS,

prepared to ftirnDh the public with
WHOLESALE GROCERS,
ARECenter Pieces
and all kinds of Plaster Ornaments
other
in the

received a choice lot of “Colebrook”
HERDS <• KAS8. Vermont and Michigan
CLOVER and RED-TOP seed.
Vermont OH ELSE, and various brands Extra and
Family FUur for sale at the lowest cash prices by
PLUMMER k COLE.
Corner of Portland and Green bt’s.

JUST

nu

h9 wfiw*

now

as cheap as any
establisment
State, ami at the shortest notice.
We will also sire prompt attention to repairing
Plastering, Whiteuing, White Washing and Color*
iug
Please leave your orders at No. 6 South street
feb’J6 d8m
opposite the Riding School.

COMMERCIAL STREET,
CORNER

Book Card & Fanov Printing

PORTLAND PIER,

Albion K. Harris, I
BenJ. K. Harris. I
4 te?b dkwSa

HXAILT KifcCETRD

PORTLAND.

AT THE 0FFI0E OF THE fREI

S

W——■w^mm
The

THE DAILY PRESS.

by anything

attracted

Wednesday Morning, Match 10, 1804.
-.*•».——--

larger
The circulation of the Daily
4han any other Daily paper in the State, and
double that of any other in Portland.
Press is

Tbbks—87.00 per year if paid strictly in advance
• discount of 81.00 wilt Oe made.

Commander George Itenry Preble.
It may not be known to all our readers that
Commander George Henry Preble, who was
dismissed from the service, under what many
persons have supposed was a misapprehension
of the facts, for allowing the British Steamer
Ovita to run the blockade at

Mobile,

has been

his rank in the navy, and his
pay continued the same as though he had remained in the service.
This Is a simple act of justice honorable

fully restored

to

Commander

alike to the Government and

exceedingly gratifying
many friends In this his native city, and in
various other portions of the country.
Below we give the proceedings of the Sen-

Preble,

to

and

his

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

that is

foreign; especially if it is far fetched and dear bought.”
But we believe this penchant for foreign artists w hich has been so long a characteristic
of Americans is every day
growing less. We
are glad to wituess such a
change, aud our artists are glad to recognize it, and work all the
more industriously aud with better heart and
hope on that account. This change in public
taste aud sentiment, and the evidently increasing love of art and of the productions of Genius among our people are signs not to be mistaken that we are attaining a higher civilization than that which has hitherto marked

our

As a nation we are as yet compara-

course.

young, but we trust aud believe there
is a brilliant future in store for the American
people. But we have strayed from the sub-

tively

ject we

had in view when we wrote the caption to this article. It is one thing to paint a

picture artistically, and another thing
place so that ail its

it in a proper

to

hang

beauties

may be seen. Pictures of cabinet size should
not be hung above the level of the beholder’s

elevated above that level.

eye, but those of

dimensions may be
Artists should re

member these rules and

hang

larger

picture s

their

ate in relation to the case, while we congratulate the navy that it retains the services of a

accordingly.

brave and

overlooked. It
must be highly gratifying to a father to see
his son industriously engaged in works of art
instead of naming the giddy rounds of dissi-

accomplished officer:

Mr. Hale.

I move that the Senate take up
for consideration the bill for the relief of
George Henry Preble, a Commander in the
Navy of the United Sutes. It will take but
a moment.
The motion was agreed to, and the bill was
read a second time, aud considered os in comIt duects Lite proper
mittee of tire whole.
accounting officers of the Treasury, in settling the accounts of Geo. Henry Preble, a
commander iu the Navy of the United Slates,
to allow him pay as a Commander from the
10th of July, 1802, in the same way aud manner as if the order discharging him lfom the
Naval service had never been issued.
Mr. Hale. There is a report accompanying
the bill, which is very short. Let that be read,
and I will have nothing more to say.
The Secretary read the report from the
Committee on Naval atrairs, from which it
appears that the petitioner alleges that being
an officer in the Navy on the 5th of August,
1802, he was promoted to ills present rank to
dale from the 10th day of the preceding July;
that the Senate on the ‘21st ol the next February,confirmed him as such Commander.
He further alleges that while he was on
duty, on the 12th of October, 1SU2, he received
official notice by a letter from the Navy Department,dated Sept. 20lh, 1802, that be was
dismissed from tbe naval service; aud that be
remained in that situation until he was, on
the 21st of February, 1803, confirmed as a
Commander by the Senate, and nomination of
tbe President made ou the 12ih of the same
month. Under the circumstauces, he prays
that he may be allowed pay as a Commander
afloat, from the 10th of July, 1802, to the 12th
o( Oct. iu the same year, and of a Commander
waiting orders from the latter date to the 21st
of February, 1803, when be was confirmed in
his present office by the Senate.
The facts
alleged in the petition the committee find on
reference to the official records of the Government to be true.

Tbe nomination of
maHn Ku lha Ppuaiilonl

Commander Preble,
An

tho 19tli aT

ITuIipiiu.

ry, 1863, u> take rank from the 16th of July
previous the precise time from which his former appointment was to date, aud its subsequent confirmation by the Senate, on the 21st
of the same month, in the opinion of the Committee, had the effect, aud was manifestly designed to have the effect of putting him precisely where he would have been if the order
of the Navy Department of Sept, 20tli, 1802,
discharging him from the Naval Service, had
never been Issued, and mnst be considered and
taken to be full revocation of that order, and
a condemnation of any real
or supposed
offense, or delinquency on bis part, subsequent to the period from which hi» commission
was to entitle him to the rank.
Under these
circumstances the Committee are of the opinion that the prayer of the petitioner is just
and reasonable aud ought to be granted. The
bill was report d to the Senate without amendment, ordered to be engrossed for a third
reading, read the third time, and passed.
Pride ol the Poor White Trash.

Wendel

Phillips

tells of one of this class. Says Mr. Phillips in
one of his lectuers:
A friend of mine at Nashville saw a white
man clothed in rags from bead to feet, which
were bare, come to the Provo-1 Marshal’s table and asked rations and transportation a
hundred miles dow'n river, home. The Marshal’s reply was "1 have as many names on
ray list as I dare.” “Weil lam liuDgry and
want to get home, said” the man.
“Can’t
help it I caul lake your name.” The Secretary
of the Marshal, a northern bred mau, looked
up and said; “You have only to get on board
the boat and handle a little wood at the waiting station, and you make double passage,aud
rations beside.” Hags looked down at him a
moment, and said, I never did work an hour
and 1 guest 1 shaut begin now.” The northerner suggested that it had come to a question
between working and starving. Hags replied
“I will starve a week before I will work an

hour.”_

New Gloucester.—At the anuual election the following officers were chosen: Cbas.
P. Haskell, Moderator; S. N. Gross, Clerk;
M. Watts, D. W. Merrill, and J. P. Stevens,
Selectmen; R. P. M. Greeley, Treasurer aud
Collector; R. P. M. Greely, ltev. J. A. Ross,
and B. F. Jordan, School Committee; R. P.
M. Greeley, and Win. Haskell, Jr., Constables.
All Union.

but am fully prepared
Gen. Lee has been sent
up from Fortress Monroe in exchange for me,
in accordance with ibe proposition ol our government. But possibly it may ail come to
nothing. If otherwise, and on arriving at the
Fortress or at Washington, I might.be needed
at any point, I should not feel at liberty to take
up lime by going borne. On the contrary, I
should be coustraiuud to take service at ouce.
I am sure you cannot regard this as an indication that the dear ones at home are not near
my heart; but only that I recognize my country’s first claim to my services.”

probably to morrow
for a disappointment.

—

comes our

of

one

IIo.n. IIiham Chapman.—It be-

painful duty

to

*

turmoil and excitement.
The above remarks were
visit to Fred.

suggested by a

Frost’s

re-

chronicle the death

of our most useful and estimable citi-

Hon. Hiram Chapman, of DamarisAugusta at 2 o’clock, on Tuesday morning. Col. Chapman, at the time of
his death, held the office of Laud Agent, and
also that of Judge of Probate for Lincoln Co.
He was a man of

unswerving honesty,

affable

in mauner, prompt in business, and faithful in
the

discharge

few men

of the duties of his office.

enjoyeifso universally the

and esteem of the

people

of all

But

conlldeuce

parties,

as

Col.

Chapman.
Ey- No business of any Importance
transacted in the Legislature on Monday.

ByThursday evening March 17th.

2 t.

Ef” During the year ending with December 4,587 foreign immigrants landed in Maine.

gy^The Fire Wardens of Saco recommend
the purchase of a steam fire engine.
Sy’Tbe Saco House," in Saco, is closed
for the present.

Cy“Gen. W. F. Smith is a native of Vermont and a graduate of West Point.
2y”The Bev. ^ S. Kallock has gone to
Kansas to take charge of important interests
connected with the Baptist denomination.
y-The horses of the 2d Maine Cavalry,
for their voyage to New Orleans, will require
243 tons of hay and 10.000 bushels of oats.
By The Maine annual conference of the
Methodist Episcopal church, will hold its next
session in Bath, commencing April 14th.
By Peter Fannon was smothered to death
at Rochester on

Tuesday, by a pile of tan bark
which fell upon him In a tannery.
By The Springfield Republican gives as an
evidence of the good effect of asrevival in that
city, that there had been no case before the
•
police court for two days.
Haskell
of Gloucester is goCy’Benjamin
ing to fit out a wrecking schooner with which
to fish up anchors and cables lost on
George’s
shoals.

By J obu Riley of Boston, an employee of
the Metropolitan railroad, was run over
by a
car and so badly injured
Tuesday last that he
died Friday night.
By Rev. A. C. Adams having returned
from the array, on Sunday resumed his
pastoral duties at the

High

street

Church,

Au-

burn.

By Postmaster Wakeman of New York,

offered

employment for six boys, whose fathhave lost their lives in battle
during the
present war. Here is a fine example.
ers

chosen.

The view of the White Mountains

aud the

Androscoggin river with its surroundBerlin Falls, make a beautiful picture

ings at

that would do credit to a much older artist.

That solt delicate haze which is sometimes
to cover those

mighty old mountains in a
peculiar state of the atmosphere, this young
artist’s peucil has produced in admirable style.
It looks as delicate aud etherial as the curling
vapor the poet saw in a quiet valley when he
seen

was
afraid to creep up the mountain
sides lest the rough winds might meet it
there.” Young Frost has made an excellent

said it

oegmnmg, ana n ue perseveres, as we nave
no doubt he will, there is a brilliant career before him in the art he loves so

wisely

and so

Let this artist remember that as he
progresses he will see before him “Alps on
Alps arise” whose summits he must reach ere
a world-wide reputation can be attained.
well.

Military Appointments.
The following commissions have recently,
beeu issued:
Third Battery. 2d Lieut. Joseph W. Whitman, Hampden, 1st Lieut; Quartermaster
Sergt. Willis M. Haycock, Calais, 2d Lieut.;
Private George E. Skillings (2d Battery)

Portland,

2d Lieut.
Seventeenth Regiment Infantry.—1st Lieut.
Sumner S. Bichard, (Co. H), Saco, Capt. Co.
K ; 1st Lieut. George W. Verrill (Co.C), Norway,Capt. Co. E; 2d Lieut. Wellington Hobbs,
Norway, 1st Lieut. Co. H; 2d Lieut. Henry
L. Bartels, Portland, 1st Lieut. Co. F.

Thirty first Regiment Infantry.
Stephen
Talbot, (1st Heavy Artillery).East Machlas.
Major.
7 hirty-s<r.ond Regiment Infantry.
Amos
F. Noyes, Norway, Capt. Co. B; Jos. E. Colby, Humlhrd, 1st Lieut. Co. B; Henry M.
Bearcc, Hebron, 2d Lieut, and Mustering
—

C.

officer.

Death of an Euitob.—George B. Moore,
Esq., for some nine months past editor of the
Advertiser, died at the Commercial House in
this city, yesterday morning.
He had been
conflned to his room for three months suffering from dropsy on the chest; yet his death
was very sudden and unexpected, for he had
not ceased from his labor of writing, to the
day of his death.

Yesterday morning

he was assisted to rise

from his bed and was placed in his chair,
“comfortably,” as he said, and the attendant
left him. On going into the Boom at 10 o'clock
the landlord thought him asleep In the chair.
Alas 1 it was the long sleep! He had passed
qnietly away, evidently without a struggle.
We learn that a physician, who was called
pronounced his death from affection of the

formerly connected with
the Belfast Journal; and, for six months prior
to taking charge of the Advertiser, was engaged on the Argus. He was a genial writer
as well as compar' n.
Peace to his ashes 1
A

was

Handsome

Family Record.

of the Press:
At the commencement of the war, three sons
of Col. James Webb, of North Bridgton, enlisted and were nine months or more, in the
Army of the Potomac, and were then honors

Idy discharged. Subsequently another son
uuu

niw

iu

suv

uiasuc

ui

AUUCtaiu|

en.
auu

severely wounded, and after months
suffering in a hospital, was discharged and returned home. Recently, the
three who first enlisted, have rejoined the army, and are now in Louisiana, and have ta‘
was

there

of tedious

ken with them auother son

viously

been iu tbe service.

who had not preThese four broth-

in the 30th Maine

regiment, under

Col. Fessenden.

Since their departure, still another son has
enlisted to go into the liOth Maine regimeut,
tinder Col. Beal. Two other sons, now at

home, (comprising all the boys of the family,)
have been presented to the Examining Board,
but on account ol physical inability, were not
received.
lustances where six brothers have served
iu the Union army, (aud two mure have been

offered,)

must be exceedingly rare. The live
brothers now in the army, all have families
all are temperate, active and industrous men,
and all are “Union to the core.” As might
the venerable father of these

be

supposed,
worthy sons,

is

alive

with

patriotism,

aud

would at once enter the army, did not age
and infirmity prevent.
In due time may the boys safely return.—
Serene aud joyous, may be Life’s evening, to
the honored parents of such a

family.
S. S. I>.

Early

\\

e

notice iu two

three gardens, in the upper part of the city, the tulips
hyacinth aud crocusses springing up, and the
snowdrops in full bloom. We have no recollection of ever having seen them in a Btate of
such

forwardness,

or

early

in the season before.
We also notice, that the robins, blue
birds and song finches have arrived, and all

commencing

their summer carrols.

Camden, on Monday, the Union
Municipal Officers was elected withany opposition.
.

ticket for
out

so

by

its

By Hon. James Nash has been re-elected
May or of Gardiuer and Wm. Palmer re-elected Judge of the Police Court. Union officers
elected unanimously.

jyThe Gloucester Telegraph says the
two missing vessels of the Georges
fishing
fleet are doubtless lost.since nothing has been
seen or heard from them since the westerly
gale.
nt'sr-p

('

loro.,

.a.

--

E V Ei\'I ACi

have received a lot of that delicious maple
such as they had one year ago, and

which every
tisement.

body

was

after.

See their adver-

PAPERS.

saved.

jrj^The 1st Maine Cavalry had the positiou of honor iu the recent raid of General
Kilpatrick toward Richmond, and conducted
itself with more than usual honor and

throughout.
Ky“Hev. Mr. Field

gallant-

ry

pastor

over

the

will

be installed

Frigate in a Preearivu, CondiHon,

At 5 P. M. tacked,
steering southwest by the
wind until 0 P. M., the
frigate firing guns.—
Hove to about four miles to the leeward of the
frigate. At 0 30 P. M. the frigate tried to speak
us again, but could not be heard.
At 7 P. M., we tacked again, passed close
under the frigate’s stern and asked what they
wanted. The reply was, “We are an Italiau
mau-of-War and in a sinking condition.” The
frigate wished us to lay by her all night, and
accompany her to the nearest land. We asked
how many people she had on board ? She replied four hundred and six.
We promised to remain by the frigate through
the night. Shortened sail and
kept by the
wind. At 8 P. M. fired a rocket, which was
answered by another from the frigate, and hove
to about two miles to the windward.
At 9
P. M. fired a blue light, which was answered
by one from the frigate, the two ships being in
about the same position. At 10 P. M. fired a
rocket, but received no reply.
At 11 P. M., fired a rocket again and a blue
light. Received no reply. Wore the ship and
run to the eastward about three miles,
nove
to on the tack and lay until daylight and run
to the eastward. But a lookout at the masthead could see nothing of the frigate. At 0
A. M. hauled by the wind, supposing the frigate bad kept before the wind.
Shortly after
9 P. M. it commenced blowing a strong breeze
from N N W, and the weather was moderately
clear. Nothing more was seen of the frigate

as

Central

Congregational
Church in Bangor on Tuesday, March 29th.
Rev. Mr. Kirk of Boston will preach the installation Sermon.

EyAt the Municipal election in Augusta
Monday, Mr. Caldwell, the Union candidate
for Mayor, was elected by 300 majority. Last
year the Union majority was only 119. The
Union men carried every ward in the city
electing all the charter officers.

.1

«

well

«

infinitely

as

to

his,

There is also a vacancy in the office of
Register of Deeds by the resignation of J. Q.
Barton, Escp, aud an election is to be held on
the 28th inst.
So says the “Sunrise.”

Cumberland, captured off Mobile by the gunboat De Soto, is
said to be a splendid vessel, with a luxurious
cabiu aud faultless machinery.
The hull is
iron, of extra tb ickness,and she is a fine sea
ImL

Her

steamer

rnllin

skvli<?ht<i

witt) the arms of the Earl of

Am

hln vrtne>i\

Eglintou.

gy The Syracuse Journal announces the
Union victory in the election in that city, in
the following style: “Syracuse Redeemed !
Copperheadism Squelched! The snake not
only Scorched but Killed! The Central City

joins the Union Column, ‘shouting the Battle
Cry of Freedom!’ The Peace Party knocked
into Pieces! ‘Hurrah Bo/s, Hurrah! Down
with the Traitors, up with with the Stars.’
^^“Shipbuilding is quite brisk in Portsmouth and vicinity. Messrs. Tobey A- Littlefield are building a large steamer for Messrs.
R. B. Forbes & Co.; in F'ernald's yard a bark
01 JUO tous is nearly ready for launching; at
Marcy's ship yard at the South End, Mr.
Badger is building a schooner of 250 toils.
Workmen are getting out the frame of a
schooner of 225 tous, at the ship yard of Mr.
John Neal, Kittery Foreside.
jy We congratulate the loyal people of
Bath in the abatement of

goodly city.

a

nuisance in their

The Courier one of the dirties

and most treasonable sheets that ever dis-

graced

a

civilized

community,

has become)

defunct,

and its meagre list transferred to the
It is a queer burial
but then it has been selected not entire-

Advertiser of this city.

place,
ly in disregard of the injunction, to “let the
dead bury their dead.”
jy The House of Representatives at Washington have passed a bill, repealing the second section of the act regulating the coasting
trade on the Northern border. This was in
accordance with the recommendation of the

Secretary
Treasury; for it appears Irorn
a communication from the State Department
of the

that,

while British vessels arrive in

our

ports

from the Provinces have been

cer-

tain

sub-

enjoying
privileges, our vessels have been
jected to lighthouse and hospital tax and
nage duties.

In other words

we were

ing benefit without reciprocation
coasting trade.

ton-

extend-

to our own

Daniel

kindly

ex-

tended to the family the use of the
steamer
Nebraska to convey the remains a few miles
up the river toiler father’s plantation.

t7f"The

strength of the Federal
531,000 and daily increa-

numerical

army is estimated at

singReview ol the Market,
For the week ending March 16, 1964, prepared
pressly for the P&kbs, by Mr. M. N. Rich.

ex-

at

§2&0&3 50t*

BREAD—There is a steady moderate demand lor
Ship Bread at $5 50@6; Pilot Bread
75, and
Crackers #4 4* bbl, or 40c
100; prices tirir.
BUTTER—The continued sesreity of good table
buuw

iii

me

iiiniin

uu«

proaucea
choice dar os

m

iuriuer ad-

vance, and small lots of
have sold at
fabulous prices. Sales in small lots have been made
at 40£43c 1Mb; we quote 36&86c; Country ball 33
(®»6c Our prices for store Butter are neaily nominal. as there is very little if any in market to be had
at auy price,
BEANS—The market is dull and prices eutertain
a heavy downward
'I here is little or no
demaud for shipment, and consequently but few
buyers in market at any price. Wequote White Pea
Beans and Marrows 82 «2<g,2 76, and Blue Pods 82 60
@2 76 ^ bushel.

""Oi-nt

BOX SHOOKS—The stock of rood shipping Box

Shooks in thisgmarket is very light, and trade ha*
been moderate at66@70 for choice Pine Box > hooks,
although Cuba markets arc amply stocked and prices
depressed, but very lew Box is could be purchased
in this market for immediate delivery at our inside
quotations Receipts have been moderate and shipments light f-r the week.
COOPERAGE—The market continues to rule quiet
at our previous prices.
Both City and Country
Shooks remain dull aud sales moderate at 82 42vg
2 60 for Mola*ses lihd Shooks, aud 82 26^2 60 lor
Sugar do and for Country do (without head*; Headings are iu lair supply aud the market is heavy at
previous prices. Hoops are quiet and prices uomiual
at our quotations.

CHEESE—prices

remain Arm at recent advances,
coutiuue to quote Vermont dairies l&alftjc.
do
Country
14£@16c 4> lb.
we

COFFEE—Although the demand has been moderate and sales light, the increased demand in other
markets has advanced prices and the market is extremely Arm at 42<g46c for Java; 89&38c for Rio; 36
@37c f* lb for Cape.

nonce an advance

on

Shot since

our

DAILY PRESS STOC K LIST.
For the week ending March 10,1864.
COllUECTKIX

BV WM. H.

WOOD,

Stock aud Kxcliauge Broker, ExchangeSt., Portland

COAL—There is a good demaud for Coal from the
at 81150@12 for White Ash,Lehigh aud Frankton Cumberland.
lin, and 89 60 a, 10

yard

CORDAGE—We notice auother advance on Manilla cordage, which we now' quote at 20i^21c;
American do 1S@19j; Russia Hemp do 22^30; do
Boltroue 22^23c, and Manilla do 22j(&28c $> It,. Wo
also note an advance on Cotton Sail Twine, and now
quoto 8120&1 26 ^ lb.
CEMENT—The market is quiet and inactive at
bbl.
81 B&gl 76
CREAM TARTAR—Pure Crystals remain
steady
and unchanged, with moderate sales at 66, aud Pulverized 40c
lb.
DRY GOOBS—Prices ore nominally tho same as
the date of our last report, although the advance in
gold has had a tendency to strengthen the market,
and Impart a growing buoyancy to prices for
staple
goods, aud sheuld the advance in good be sus’ained
a material advance on all kind* ot fabrics must immediately follow.
DUCK—Prices are very Arm at recent advances,
and heavy contracts have been made during the week
at Agurei considerable above our quotations, aud the
e tire products of the Portland Duck Co
iseugaged
for the next two months. We continue our last
quotations as follows:—Portland No 1 C Duck 81 24
yard; No 10. 70c; Navy superior, No 8, 8111;
f*
No 10, 76c; Ravens Duck 62c.
DRUGS AND DYES—Trade continues active with
a steady increase as the season advances.
Prices
have continued to rule quite steady in this market,
notwithstanding the unsettled state of other markets

f Ar at Liverpool lat inst, Coa<iaeat, Sears, San Francisco.
Ar at do 2d. Lincolnshire,
Grant, St JpbuNB;
Commodore, do.
b‘<i Izt, Chancellor, Jones, and
Caravan, Lawler,
Nvwl °rk; Lons wood. Peterson,
Bombay;
2d, Ark1
wright. Cnnlkius, New York.
Arnt Deal. 3.1. Fawn. New York
Ar at Beltast 2d. Billow. Dmvia. New York.
Ship Windsor. Forest, from Liverpool for Bombay
”
was bornt Jan 18.
Ship Yorktown. from London for New York Dut
back on the 1st, damaged.
Ship rnnaie, from Androssan lor Boston, put Into

Corset

Skirt, at Ai-

Depot,

under
hih.

declk

Venrript ion.

Value. Ofered. Asked.
Government 6*. 1881,.
110
112
Government 5-2»)
106
|,j^
Government 7 3-10.
110
HU
State of Maine Bonds,.
I113
1,>5
Portland City Bond*,.
13
pm
Bath City Bouda,.
\ t»
105
p«|
City Bond*. 20 year*.
Bangor
105
Calais City Bonds,..
prj
jyg
Bank of Cumberland,. 40
4*
50
Pur

Canal Bank,.100
International Bank, (new),.100
Casco Bank...100
Merchant.*' Bauk,.
75
Manufacturer* & Traders’ Bank, 50

luu
1< 31

llo

ll>

1044

111
79
«1
51
5-3
Mechanic*'Bank.luo
90
b5
Portland Company,.100
50
00
Portland Ga* Companv. 5*)
60
62
{>cean I insurance Company..100
109
112
At. & St. Lawrence K. R.,.
81
?.*
do.
do.
90
1*2
do., Bond*,. 100
And. & Kennebec R. R. Stock. 100
0
10
do.
do.
90
do Bonds,.. 100
97
Maine Central 11. K. Bonds,.
85
88
.50
worthless.
Androscoggin R. R. Stock.
do.
1st Mortgage Bond*.
75
85
Ken. & Portland R. R. Stock,.. .100
worthier.
do.
do.
90
do., Bouda, 100
100
Portland & Forest Aveuue R.K.luO
102
104
Portland Glass Company.100 none for sale.
Portland Shovel Manufac’g Co. 100 none lor sale.
Portland Steam Packet Co.,
.100 none for sale.
Richardson'* Wharf Co.100
90
100
...

1

Cape Elis. Wharf and R. Co.,... 60

nominal.

Crook haven

on theMth alt.
leaky.
Ship John Ball, which put tack to Greenock leaky,
discharge.

will

SPOKEN.
2d fust, lat 43. Ion 63. ship Eastern
Light. Cruikshank. from
F- b 9 for New York.
Jan 26. lat 17 56 8. Ion 3u («. bark W
Mct.ilrery, of
Sears port, from-for Montevideo.
March 4. lat 23 10, Ion 78 40. brig Paragon, 23 dara
from Cienfnegoe lor Boston
March 10. Int 3t 26. Ion 73 66. scfc Matilda.
Wett. 2
days from New York for Tampico.
March 8, Int 29 Ion 79 3), seh Viola, of Machiaa 14
days from Kingston, J. for New York, with all hands
*
*be cook, and only two men on deck.
Feb «, fat 29 06. loa 64. sch ft II Perkins, fm Frankfort for Mataozu—reported baring bad a
heavy gale
a few day* previous,
during which lo«t deck load of

Liverpool

lumber.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

sAT CARDS and BILL HEADS neatly printe
at this office.
tf

For Sale.
"
\
[ Th# Hotel known ns the Union House
llarpswell. Great Island, very finely situated tor a Summer Resort
The house is nearly new, ha*
twenty-two
1_[rooms, a large hall, piasza above aud below,
and ia in good repair.
Connected with the houae ia a good stable. This
property will be told low.
Apply to Robert Watson on the premises, or to
Dana % Co.. Commercial Street, Portland.

m I yon are In want or any kind of PRINTING
nail at the DailyPrw.oflleo.
tl
SAILING OR OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
iTXiXlt

FROM

FAILS
&

FOB

Arabia...Liverpool.lionton.Mar

Germania.Southampton.New York.. ..Mar 8
North Amtrrican. Liverpool.... Portland.Mar 10

China.Liverpool.New York..
Portland....
Peruvian.Liverpool

Mar
Mar
.Mar
Mar
York. Mar
Mar

—

.Liverpool— Boston

Hibernian.Liverpool.Portland
.Liverpool.New
Damascus.Liverpool.Portland.
Nova

....

...

13
17
18
34
36
31

mchl»> oodSw*

Schooner for Sale.

Scotian..... Liverpool—Portland
April 7
[The steamers for Portland leave Londonderry one
day alter leaving Liverpool.]

Canada.Boston.Liverpool....

Bavaria.Now York
City of New York.New York.
Nova Scotian.Portland
I »*ura.Portland.

last, and now quote drop 16c and Buck 16c |>ll>.
TEAS—The market continue* very active and
buoyant, and priors of both Black and Greou being
higher and rti 1 tending upward, and the market
closed buoyant Ut90q95c for common Oolong, 95c a
61 fur choice do, 753,90c for Souchong, Anclioi and
lower grades.
TOBACCO—The continued uncertainty of the Tobacoo tax renders the market quiet, the trade couflmug their operations to supplying immediate
wants, preferring to wait for further
dorelopmeuti
before increasing their stocks.
Notwithstanding the
prevailing dullness, holders are Arm in their views—
some holding particular
sty It* of Tobacco higher
than the prices current to-day—under the convic- |
tion that a heavier tax will bj
Impjsed Ilian has I
latelT been anticipated. The exports of Tobacco
from this port for the mouth of Eehruarp were 5536
tbs against 146 868 lbs In January.
FREIGHTS—The freighting buslneia has been
very quiet the past week, aud there has been little
or nothing doiug fur the want of vessels
We have
heard of but one engagement for Cuba
during the
week, that of the Br bark G Palmer, for Cardenas
at *>c for Box Shooks, *6 50 p M for
l.umber, and’
•* P M for Hoops. In European freights we notice
the engagement of Hr bark l.ahoranius. 460 tons to
load Deals for Carditfat 60s
standard.

tendency.

aud

new a trie

Mechanics' Hall.

SALT—The market remains steady and firm at our
quotations, which we contiuue at 3 87J&4 25 or
Turks Island aud Cagliari. Box Salt Ground remains steady at 26c per box.
STARCH—We notice some advance on Starch,
and sales are now freely made at our quotations for
both Pearl and Potato©.
SEEDS—The market for gras* seed of all descriptions is active and prices firm, as there is some
speculative demaud. We now quote Herds Grass *3 26
4*3 37; Red Top3 07ifiS76, and Western Clover 14(g)
144c. We uotice an advance on Canary Seed, which
is held at *4 26@4 60 p bush.
SPICES—Business since our last has not been
large, but the market retains its firmness, and prices
for the most part have au upward
tendency. Pepper
and Pimento have uodergouo seiue
change, and the
former is l$&2c higher.

ASHES—steady moderate sales continue to he
made at 8£@9c for Pearls, and 8(0,8jc for Potash.
APPLES—Dried apples continue to entertain a
drooping tendency as the demand is light with but
few buyers in market.
We now quote sliced
V lb. Oreen Apples continue iu ample supply to
prices ranging

Lisbon, leaky.

The Patent Belle Monte Skirt.

last.

Nwt®.—We wish it to be understood that ourquotations represent prices of large lots from first hands,
unless otherwise stated, and that in tilling small orders, higher rates have to be charged.

meet the demand at
bbl.

[Per steamship Jura.)

Ar from N York 28th, John
Bright, at Liverpool;
1st Aurora, at do; 2d, Alexander
Marshall, and
Edith, at do.
Sid for Portland 26th, Eleanor, from CxrdlF.
hhip Davelnnd, from Liverpool for Bouton, isat

BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
compounded so as to reach directly the seat of
give almost instant relief.

A full assortment or thi.
DxiieoK'H Hoop Skirt aud

OILS—We notice an advance of 6c on Kerosene
oar last.
The factory prices were advanced
yesterday 65j|67Jc<g[70c p gal, according to quantities. We notice a rurTli3* advance on Linseed and
boiled oil, and the market is very Arm at our
quotations elsewhere! lsh oils are quiet and
steady at *32
t®34 ,or Bay and *35g37 for Bank. Lard and whale
refined remains Arm at 9126<tl30; sperm winter
has recently advanced to 2 12 g# 20 p gal.
PAINTS—We quote Portland Lead in oil *13 MgQ
14; and Cumberland do *13 00(813 50; Lowin U-a.i
*13 76(0,14 26: French Zinc *11 26&11 76, and American do ** 26a* 75. We also notice an advance on
Litharge and Red Lead, which we now quote at 14c
PLASTER—Stocks are getting reducep and prices
have an advancing tendency. We now quote Rock
*3 60g3 62 p ton, and Ground *7®7 63 p ton.
PRODU CE—Produce of all kinds are quiet and
there has been bat little doing for the past several
weeks, excepting Butter, the extreme scarcity of
which has advanced this commodity fabulous
prices
for this market. Good table Butter Is a scarce article. and has sold during ths week as high as 40M3c
p lb in small lots. Eg^s contiuue to nave a drooping tendency as the supply is ample. Potato** are
dull and but little doing, aud prices remain nominal
at *1 87 ®2 00 p bbl, or 66.^£79c bushel.
Poultry is
scarce and but llttie doing at present.
PROVISIONS—Pork remains Arm at our quotations, whieh «e continue as follow*:—Extra t’lear
925g26; clear 24£25: mess 922 60(g23 60. aud prime
do »l*g20. We noric© an advance on smoked Hants
which we now quote at 13)<$14c, and
City do 14 g)
14Jc p brl. Round Hogs are very firm at lOfgllc
P lb.
RUM—Prices are higher for Portland distilled.
The manufacturers are firm 91 00 p gal
SUGARS—Both raw’ aud hard Sugar* continue to
ontertain a strong upward tendency. Crushed,
grannulated and powdered wert held yesterday at \%iM
18jo P tb, which was about the factory prices *iu
Boston. We a so nolicea further advance on Portland Sugars (as will be observed by our
quotations
elsewhere) which are jobbers prices, as the factory
have not as yet turned out any new. Havana Box
Sugars are nominally the same as at the date of our

ted in

Bauks

Ameabury, unc.

fections, oftentimes incurable.

oil since

Death of Maine Soldiebs.—The following deaths of Maine soldiers, have been repor-

Gen.

■

goo* de-

NAILS—Cut Nails are very Arm at the recent advances, and we continue to quote *6 2G@6 50 p cask.
NAVAL STORES—Business Is limited
just at this
time aud prices continue to rule steady. W* notice
that iu New York market* a 1
descriptions have an
unward tendency, and Tar is
deeidedly higher.
Mo-t of tie loreigu Tar has been iu bond
beyond
tho tim« allowed, aud cannot now be entered
except
by an amendment of the law. The sales of epirits
Turpeutino are 40 casks French, to arrive, at *3 10.
OAKUM—We notice an advance on both common
and Navy, which we now quote 11$ g/13c
p lb.
ONIONS—Stocks light aud prices are very firm at
a further advance.
Sales have been made during
the week at *6 60<s« p bbl, or 2 60£8 62
p bush.

for tlie cure ofdiptheria, from a physician who
says that of 19U0 cases in which it has been
used not a single patient has been lost. The
treatment consists in thoroughly swabbing the
back of the mouth and throat with a wash
made thus: Table salt, two drachms; black
pepper, golden seal, nitrate of potash, alum,
one drachm each.
Mix and pulverize, put
into a teacup half full of water, stir well, and
then fill up with good vinegar. Use
every
half hour, one, two and four hours, as recovery
progresses. The patient may swallow a little
each time. Apply one ouuce each of spirits
turpentine, sweet oil and acjua ammonia,
mixed, every hour, to the whole of the throat,
and to the breast bone every four hours,
keeplug flannel to the part.”

tended the funeral.

Matauzas, 4th inat. sliip Charter Oak, Carver,
b,rk 'V, lkln. Blanchard.
Key Weet;
and luveatigator. Carver,N Orleans;
in. brigs Antilles, Theslrnp. and Torrent. Mongom*
ery. Portland; ach K 11 Perkins,
Bangor.
Sid 7th, bark iieeiali, Gllkey,
Philadelphia' brig
*
Castilian. Hardenbrook. Ho mes' Hole
In port 6th, barks John Carver. Nickels: Isaac K
Davis- Haun; Lizzie Blisz. Pierson, and t has Brewer. Monroe, for Now York; brigs Ella Marin. Merrill, and U G Eerry, Dixon, tur do.
Ar at Cardenas 3d. brig Sarah B Crosby, Crosby
Peuacola; 7th, brig Minnie Miller, Anderson, Key
Weet,
Ar at St John NB 10th inst. seh Franklin Gould,
Gould, East port; Odessa. Waters. Bellas!
At Havana 8th, bnrka J Griffiths, Drummond and
Adelaide, Prince, for New York: Nebra Croaker,
Segnr, for Boston; John Aviles. Bneknam, for Port,
land: Mcrrimac. Hoyt; Winslow, Davia, and ET
Herrimaa, one; brig C H Kennedy, Luae, for Portland : sob Adele, Snow, for Portland; E J
Talbot,

Cough,
Cold,

MOLASSES—The market is characterized with
a firm feeling and prices are
exceeding buoyant as
stocks are light aud MoUsses is coming forward in
very limited supply. Importers decline to tell to arrive, except at au advanco over our present quotations, which we couriuue as follow*;—Trinidad 64-g*
66c ; newT Cuba clayed 630,65c; Muscovado 66<£58c
aud Tart clayed 41d42c p ga).

Remedy fob Diptheiu a.—The New York
Tribune says :-“We have just received a recipe

&r- The wife of Gen. Beauregard died in
New Orleans on the 2d inst. Over (J000 at-

Ar at

Guribuldi, Hoyt

Sore Throat,

scarce.

stil1

iSr-n is said a grandson of Daniel Webster is soliciting subscriptions for a magazine.
Very honorable business if the magazine Is
worth reading.
Pity some other young men
who are endeavoring to live on the shadow of
departed greatness would not do the same.
jy It is reported that Senator Hicks of
Maryland, who has been suffering from .a severe attack of erysipelas was obliged to have
one of his legs amputated last Friday, as mortification was about to ensue. He was doing
well on Saturday,
jyHou. Z. P. Wentworth, Judge of Probate for Aroostook, has resigned because ot ill
health. The vacancy will be tilled by Govern-

zas.

II ahovkr, Mr., Oct. 1,1861.
Dear Sir:—I have used L. F. AtwooA's Bitters
tor some 10 or 15
years. 1 have tried a great number
of medicinesmr Dyspepsia.but without effect. These
Bitters are the only remedy that have ever relieved
me of this
distressing complaint. My neighbors
have also been greatly beuelittod by the use of them.
JOEL HOW.
53T*lteroare of Counterfeits and base imitations,
some qf which aer signed *‘M.’' F., instead
qf L. F.
Atwood.
The genuine is signed L. F. Atwood, and
as a safeguard
against imposition bears on extra
label,countersigned II. //. HA Y, Druggist, Portland, Me., sole Central Agent.
For sale by respectable dealers in medicine
generally.
Janl6 Cmeodfcw 3

METALS—All kinds of Metals remain firm and
steany. We continue to quote Fauca Tin 56*6Mc
Straits 52*64: Char I C $16*16 60; do I X
$18*
18 50; Coke $14 60*15 60; Sheet Mosselman Zinc is
now held at 13*13‘,c, and some dualities are verv

greater advantage of being backed by an earnest, honest and loyal spirit. \Ve institute no
comparisons between the sanity of the two.

Washington during the past week:—
Smith, 1st Maine Artillery; J. Kene,
do; John H. Haskell, do; Charles I,. Langley,
do; Jefferson Grey, do; Geo. Norton, do;
Thomas Merry, 9th Maine.

as a

CURE FOR CATARRH.—Da. Wadsworth'*
DDY UP is a certain
remedy for this loathsome
LUMBER—The market is very firm, and prices for i disease. There is no mistake about this. The Dry
Lp has cured tho’tsands of cases ot Catarrh, and the
shipping still advancing with a brisk demand. We
•ales of the article is
now quote No. I s and 2 s clear Pine
constantly increasing. A word
$38*40 » M
***0 is sufficient. For sale by the proprietor,
No. 3 $28*30, and No 4 $2t>*22; and
Shinning $23*
H. H. BUUKINGTON,
26; Spruce $17*20; Hemlock $10*12 p M.
Providence, R. I. Also by
Spruce
H. U. HAY, Druggist, Agent for Portland.
Scantling and Timber are scarce at $14 00*16 00
oct31 oodAwGm
Joist are also very scarce and firm. Hackmatack
Timber *10.00*20.00 V ton. Clapboards. Heart Extra are selling at $33 00; Clear do $30
00*31 00;
£V“If you are goinifto the West, Sooth, or NorthNo. 1, $13*15; Sap, Clear 824*25; do 2ds
820*21,
West, procure Through Tickets at LrrrTB'a Union
and
Spruce Extra are worth *14 00 * 16 00.
Ticket Office, No. 31 Exchange Street, where
you
and No. 1 $12*13. Shingles, Extra l’iue are
quoted
may have a oheioe of routes at the lowest rate# ol
at $4 50*5 00, and Clear Pine $2 60*3 75. Extra
fare, and obtain all naedhil information.
shaved Cedar Shingles are worth $3 75*3 87; do 2d
Nov. 2.1863.
i uThSAwtf
S $3 25 *3 50 4* M. Laths, Pine are selling at $1 50
*
2 25, aud Spruce at *137*1 60 p M. Our
quotacure
Ert&^To
a
or
tions for box shooks and cooperage will be found
uongh, hoarseness,
any disease ef
the throat and luu^.use Howes’s Cough Pills. Sold
elsewhere.
by H. H. Hay, Portland, and by druggists generally.
LI M E—The market remains quiet and
unchanged
jan27 d&w3m*
at $1 10*1 16 |> cask and little
doing at this season.
LaRI>— Prices are very firm and the market is
HT"The Post Office is directly opposite Harris
lb in bbls and tubs—stock
buoyant at l4*14$c
Hat and Cap Store.
Ieb2» tl
light.

J UU|--

and has the

York.
Ar at Havana 6th, Centan:, Kiltcn, Machiaa (and
cld 8th lor Matanzts): sch K C Knight. Howes. New
Orfonne; brig A Taylor. Gulliver. Portland.
Cld Hh, Mansanilla. Young, Portland
Sid *th. brigsCircasaian, Uarriman. and
Hay ward,
(Brj Dobson. New York; 8th. bark Zelinda, Bucknnm, Philadelphia; JimeaC Ward. Tibbetts, Mar au
*•

Cape Elizabeth, July 1, 1863.
my connection with the State ReSchool,
teacher, L. F. Atwood's Bitters
were introduced there and used with marked success,
in
Bilious
affections.
particularly
A. P. HILLMAN.
Yours, he.,

lb.

The schr“ Resident Washington, about
tons burthen, rebuilt in 1&83, well
tbe coasting and freighting
well found in sail and riggtBg.
sold low if applied lor soon.
Apply to Robert Watson, Harpewell Great la'aud,
•r to Dana A Co., Commercial 8treet, Portland,
iW

adapted toi*
-C\ Ahn«ine*s.
wouSBb and will he

Mar 18

Hamburg.Mar 19

Liverpool.... Mar
Liverpool.Mar
Uverpool.Mar

19
19
96
«»•». New York. Bremen.Mar 96
Australasian.New York. Liverpool.Mar 28
.Boston
Liverpool.Mar 30
North American
.Portland
.Liverpool_April 2
Germania.New York.. Liverpool_April 2
Chin
New York.. Liverpool.April »3
Liverpool
April 9
Africa.......Boston
Liverpool.April 13
Hibernian... Portland. ..Liverpool,. ...April 16
Daznasous.Portland.. .Liverpool_April 23
NovaScotiau- Portland. Liverpool
April 30
Roanoke.New York Havana
Mar 16
Morning Star,.New York Havana.Mar 19
...

£rabi»

inch 16 eodfiw*

Maple Gandy Genuine,

—

Juot

ReoeivedL,
FOR SALE

^•ruvian.Portland

Nwi ‘.*5 Esohnwge Si,
mchlfi

diw

Muscovado ft
Wednesday.March

D

rise#.«. 8 I High water. 6.
*«ts.6. 9 I Length of days.12 13.
Thermometer.8 o’clock A. M. 26 dec

loading
.It.a. nod for

CU

.ruJ>tha,n'

l'hr

are

invited.

mchlfi

at

Friday evening, Marcti 18tb, at 8
punctual attendance ia deaired.

o

and

Per
tint

meblfi

order,

C.

PORTLAND.

torn.

Bine cloth trowsers, pairs
satinet trowsers. pairs
Canvas duck trowsers, pairs
Blue

500

1

500

frocks
overshirte

——

k Co.

-—

Sch John Me Adam. Pearson, Washington, DC,
k Davis.

Sch M H Reed, Nickerson, Baltimore, O Nickerson.
Sch Amelia McGuue, Boston, W W Brown.

DISASTERS.
The sch Golden Fish, King, from Rockland forN
York, wheu going through lloll Gate eveuiug of the
14th, was ruu into by the steamer Empire State, and
her cargo of lime becoming wet she was soou ou tire.
She was run ashore ou Ward's Island, where she now
lies, and will be a total loss.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BOSTON—Ar 14th, schs Nancy R llagan) Bunker,
Cardeua.'*, Feb 25th; sloop Alida, York. Rockport.
C.d schs Challenge, White, Alexandria: Searsvillo. Scars. Portland to load for Port Royal SC.
Ar 15th, Italia, (ot Bath) Patten, New Orleans Feb
24. SW Pass 26tli.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 13th, brigs Enterprise,
Grin die, Cardenas 27th ult. tor Portland. Almon
Rowell. Boyd, Cardeuas 4th inst, for do: schs Fleetwing. Bryant, N York for Boston; Atlantic. Lynch,
Cambridge, Md for Damariscotta.
Ar 14th, schs Sarah Kish. Thornton, Chester River, Mo, for botton: L D Wentworth. Atwood. Kli-

regulation

t in pamphlet form) regarding contracts
to the offices of the several coinmaudauts oi the
Navy Yards and Navy Agents.
Blank forms of proposals may be obtained on application to tho mop agents at Portsmouth Neta
Hampshire; Breton, Hete York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and at this bureau.
inch 16 law4w

bberiff't Sale.

Baltimore for Bath.

Cumberland,

12th, Fire Island bearing N W 30th miles, saw sch
William Jones, Jones, from Portland for Washing-

TAKEN
at

and will

be

sold at

public

Saturday, the 16th day of April, A.ML
one o'clock in the afternoon, at the Store-of
1864,
Spencer Decker, of Casco, In said county, all Ue
right in equity which Samuel Leach, of Casco, iii
laid county, has or had on the sixteenth oay ef
February, a. D. 1868, being the time of the attetcfcmeat on the same original writ in this action Vo
redeem the following described reel estate, situated

ORLEANS—Ar 4th, brigs n E Wheeler,
llutchiusou, Boston: C C Colson, Colson, Baltimore;
Eniilr, Curtis. Curtis. Baltimore.
Cld 3d. barks David Nickels. Pierce, Ma’amoras;
Almoner. La * pher, Cardenas; brig Speedawray. Atherton, Havana

HAITI MORE—Cld 11th, sch Statesman,Nickerson,

New York.
Sid llth. brig

Nellie, Staples. New Yo-ik.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12th, sch Trade Wind,
Moore. Nickerson. Washington;

Providence.

YORK—Ar 12th, sch Ned Sumpter, Thorndike, Rockland for Philadelphia
Ar 13th, brig .1 Sherwood, Smith, and La Grange,
NEW

Whitnov, New Orleans.
Ar 14th. brig Frieda, Marwick, Caeiz, Jan 26: sch
Harriot Newell. Kii gston, J.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 12th, schs Rollins, Prescott,
Calais; 13th, Navigator, (of East Mac bias) Robinson,
Newcastle, Del.
NEWPORT—Ar 72th. schs Caroline Knight, Fanniog. of aud from Lttbec for New York: Cosmos,
Stetson, ofAnd from Rocklaud for do; Beujumin,
Patch, of aud from Eastport fordo: Clara Nortou,
(of Bucksport)McGee. Belfast lor Alexandria; Wm
Carroll, (of Bueksport) Colson, Wiuterport for Balti-

In Casco in said county, to wit:
A certain p ece of laud with the buildings standing
thereon, situated in Casco village and bounded as
follows, to wit; oa the north by land of William U.
Uodgdou, on the south by landof Edward May bury.
ra the east by Pleasant Fond, and on the west by
the Coenty Uoad, containing one acre more or less,
md being the same place where the said Leach now
lives.
The above described premises being subject to a:
nertgage given to John Holden, to secure the puynent of a not? of hand for three hundred and sixtyix dollars, dated January 9th, 1862,
in one,
wo and three years with interest
which,
hero is now due four hundred and thirteen dollar*
md Arty-eight cents. Bald mortgage deed is re:orded in Book 311, page 117.
Dated at Casco this 3d day of Maroh, A. D., 1864k

payable
annually,on

<

SPENCE* DECKER, Dept. Sheriff.
mrhl6 w3wll

more.

Blacksmith Wanted.

13th, brig John Balch, Gardner, Matanzas 16

Batch, WUliam, Fletch-

ss.

on execution
auction on

ton.
NEW

Eliza.

500

1,000
3.000
6,000
18,000
ll't.000
15,000
2,000*
T.OOO
21,000
8.000
28.0U0

flannel
6.000
3,000
satinet, yards
flannel, yards
50,000
Barnsley sheeting, yards
Canvas duck, yards
Blue nakius, vards
6.000
Calf skin laced shoes, pairs
Kip-skiu shoes, pairs
Woolen socks, pairs
16,000
Mattresses, (with two covert
600
(for each)
6.000
Blankets
30,«4»
6,000
Blaca silk handkerchiefs
4,000
Offers may be made for o-e or more artieies. at the
optiou of the bidder, and in case more thau oue articles, is contained in the offer the ctdef of the Bureau will have the right to accept one or more of the
article contained in such offer and reject the remainder
The price* must be uniform, and eferg
must embrace all of amp one or more articles deliverable at all the s tut urn*
For description of articles in the above list bidders are referred to the samples at the Navy Yards,
aud to the advertisements of this Bureau dated
July 8, 1868, mad tor information as to the laws and
Bine
Blue
Blue

CLEARED.
steam.-hip United Kingdom, Burns, New York,
k A Allen.
Brig fcaunie Lincoln, Hardison, Havana, J Lynch

In port 14th. 6] 1*M. John
er, Harriet Lewis, and Ann

3,900

7,500
«

Barnsley sheeting

Br

Moonlight. Tuthill,

A foil

PRINCE. Secretary,

SEALED

lor Had lax.

Smith, '/.cw York.
Cld 12th. schs J H

room.

clock.

Navy DarahTiixxT,
Bureau of Prortiout and Clothing, March 12,1884.
PROPOSALS, aealed and endoraad
Prop owl. for Navy Clothing mud Clothing
Mate-lala," will bo received at tbi. office until IS
o'clock M oa the IS b day uf
April next, for forni.biug and delivering ( on receiving forty daya" 10tioo) at tbe United State, navy yardeat Charleatoww.
MauacbuKtla; and Brooklyn, New York, la aaeb
number, aud quaatjtloa and at aach time, aa may bo
•pacified by tbe Chief ot thin bureau, or by the commandant. or tba said navy yard, respectively, daring tbe remainder ortho the fiacal year ending on tbe
80to duj ot Jane 1M4, the number, and quautitiea of
the different ar ticle, and at the place, apecified ia
the following Uat, via:

NEWS.

Richmond,

dtd

CLOTHING AND CLOTHING MATERIALS.

Taeada j.March 15.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston. Kuight, Boston.
Sch Abdou Keen, keen. Bremen.
SAILED—Wind WNW. Br steamship United
kingdom, for New lork; U S steam Cutter Miami,

for do;

Whorf.

Portland Turssverolu.

vited to attend.
In Mach us. Capt J H
Schoppe. aged 34 years 8 mo.
In C berry held, John L
Campbell, aged about 60.
Iu Hath, Caleb Mitchell,
aged SI.
In
\V m II Mariner, aged 07.
Sebago,
In Kobbiaatou, Seth
Gerry, aged 77.

Ar

public

a

'»Cholaea, Maaa. Hlh. Darnel Cole, formerly7 of
city.
WT^t uneral this (Wednesday ) afternoon, at 4 o’ek.
l>oin No 17 Green st. Relatives and friends Are in-

McGilvery. Ryan

.

annual meeting of tbi. A mociation, forth*
THElection
of office, will bo hold
their

this

days.

Widgery

~

DIED.

zabethport

ASK, BROTHERS. A Co.

a. c. a. a.
The Best meeting of the M. C. M. AaaociaJh
Qr^mtioa for Leetaru and Debate, will be held at
\JF the Library Room, on Friday evening, March
litb, at 71 o'clock, when a lecture will bo delivered by
CUAHLKS P. KIMBALL, Eaq.,
Sn8joet— "Patrick lioary.”

In this citv, 10th, bv Rev J H
Mordough. Mr Hervey A Axtell, of Huntington, Mass, and Miss Eunice
E llicks. of Portland,
,n
»he Free Baptist Church, by
Rev L D Strout. Lieut John 11
Fogg, of Washington
DC, and Miss Nellie M Strout, of Topsbam, daughter
of the officiating clergyman.
In Kouuebunk, by Rev E Worth. Lieut John G.
Whitten, of AllVed. and of the 32d Mo Reg. and Miss
Annie M Stover, of K.
Iu Baugor, Edward II
Bailey. of Dixmout, and
Miss Mary Josephine Holt, of B; Thomas P
Iliakley,
Co I, 9th Mo Vols, ol' Hampden, and Miss Mary A
Gove, of Corinth.
Iu Uldtowu. Charles W Double, of O, and Miss Mary Lenfast, of Millord.

11

Moluk>.

CMnus
Brig, Young Republic ,,d Mar,.l, by

mchlSIt

MARRIED.

OF

Clayed Molasses.

8

ts'racf
}
:S#T.“c?D8
|
Now
from

Itt.

Hun

M^VUINE

BY

E. c. OWES ft Co.

miniature almanac.

PORT

Kulghi^do

Stewart'Perkins

Sir:—During

are

Soss,

5

Has.ingi

the disease and
mch& dim

a

Smitlf.

u?-: ,rr*5“!: <100*n,■

GOODS

HOPS—Prime grades continue in steady demand,
and with light stocks prices are
very firm at our
quotations and tending upwards.
INDIGO—continues in demaud athardening rates

LEATHER—continues very firm with

FOREIGN ports.
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mand at the foliowiugquotationsrr-New York
Light
30*32$c; do Mediums 3o*34jc; Heavy 31*341; do
Slaughter 45*50c, and American Call Skins 1 00*

of

superior

unchanged

IRON—With the rise in go:d tho market for
Pig
is firmer again, but as the demand is moderate the
business is small. For manufactured Iron thero is a
and
good inquiry,
prices are we'l sustained and firm
at the following Quotations:—Common
IQ 64; Refined 6*fijc; Swede 8je*8j Norway
10>*l«ic. Wo
notice a recent advance on Pig Iron in New York
Steel remains very firm and buoyant

gallantry on the part of the
House to print for F. O. J. S.and give our lady
political economist, Mrs. Jane Thurston, leave
to withdraw. Her “Plan for saving the Union’’
meDt as

DRESS

little in market.

a
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ninaT.u 'TArl8th «cl>s Pearl,Thayer,Hoeklntd;
sa/\'1 ^o.VLr0wellN«"York
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very considerable

and similar* troubles, if suffered to
progress, result
in serious Pulmonary, Bronchial and Asthmatic af-

ihe advance within

...

iav.iv vjj

attracting

HOW' OPENING.

GUNPOWDER.—Prices remain steady and quiet
we continue to quote
Blasting $5*64, and Rifle
Sporting 6$*8.
HIDES AND SKINS—The market remains
quiet
and firm with a good demand for Buenos
Ayres and
Western hides, and quote B. A. 28a20c, Western
21 a22c, Slaughter 7$**c; Calf-skins remain firm
and steady at 16p*17c; Green Salted
$1.86*2; Sheep
Pelts $1 60*2 60.
HAY—There is a steady active demand for Hay
lor shipment, and the market is firm and
buoyant at
ton for pressed.
$22*23
L »ose Hay is nominally
unchanged from our previous quotations and but

opening of the sessiou, and yet has
introduced a long series of “Whereases’’ and
“Resolves,” contemplating changes in the
constitution of the United States, affecting
nearly the whole frame-work of the Government, and that remarkably accommodating
body voted to print his copperhead drivel.—
»“»»»>.»

now

SPRING

and
and

will dispute that F. O. J. Smith
modesty. He has been
in the legislature three or four days

_!

NEW BEDFORD-Ar 14th, *ch
Mary Alice, Perry, Lincolnrilie
MiDn‘h»ha. Wakeman, Westport.

for the teeth and gums that has ever been ofleied to
the public.
We have been familiar *i<h its results for some
years past, and have never known a case in which
its uso was not pleasing and highly satisfactory. It
polishes the teeth, hardens the gutr.s. and gives a
wholesome tone to the mouth and breath.—Providence Daily Press.

buoyancy,.

2000 do old mixed at $1 35

since the

a

remain firm and

"Sczodomt” is

GRAIN—Corn continues to rule at high figures,
and although we do not
materially vary our quotations, thi market has been unsteady in consequence
of the constant fluctuations in ilie New York market. Uhe prevailing prices at the clote of the week
were 1 or Southern yellow (new) 1
3t*l 35, and Western mixed $1 32*135 ip bushel. There were sales
on Thursday of 2090 bushels new
yellow at *1 32, and

one

Before—We are in hopes of hearing
good news from New Hampshire next Tues
day evening. Our private advices are encouraging.—[New York World
After—We did not expect any different result, aud warned our conservative friends not
to anticipate a victory—[New York World.

nor.

able

is a man of excessive
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attention, and well it may. ’ihe article represented
by this musical name, is one of the best preparations

<0*ioc tor Live Geese, and 40*60c for Russia.
^-LOUR—Trade has been quiet and transactions
.■
limited, though there has been some
improvment
over the business of tho
previous week. Die market
ha* ruled exceedingly him, but the absence of
any
considerable demand has effected to
produce a steady
and quiet market, and
although stocks aro quite
i
there
no
ample
disposition on the part of holders
to relax prices and the market closes with consider-

pneumonia, are all doing well.
The following are members of Baker's 1st
District Columbia Cav., were admitted some
three weeks ago and are doing well, all Maine
boys: Jas.Macorison.Co.D, rheumatism; Sam’l
Fowles, D, hernia; Dan’l L. Tebbitts, I), intermittent fever; Alex Jenkins, D, rheumatism ; John W. Goodwin.
J. T. Pratt,
A. A. Surgeon, U. S. A.

seat

^—Prices

at

U. S. General Hospital,
j
Hampton, Va., March 7,1804.)
Mr. Editor:—The following Maine soldiers from Kilpatrick Raiders were admitted
to this Hospital to-day: James E. Soprell,
Co. E, 1st Maine Cav., wounded in thigh; A.
E. Davis, Co. E, 1st Maine Cav., wounded in
thigh; G. H. Bray, Co. E, 1st Maine Cav.,

in his

C'E

NO TI

vance

us.

Ef”Xo

SPECIAL

change. Opium

New York, March 15.—The Italian
frigate
Gal an tor was seen by the ship Star of the
West oil the 7th inst., in lat 40 40, ion. 40 20,
at 4 P. M., with
main-topmast gone and colors
at masthead, as if
they wished to speak with

is

jyThe barn of Dea. Stephen H. West, of
East Machias, was bnrned March lth, with all
its contents of hay, sleds, wagon, sleigh, harness, farming tools, Ac. The cattle and horses were

An Italian

•»

_

candy,

Cy The prize

To the Editor

iioivu

necessary

consequtnoe of the great advance in gold and exremain steady and firm at the adnoticed in our last, and we continue to quote
*1125*11 38. Aloohol remains steady $i 80*1 85 ^
gal.
FRUIT—Lemons and Oranges remain steady at
•4 76*5 4* box lor Lemons and *4 25*6 ^ box for
Oranges. Peanuts are lower, which we now quote
at $2 874*3 4)' bushel. We also note a decline on
Almonds, and we now quote Soft Shelled 26*28c,
and Shelled 42*46c.
Raisins remain steady at #4 25
for bunch and 4 50 4> box for layers.
FISH—Tho market continues to rule iirm and
the volume of business has not
buoyant
prices
been large hs stocks are
considerably reduced. We
notice some advance on bay Mackerel, which we
now quote for No 1 $15
50*16 25; 2’a do $11 50*
12 24\r bbl. Dry Fish remains firm at our
previous
quotations.

in

-TO TU—

y On fourth page,—Corrected Markets.

rapidly increasing business'
By Col. Beal writes to Adjutant General
Hodsdon that the two new Maine Regiments
in the Department of the Gulf are
very pleasantly located, and like their position much.

pictures here exhibited show
that the young artist dearly loves the work in
which he is engaged. Some of his landscapes
are very fine, and the scenes are admirably

In

was

y On first page,—The Private Libraries
of Portland.

By A large number of freight and passenger cars are in process of manufacture for
the Portland and Kennebec railroad, rendered

Block.

Studio in Jose

zens.

cotta, died at

BY TELEGRAPH

The

ceut

ers are

Dow.

The follow lag extract of a letter to his family from Geo. Dow, under date of (1th inst., we
are permitted to publish. It is characteristic
of the mao, and will elicit commendation from
every frieud of his country of whatever party:
“I am expecting to go off by next boat—

or

pation—to wituess his eyes kindle aud spark'
le while holding his easel and bringing out upon the canvas some beautiful landscape view
which he had previously sketched in valleys
and among the hills of New England, instead
of beholding that redness which comes from
tarrying too long at the wiue when it sparkles
in the cup. How infinitely better to see biui
thus engaged than to wituess the sad effects
of intemperance which are telegraphed in too
many faces of our young men in these days of

Mr. Moore

Otisfield—The following officers were
elected on Monday: Merrill Wright, Moderator; Albert F. Nutting, Clerk; Daniel Holden, Jona. Wardwell, Jr, and D. Jordan, Selectmen, Overseers of the Poor, and Assessors; S.D. Andrews, Treasurer; EbenC. Andrews, Agent; T. L. Wardwell, School Committee ; David Scribner, Collector and Constable. All Union, with thu exception of the
latter, who is a democrat.

Death

City

heart.

Town Elections March 11th.

Gen, Neal

artists in the Forest

some

—

In the slave states they have a class of men
called the “poor white trash,” licit only In
ignorance, their brutality, tbeir pride and
their scorn of honest toil.

We have

whose works should uot be

SENATE PROCEEDINGS.

*

Studio.

native Artists” has become as
household words, and yet we are

familiar as

If AIN ■

PORTLAND

Young Artist’s

Encourage

*

A Carriage Smith will find steady employment afc
1. E. K. Lemont'a, Preble Street,
mchltt dlw*

p———————————
MATTERS ABOUT

'

TOWN.

Portland Dry Dock.—A meeting of the
subscribers to the stock of the Portland Dry
Dock Co., was held at the rooms of the Board
of Trade last evening. The attendance was
very large. T. C. Ilersey, E^p, presided and

ItY TELEGRAPH
TOTHK

Portland

O. M.

Marrett, Esq., was appointed Secretary.
Mr. Hersey, as Chairman of the Committee,
who had charge of the subscription list, made
a report that over
$120,000 liad been subscribed to the capital stock.
On motion of Mayor McLellan, it was vot-

ed that a Committee be raised to report upon
sites for the proposed Dry Dock, both on the

Portland and Cape Elisabeth side, and the
prices for the same. Messrs. Jacob McLellan, Charles M. Davis, John B. Coyle, John
E. Donnell, and Joseph W. Dyer, were appointed said Committee.
On motion of John
Lynch,Esq., it was voted that the Committee be instructed to
the locations suitable for

report

building

a

dry dock;

the cost and amount of land, with each locacation | to ascertain the bottom

by soundings,
and the probable cost of
building in each,
aud that they be authorized to
employ engineers, and incuj any expense they may deem

necessary for the purpose.
A

Committee, consisting of Messrs. W. W.
Woodbury, O. M. Marrett, and Henry Fox,
was appointed, to prepare a code of
By-Laws
for the government of the corporation, when
organized.
It was

also voted that both of the above
named Committees report at the
meeting for

organization,

on Monday, the 28th inst.
It was voted that the Committee on subscriptions be directed to close the books as
soon

the sum x>(

as

$125,000

shall be sub-

scribed.

Adjourned

to meet on

4 o'clock P. M.

Monday, 28th inst.

at

fined three dollars and costs each. Paid.
Catherine O’Brien for larceny of handkerchiefs

Ac., from James E, Prindle, was sentenced to JO days in the county jail.
James Hinrihin, for drunkenness and disturbance, was fined three dollars and costs
which he paid.
David Cunniugham and Thomas Barry, for
an affray in the streets,
paid a fine Imposed of

three dollars and costs eacii.
Charles B. Randall, for violation

of

the

Lord’s day, in keeping shop open, was fined
live dollais and costs which he
paid.
Second Maine Cavalry.—A detachment
of the Second Maine Cavalry, consisting of
Co. A, and a portion of Co. B, numbering 150
men, with their

horses, arrived here at 12
o’clock yesterday in a special train from AuThe line was formed on Lincoln street

and the

detachment,under command of Lt.Col.
Godfrey, accompanied by Camp Berry Band,
paraded through several of tbe streets, followed by & crowd of citizens. The
troops pre-

sented

martial appearance and were greet-

a

ed with cheers

at

numerous

embarked on board steamer

points. They
Continental, at

Galt’s wharf, which is to convey them to their
destination. The following are the officers of
Co. A,—Captain, J. F. Twitched, of Patten;
1st.

Lieutenant, Warren Mansur, lloulton;
2d Lieutenant, S. C. Baker,
Argyle.
Another detachment is expected up to-day,
to embark on board the steamer Merriinac.

The Kennebec Journal says that

inst.,

the llth

the iron

with the machine

foundery

on

connected

of J. MeClinch in Hallowed was burnt. The building and tools
were owned by Mr. MeClinch, and his loss is

shop

about twelve hundred dollars and he had
insuarnce.

The

building

was

no

occupied by

Mr. Fuller and his loss was about fifteen hun-

dred dollars—no insurance.

ehop

The machine

in great peril, but was saved by the
essential help of a smart rain at the time.
A
was

smart rain is

but

a

more

au

excellent fire extinguisher,

Portland Company’s engine is much
reliable.

Miss Susannah Evans.—The first of the
Mercantile

Library

Association

Course

of

Temperance Lectures will be given this evening at New City Hall, by Miss Evans, the
youthful and eloquent speaker from Wales,
who has drawn large audiences wherever she
has been announced. She has been highly
complimented by the press in New York,'Boston and other cities. Every seat and standing place will be occupied.
sywe learn that Mr. J. P. Sullivan wiil
yxc a ball at Lancaster Hall, on St. Patrick’s
ewning, Thursday, March 17th. He has made
anmngements for a grand time. Cobb’s Quadrille Band will furnish the

music, and refreshfurnished by Mr. Iiobinsou.

will be

ments

The management of the hall will be in the
hands ot competent managers.

jy-Lieut. Chas. F. King, of Co. D, 10th
Maine Keg., returned to this city yesterday
morning, bringing with him forty of the memibers of that Company, who have re-enlisted
uad are now visiting home on a shqrt furlough. The 10th has been stationed at Tnlla**v***«,

•»

n

kiiv

m.AU'jUCVI

kCIS VI

the 12th corps, Geo. Slocum.

Cn.ANDi.Kit.—The l’remenade Concert at
Hew City Hall last evening, complimentary
to Chandler, was a very pleasant and successful affair.
The attendance was large, the
music “splendid,” and all seemed to enter into
the spirit of the occasion. It was a well-merited tribute to musical taleut and gentleman-

ly deportment.
SAJ.b of Dam AO ed Goods.—The sale of
damaged goods, saved from the wreck of the
Bohemian, will commence this morning, at

of Mr. Jeremiah Howe, No. 27
Commercial street. The goods will be put up
in large lots, so that dealers will have a good
the store

opportunity

to

purchase.

jy U. S. steam revenue cutter Miami sailed from this port for Halifax, lost evening, for
the purpose of conveying the steamer Chesapeake to this port, an order for that purpose
having been received from Secretary Chase, at
5 o’clock P. M.
A Cakd.—The association for the relief
of Aged Indigent Women,hereby tender their
grateful acknowledgment to the friend who
lies again generously donated the sum of one

hundred dollars.

E. Moi ntkout, Treat.

Portland, March 0, UirtJ.

By In the Mayor’s Address, as published
by us yesterday, we made him say our quota
The word nearly was the
was nearly full.
addition of the compositor, as it was not in
the copy. The Mayor stated distinctly that
our

quota

Who

was

full.

it?—There is

letter in the Tost
office, mailed at Gettysburg, directed “To the
most romantic lady in Portland.” Who does
it belong to? Who will call for it? Don't
crowd the clerk, ye “romantic” ones.
is

a

jyB. W. Jones, No. 115 Fore street, has
received a lot of Cuba oranges,nice and sweet,
which he is ruaniug off fast at low prices.
By'Mr.

---

XXXVIII OOHGBESS—First Session.

Washington,

March 15.

SENATE.

The Senate reconsidered its action of
yesterday on the passage of the House bill delfnmg the rank, pay and emoluments of officers
in the army.
Mr. Foster offered an amendment
thereto,
which was ordered to be printed.
A bill was passed
providing for the enlist-

of Regulars during the war, or for three
years, and places them on a footing with volunteers as respects bounties, and that olficers
on leave not
exceeding ten days, shall receive
pay and allowance. It provides for additional
•tficers in the battalion of regular engineers,
and for the organization of regiments of volunteer engineers, not to exceed one
company
to each brigade ol infantry, to be
placed on
the same footing as Regulars.
Mr. bougall offered the
following resolution,
which was agreed to:
Resolved—That the President be
requested
to communicate to the
Senate, if not incompatible with the public interest, any correspondence or other information in possession
of the government relating to any
plans now
projected, or being projected, with a view
to the establishment of a monarchical
government in Central or South America.
Mr. Doolittle introduced an act to amend
the act of J une 7th, 1802, for the collection of
direct taxes in insurrectionary
districts, which
was referred to the Judiciary Committee.
After the passage of the bill
allowing the
conferring of degrees by the Deaf and Dumb
Institute of the District of Columbia, the
Chairman of the Committee of the District of
Columbia, this being the day,set apart for District business, gave way to allow the Senate to
causider the Consular and Diplomatic approment

priation bill.

Municipal Court—Tuesday, March 15th.
Thomas Keeffe aud Timothy Twohong, for
assault and battery on James
Conley, were

gusta.

Daily Press.

A. P. Hilmau has been

appointed

Postmaster at Cape Elizabeth Junction, in
place of John L. Frazier, removed.

Mr. Sumner’s amendment
raising the rank
of the Minister resident at Belgium (Mr. Sanford) to a Minister Plenipotentiary without

corresponding

pay, was adopted.
After considerable debate amendments were
adopted increasing the salaries of the consuls
at Shanghai. Nassau, Lyons and Manchester.
Without disposing of the bill the Senate at
four o’clock went into Executive
Session, and

subsequently adjourned.
•

HOUSE.

The House took up the Senate bill
providing that the franking privilege of the President and Vice-President shall extend to all
mail matter sent to or from either of them.
Mr. lvarson, of lowa, suggested that further
consideration be given the subject, as the
mails should not again be thrown open for the
sending to those officers, postage free, applications for office and papers of the House of no
importance to them.
Mr. Norton, of III., said there should be one
rule for all having the franking
privilege, and
hence the President and Vice-President should
be placed on the same basis as
Congressmen.
He was willing to abolish the
franking privi-

lege altogether.
Mr. Alley, of Massachusetts, remarked that
the parties interested desired that the bill
should be passed, as at present thay are subject to sn onerous taxation.
The hill was then passed.
Mr. Morrill, of Vt., from the Committee on
Ways and Means, reported a bill to establish
an assay office in Nevada
Territory, and also
oue at Portland Oregon.
Referred to the
Committee of the Whole on the State of the

Mr. Dawes, of Mass., reported a resolution
from the Committee oil Elections, to pay John
S. Sleeper $750 for time spent and
expenses
incurred in contesting the scat of Mr.
Klee,
from that State.
Debate ensued, involving
the merits of the election which has
already
deen decided by the House.
The resolution was laid on the table.
Mr. Clark, of New York, from the Committee on Printing, reported in favor of
printing
ten thousand copies of the reports of General
ltosecrans. Adopted.
Another was also adopted to print ten thousand copies of Gen. Meade's report of the battle of Gettysburg.
The House then resumed the consideration
of the gold bill.
Mr. Griswold, of New York, advocated the
passage of the bill.
The remark of Mr. Griswold called
up Mr.
Boutwell, of Mass., who called np a letter from
the Secretary of the Treasnry to be
read, in
which the Secretary says that on the 19th of
February he addressed-to the committee ou
Way* and Means a letter, asking for authority
to sell gold, and he had not
changed his opinion as to the desirableness of such a measure.
Without taking action on the bill the House

adjourned.

tion Mosquera will take about it remains to
be seen.
News from South America unimportant.
All tranquil in Ecuadora.
Quite a shock of an earth quake was felt at
Panama on the 3d inst, hut did no harm.
Peru has offered to mediate in the pending
question between Bolivia and Chili.
The proposition of Peru for a general Congress of the South and Central American
States, meet with great enthusiasm.
The cultivation of cotton was
largely increasing in Peru.

Advices from Nicaragua give information
of the ratification by Congress and the President, of the contract with the Central American Transit Co., and the drat instalment of
pay therefor. Fifty thousand dollars in gold
hail been handed over to the government by
Col. Woods, the agent of the Co.
Presdident Martinez had resigned, hut it

been cleared for its cultivation next
Over $2,000,000 has been spent in Nicaragua for cotton this season.
An English agent was in Nicaragua endeavoring to get a grant of four million acres of
land to enable him to organize a
company in
London to build a railroad across the country.
The government will doubtless accede to bis
wishes.
ar.

rived this evening wish Capta.
Flynn
Sawyer and Gen. Neal Dow.

and

The Kichmoud Examiner of March

Having returned from New York and Boston with
the ukbt assortment and newest styles of

-or-

English, French, Oennan, Scotch
and American Cloths,

CLOTHS

the desirable STYLES, SHADES
and FINISH to be found in the market, suitable for
ENGLISH
BUSINESS
SUITS.
WALKING
COATS, Spring OVERCOATS and DRESS SUITS.

Embracing

following:
Charleston, March 13f/>.—Eight shells have
been fired at the city since last
report. Nothing new.
Charleston, March 1th.—The enemy have
kept up a slow fire on the city. The position
of the fleet is unchanged.
Charleston, March 8th.—Thirty-one shells
were fired at the city
to-day.
Charleston, March 0th.—Five monitors are
outside the bar this morning. Ten shells
were fired at Sumter.
An artillery duel has
been kept up for several hours between batand
the batteries on Sullivan’s
tery Gregg
Island. There was uuusual
activity among
the enemy’s fleet in Folly Inlet on
Monday,
night. The prisoners captured at Cheney
Stone arrived at the Libby prison on the 0th.
Mew
_

Cotton—heavy

York Market.
Naw York, March 16.

Every pains

and lower; sales »60 bales at 76
middling upland*.
Wour—receipt* 6 874 bbla; sales 8,600 bbla; State
and Western more active;
Superiire Btate 6 85®
ft ttw9>7 in Pwa I

iin,!p

I----

»v

nwvu

UOUWI

lU-

w;

oy and extra >46*10 60; Canada without change;
sales 4u0 bbls; common Extra 6
7:*7 00; Extra good
to choice 7 06*8 00.
Wheat—dull and drooping; sales 29,600 bushels:
Chicago spring 1 00*1 61; Milwaukie Club 1 60(81 62Winter Red Westeru 1 6»ftl 7»; Amber
Milwaukee
164g,16o: Amber Michigan 172* 1 74; White do
1 80; Red Jersey 1 66
sales23 000 bushels; Mixed Western
shipping in store 131; Yellow Jersey 1 2526do Southern 1 30.
; State 90®
av*L: Ba,CB Cw*»dl1
91; \\ eslern
90®92c.
flrmt;r Palea ***** kbl«; Country mess 7 60®
9
Pork—steady ; sales 2260 bbls; mess 22 25&22 60;
old do 21 5(X®22 00; new do 23
62*®98 6*>; prime
31 50®22 0.1 for old and new; prime me*s21 00&21 60.
Cut Meat—firm.

Corn-quiet;

Bacon—active.
Lard—a shade lower; sales 660 bbls at 18j®13Jc.
Butter—higher; sales Ohio 18®32c; State 88®46c

Whiskey—dull;

92c for

sacs

at

90&91c

974

l*bds

Western.

Rice—quiet.
sales
,r8,,^r~<iuiet:
16c; Muscovado 14c.

for State and

New

91®

Orleans 14®

Coffee—firm.
Molasses—dull.
Naval 8tores—quiet.
Petroleum steady ; sales 1600 bbls: crude at
31*c:

refined in bond 4M®60*; do tree at 58®61c
Freights to Liverpool—dull: flour Is
4|d fbr wheat in ship Dags.
W ool—steady.

6;

grain

Stock Market•
New York, March 16
Board
Stocks irregular but generally

Second

—

better and quiet.
Chicago k Kook Island....124

Burlington

&

Quincy.! .143»
Chicago..! )28|

Pittsburg. Fort Wayne and

Alton k Terre

Haute.

79

Chicago k Noith Western.631
Cleveland k Toledo,.146*

Chicago,.
fia!
Hudson. 15$

Galena k

objects of which were successfully accomplished, having marbhod through swamps

and dense woods a distance of four miles.
They destroyed they rebel government salt
works at St. Monks, Fla. These were seven
miles in extent, and connected with them
were,among other things, 390 salt kettles, 170
furnaces and UK) houses and shanties. Similar works ten miles distant shared the same
fate. The property destroyed is estimated at

$200,000.
The Navy Department has received official
confirmation of the following captures:—On
Feb. 25th, the U. S. bark Itoebuck.
captured
iu Indian river, abreast of Fort
Caprou, the
British sloop boat Two Brothers, from Nassau,
bound to Dixie, aud laden with four bags of
salt, one key of liquor, four boxes of goods
and one keg of nails. On the 27th ult., the
Roebuck captured at the same place the British sloop Nina—from Nassau, bound to Sand
Point, laden with liquors, coffee and boxes of
good*. On the 29th ult., the same vessel cap-

tured the schooner Rebel, with a cariro consistmg of salt, liquors, oottou, Ac. On March
4th, the Roebuck also captured the British
schooner Lauretta, laden with fifty-two bags
of salt, twomiles from the entrance of Indian
river. These prizes were all sent to Key
West lor adjudication.

far VOO.OOO More Men.

Washington, March 15.
followiug order for an additional draft
of 200,000 men, has been issued:
Executive Mansion, Washington, March 14.
In order to supply the force required to be
drafted for the navy, and to provide an adequate reserve force for all contingencies in
addition to the 500,000 men called for Keb. 1st,
1H04, the call is hereby made and draft ordered for 200,000 men for the military service of
the army, navy and marine corps of the United States. The quotas lor the different wards,
towns, townships, precincts, or election districts, or counties, will be made known
through the I’rovost Marshal General's Bureau.
Accounts will be taken of the credits
and deficiencies of former quotas.
The 18th
of April, 1804, is desiginated as the time
up to
which the numbers required from such ward
of a city, town, Ac., may be raised
by voluntary enlistment, and drafts will be made in
each ward of a city, town, Ac., which shall
not have tilled the
quota assigned to it within
the time designated, for the number
required
•*
to fill said quotas.
The drafts will be commenced as soon after
the 15th of April as practicable. The GovThe

bounties,
April 1st, 1864, at

ernment

as

now

paid, continue

until

which time the additional
bounties ceases, and after that date $100 bouuwill
be
ty only
paid, as provided by the act

approved July22d, 1861.
Ann ah am Lincoln.
(Signed)
E. D. Townsend, Assistant Adj. Geu.

of Hurracftll,
Augusta, March lq,
A fire broke out this evening in the camp
of the Second Maine Cavalry, which has consumed a large amount of government property, equipments, ammunition, Ac., and all the
barracks, excepting two. It was undoubtedly the work of an incendiary.
llestruetlon

Tennessee,

Nashville, Tenn., March 15.
slight skirmishing yesterday beyond Morristown, in which the rebel
was some

Col. Jones was killed.
A lieutenant engaged in
recruiting for the
1st U. S. colored
artillery was shot yesterday
near Louisville, Ky.

ROLLINS

Particular attention given to

Culling & Manufacturing Boy’s Clothing

HOUSE,

SPRI\G

Wholesale,

H.

'HATS

NEYV

4

Quicksilver Mining Co,. 63
Cumberland Coal Compauy preferred. 82

Canton Company. 66
Amerioan Gold...
.1611
United States one year certificates new.
United States 5-20 coupons,.109

I!

Proposals*
NAVY.

for

Bureau

of

99]

materials for the

twenty-five

PORTLAND

DYE

of

SPRING

SEALED PROPOSALS to furnish materials for
the Navy tor the fiscal year
ending Juue 30, 1864,
will be received at the Bureau of Steam
Engineering
until 10 o’clock of the 21st day of March
next, at
which time the opening will be commenced.
Proposals must be endorsed Proposals tor Materials tor the Navy,” that they may be
distinguished
from, other business letters, and directed to the
Chief of the Bureau of Steam Engineering.
Tno materials and article.- embraced in the classes
named are
described in the printed
schedules; any of which will be furnished to such as
desire; to otter, on application to the commandants
ol the respective yards, or to the
navy agent nearest
thereto, and those of all the yards upon application
to the bureau. This division into classes
be.ng forthe

particularly

bids7

will be furnished as are actually
required for
The commandant aud
navy agent for each station
will, in addition to the schedule of classes of their
own yards have a oopy of the schedules of
the
other yards for examination only, from which
may
bo Judged whether it will be desirable to make
application for anv of the classes of those yards. All
other things being equal, preference will be
giten
to articles of American manufacture.
Offers must be made for the whole of the class at
any yard upon one of the printed schedules, or in
strict conformity therewith, or
they will not be considered

Upon paplication to tho Bureau, to the Commandant of any yard, or to any Navy
Ageut, the form
of offer, of guarauty, aud other
ueceatary information respecting the proposals will be furnished.
Ihe contract will De awarded to the lowest bidder
who gives proper guaranties, ae required by the law
of 10ih August, 1846, the Navy Department reserving the right to reject the lowest bid, it deemed exorbitant.
The contracts will bear date the day the notification is given, and deliveries can b* demanded.
Sureties iu the full amount will be required to
sigu the contract, and their responsibility certified
to by a United States district
judge, United States
district attorney, collector, or navy
agent. As additional securities, twenty per centum will be withheld from the amount of the bills until the contract
shall have been completed, and eighty
per centum
of each bill, approved In
triplicate by the commandants of the respective yards, will be
paid by
the navy ageuts at the points of
delivery, in funds or
certificate?, at the option of the Government, within
ten days alter the warrant for the same shall have
been pae*ed bv the Secretary of the
Treasury.
The following are the classes
required at the re-

spective navy-yards:

KITTERY, MAINE.
1, Boi’er Iron, Ac. ; No. 8, Metallic Oil;

Class No.
10, Engineer Stores; No. 15, Tubbing,
Ac; No
*'
16, Steel; No. 19, Zinc.
CHARLESTOWN.
Claw No. 1. Boiler'Iron and Rivets; No. 2, TigIron ; No. 4, Gum Tacking, Rubber Hose, Ac.; No.
5, Sperm Oil; No 6, Linseed Oil and Turpentine;
No. 7, Lard Oil; No. 9, Tallow and Soap; No. 10.
Engineers' Stores; No. 11, Engineers’ Tools; No.
12 Engineers' instrument*; No. 16, Steel; No. 17,
Iron Nails, Bolts, and Nuts; No, 18. Copper; No. 19’,
Tinand Lead; No. 20, White Lead; No. 21, Zinc
Taint; No 22, Colored Taints, Dryers ; No. 23
No.

Stationery.

PHILADELPHIA.

Gymnastic

open Day
ISEducation.

and

Evening, tor a Thorough

BRASS

1 nncipai has had 20 years
experience; is always
on the spot, and attends to his
business-, and promises, as during the past 12 years, no pains shall be
ia the future. Five hundred references of
the first olass business men, with
many others of this
city, will testify to the practical utility, capaciousness and completeness of
my systems and manner
of teaching, and citizens of other cities have testified
to the same. Diplomas will be awarded lor thorough courses. Able Assistants secured. Bartlett’s
Plan, the founder of Commercial Colleges, strictly
adhered to as regards not convinir. (VHnin
wm tx* devoted to Commercial Law elucidations.—
Come all who have failed to be taught a business
hand-writing and I will guarantee to you success.
Applications solicited for Accountants. Separate in
struction given. Studeuts can enter any time. Separate rooms lor Ladies. Tuition reasonable. Intricate accounts adjusted. Ladies and Gentlemen that
desire to take lessons, or a full, or a separate
course,
in either
Navigation, Commercial
Law, Phonography, Higher Mathematics, Civil Engineering, Surveying, Native Business Writing.

spared

Book-Keeping,

Commercial Arithmetic. Correspondence, Card
Marking, (and teaching trom printed copies and
Text Books will be avoided (lease call, or address
the Principal.
R. N.BROWN.
Portland. Dot.2,1868.
oott eodfceowl

RTF. AST It Y DEPARTMENT,
OrriCKOVTHICuMPTBOLLEROrTIIlCt'RBBNCT

’j

Washington, January 29, 1864.
by »»ti.factory evidence presented
undersigned, it has been made to a linear

WHEREAS,
that the
to the

1

Apply

Look!

At

troller

Ill

given away

almost

OFFICL’
NO. 221.

ST. JOHN SMITH, President
WILLIAM EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

Straw
BE

Goods, Flowers,

subscriber is

&c.

opening and dally receiving, the latest styles of Straw Goods, Flowers Ac., which will be sold at the lowest
prices,
at wholesale only.
now

14-fc MIDDLE STREET.
JOBS E. PALMER.
Portland. March IS. 1864

mchl&eodtw-

CITY OF PORTLAND.
In

the Tear One Thousand Eight Hundred and
Sixty four.

An Ordinance

Carriages.

Amending

an

Ordinance concerning

Be tt ordained
the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council of the City of Portland, in
City Counoil assembled, as follows
Section 1. The seventeenth section of the Revised Ordinances concerning carriages, is amended
so that said section, as amended, shall read as follows ;
Sec. 17. The prices or rates of fare to be taken by,
or paid to the owner, driver, or other
person, havngchargeof auv hackuev cirriaire.excent iiinnihim.
set, shall bo as follows, that is to say, for carrying a
from ono place to another, within the
passenger
City, between the hours of four o'clock A. M., and
eleven o’clock I*. M. not exceeding thirty-live cents;
and from eleven o'clock P. M. to four o’clock A. M.
not exceeding forty-live cents; for children between the ages of four and tweve years, if more
than one, or If accompanied by an adult, half price
is only to be charged for each child, aud for children
under four years of age, wheu accompanied by their
or an adult no
charge snail be made.
Every owner, driver or other person having charge
of any hackney carriage, shall carry with »*ach passenger oue trunk, and in addition thereto two articles. such as a valise, carpet bag, box, portmanteau,
bundle, or other similar articles used in travelling,
if he be
to do so, without charge or compensation therefor ; but lor every additional trunk,
or such other articles as are above named more than
two. he shall be entitled to demand and receive tivo
cents; If any driver or other person shall demand
or receive
any greater sum for their services, as
specitied in <his section, he, or they shall forfeit and
pav for so doiuga penalty of twenty dollars for
each offense.
fliis ordinance shall take effect and be
Sec. 2.
in force from aud after its approval by tho Mayor.
In Board or Maiou and Aldkkmex, I
March 8, 1864.
This bill having been twice read, passed to be ordained.
JACOB McLELLAN, Mayor.
In Common Council, March 8, 1864.
This bill having been tw ice read, passed to be ordained.
THUS E TWITCH ELL. President.

by

parents,

requested

J

Approved,
mcnBdtw

JACOB McLELLAN,Mayor.

Contagious Diseases.
Chapter 14th,
Statutes:
Sect. 30

Sections 80 and

82, of the Revised

disease dangerous to the
town, the municipal officers
shall use all
care to prevent its spread and
possible
to give publie notice of infected places to travellers,
bv displaying red dags at proper distances, and by
all other means most effectual, in their Judgment,
for the common safety.
Sect. 32.
When a householder or
physician knows
that a
person under his care ia taxon sick of any
such disease, he shall immediately give notice thereof to they municipal officers of the town where such
is, and if be neglects it he shall forfeit not
When any

public health exists in

than ten,
f-arson
bss

a

nor more

The above law will bo

febl2tf

Thirty Days.

JOHN S. HKALD,
and Health Officer.

City Marshal

Portland

Dry

nam-

JACOB McLELLAN,

T. C. 11ERSRY,
C. M. DAVIS,
WM. W. WOODBURY.

O M MAKRETT

The subsoribeis to the Dry Dock
meet at same time and place,
me hi -tm

arc

requested

Vo Nine Months Soldiers,

Upholsterers,

308, Congress Street,
to do all kinds of Cabinet and Upwork, at the shortest notice. All

prepared

ARK
holstery
kinds of

Furniture, Lounges & Mattresses
—constantly on hand—
The public are invited to call aud

N. B.
nioh4 dtf

A.

mchl4-dlw

JLa

A

8. NEWTON, Agent,

N \\ ednesday next, at 10 o’clock A M
at No.
Commercial Street, vre s^all commence the
sale of damaged goods saved from
the wreck of
!‘teamer Bohemian, aed continue it from
day to dav
until ail are sold. There is an i in me one
amount of
goods comprising all the varieties usually found la
the ear goes of these stcamem. A
deposit will be re^
quired at the sale.
rachl4 dtf

0%f

House at Auction.
shall sell it
ton
Satvrdsy, If sreb lath
WE itbetween
3 'clock P. M., boute No. 47
Washington
sue

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing

under the
style of KKKiUT k EKOST is this day dissolved by mutual consent,
i he affairs of the late
Arm will be settled by S. D. Knight, at No 2 Lime
itreet.
8. D. KNIU11T,
11. A. E KOST.
Portland, March 1,186*.

THE

street,
Cumberland ind Oxford street)
It
la a two story wooden house «tth in
L, p.'enty of
bird and sort water, ind in
good repair. | here Is
good barn on the premisee. Lot to z 100 feet. Silo
Titled, ir.
positive
■chletd*
HENRY BAILEY k
Anet'a.

Co.,

sell it auction
WE at 10o'clock
A. M. it

undersigned have this day formed

THEnership under the firm of

J. M. KNIGHT &

a

CITY

copart-

SON,

AND DEALERS IJi

PRODUCE,

NO. 3 LIME STREET,
Between Eore and Commercial Streets
B. D.

J. M. KNIGHT.

Portland,

March

HALL,

For many yean* pastor of the Catholic Church in
this city, and now of Nashua, N. H., will
deliver a lecture before tbo

Irish American Relief Association,

Thursday Evening:,

TICKETS 25 CENTS, to be had at the usual places
and at the door on the evening of the lecture.
Doors open at 7. lecture to commence at 4 o'clock,
mchll

1,1801.

dtd

L.

Y.

KNIGHT.

mohlu dtf

NOTICE^”

Bureaus-Bed'

Cilaae!

WANTS, LOST,FOUND
ESSEL3 not over 700 tons Register,
load l.uano Chinches to United
■>>
^ kingdom at advanced rates frtr uf war
THAYER ft PEABODY,
»ris*.
134 Stats St., Boston,
mohliduar,
to

lire in West

Burglar

one of the moat
was subjected to a

to

was

Alum
subjected

tests on record. The sate
red hot heat for nearly fourteen
hours, and delivered up its contents in perfect oroer,
saving nea-ly THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
worth of property to the owners. The contents of
two other Sates, of other makers, and standing within THREE FEET of the Alum Patent, were entire*

For the benefit of sick and wounded Soldier*, at
LANCASTKK HAI L, on Friday Evb'o, March *8.
The Committee of Arrangements desire to express
the wish that all ladies, who can make it convenient,
will appear in Calico Dkbob. And also that they
invite the
th<ir partners—pay the
billt, and in every way possible improve their acof
Year.
knowledged rights
Leap
Committee of Arrangement*—Him* Nettie Kimball, Mrs. Lov.nia Freeman, Miss Adelia Jhomas.
Miss EttaSpoflbrd. Miss Sar«h P. Martin, Mis.* Addle
Sprague, Mis* Henrietta Palmer, Mrs Eliza atevens.
Mrs Maria Harmon. Mrs. Mary T Libbv, Mrs. Eliza
W. Knight, Miss Martha A T.ngue, Miss l.oretta
P. Dean. CVTickets $], admitting one Lady and
one iientlemen ; Ladies tickets, 25 cts
to be had of
the Committee, at Paine’s Music store, and at K. L.
Robinson's, under Lancaster Hall.
mcL9 dtd

gentlemen—select

DESTROYED.

of the money and papers taken from the
Safes destroyed, also those taken from the Alum
Patent, have been forwarded by mail, and can be
seen at the Hardware store of H. Warren Lancey,
& Co., on Lime Street.
Valentine A Butler, Alum Patent Fire, and Burglar Prouf Safes hare been tested in over TWO
HUNDRED accidental hre- within th^ last thirteen
years, aud in no instance have they ever faile d to
preserve their coutenu lrom the attacks of either
lire or burglar. Parties in n* ed of a reliable Fire and
ucvuiiti

nm

uu

ncn

IV

give

11(19

careful investigation before purchaaing.
Thomson A Co., of New Haven, Conn.,
are the Agents for the tale of these Safes in the New
England States and refer by permission to the following parties in Portland who have recently pura

Messrs.

chased the Alum Patent of them:
Portland Uas Light Co.; C. C. Mitchell A Son; P.
A F. A U
1C. Co.; Cleveland A Osgood; Daniel
Winslow A Son; Kufus E. Wood, Aaq ; Hobbs,
Chase A Co.; K. Clark, M. D ; Josiah Burleigh,
Esq.; W. W. Hiltou, Esq.; H. M. Pavson, Esq.; A.
K. York, Esq ; aud many others.
Certificates giving further particulars in relation
to the late lire, will be published in a few days.

inchl5dlm*

U. S. lUarahal’s Notice.

moh!5 d4d

FOB SALE,

for

Cash!

VARIETY

Will be

OF

CARRIAGES,

Rocking Horses,
Ladies Work and
Traveling Baskets,
Toys, .Marbles,
I’OKT .MON A IKS. LAD1KS' KETICL'LES AND
bags, dki'ms. Violins, glitaks,
VIOLIN STRINGS,
WHITING EC8K8, WOBK BOXES, 4c
—

UY—

W. D. ROBINSON.
mcliU-3m

TO

given

under the

Mercantile
MEW

20

Exchange

management of the

A

VARRELL, J«.

Waal to Parc ho tie
Dwelling House, eaitabie for a small lamily. ideated above

Brown street. Add rets, stating
BUILDER
Portland P O.

iocat<oaond terms,
mchlOdtf

Found.

NEAR
ing

the head of Union street,
a small sura of
money.

n

wallet contain-

The owner can
calling upon the subscriber. No.
EDWIN COBURN.
Portland. March 8,1884.
mehlu dlw*

have the same by
I Congress place.

PICKED

Picked Up.
morning

a boat this
no oars nor

in the harbor,14
feet long,
rope attached to her,
painted green inside and out.
Capt. ELIJAH BAILEY.
Schooner Cinderllln, of West llarpawell.
Portland, March 8,1884.
inchlO dlw*
up

Wonted.
to rent,
house pleasantly sitonted,
WANTED
convenient lor one,
two small families
a

or

Address A. M. P.

Box 348

P O-

meh8 sdtf

or tlve rooms, saitaUe H»r
good water privileges.
advance if required
Addreaa Tenant Box
318. Portland Post OUce, stating price and locality.
Bfhfi dtf

England,

and

St.

Wanted.
in
family that
BOARD
for
gentleman and
a

a

CITY

HALL !

one

by

JOHN B.

no other boarden,
Addreaa
at the Press OOee.

has

aon.

H

Library Association,

Two bv the young sod talented Mira Krau, from

”P,"

WANTED!
1,000 WOMEN,

To make Army Drawers. Also
good Pant Baatara
au<L» inishers wanted in the shop to make ABMT

PASTS.

GOUGHj ESQ.,

Opening lecture by

None but good workmen wanted. Apply at the
in FREE STB BBT HUMS, over the store
door north of Tolford’s. No work
given out or
taken in Monday forenoons or Saturday afternoons
febAf dtf
8. W. HUNTINGTON.
rooms

one

MISS EVANS,
Wednesday Evening:. March 16tli.
Tickets for the course 50 cent;; rinrle tickets 25
cents—ror sale at the Bookstores and Paine's Music

TO

Store.
Doors open at 6, lecture to commence at 74 o’clock.
m.h7 td

THE AFFLICTED I

DK. W. IV.

Medical

DE1II««,

Electrician,

No. 11 Clapp’s Block,

BROWN & CROCKER,

consRR OECOSORMSS ASD MLM STRMMTM

to the cltisens of
reepectfullv
PLASTERERS, WOULD
Portland and vicinity, that he haa permanentPLAIV AND
located in thie
announce

OO NAM BBT A L

STUCCO AND MASTIC WORKERS,
Oak Street, between Congress and Free Sts.,
PORTLAND.
attended to.
feblli d2m*

and White washing promptly
g3F~Order* from out of town solicited.

A Desirable Farm for Sale.
Pleasantly situated in Westbrook,
aix milee from Portland ,n*

ar Pride's
on the road leading from
Falmouth to Saccaxappa-contaiu_-t»g ane hundred acres, suitably di
vided into til.age, pasture aud woodland. A
of young orcharding apple and pear free a just come
into bearing, of the beat varieties. The soli it mo»tly clay loam, well watered by a never-tailing brook
running through the farm. A new two story brick
House, with a good cellar, barn aud other out-buildinga, and an abundant supply of excellent water.
Terms easy. For farther lutormatiou
iu*;uire ot
the subscriber on the premises.
A HI J AII UAWKKS.
noli 14 dfc w2w*
Stevens Plains Post Once.

Bridge,

plenty

Farm for Male.
subscriber oilers for ta’e, his farm, p’easantTHE
ly situated at the Village of Windham Center,
12 miles from
Portland, aud withiu 60 rods of Town
House, Meeting Uouse. School House, Stores aud
Blacksmith 8bop. Said Farm contains about iM>

acres

of the best of land suitably divided into

mow-

iug, pasturing and tillage, cuts from 30 to 40 tons of
hay yearly; baa plenty of good water. The buildings
consist of a Ij
story house with porch sud wood
house; a new barn 40 by 80 feet wi»h convenient out
buildings, all of which are in good repair. There is
also

a good wood lot in the vicinity of said Farm
which will be sold with it if desired. Any parson
wishing to purchase a good Farm, pleasantly located
in a good neighPorhcou. will do well to look at this
Farm before purchasing elswhere. For particular
enquire of Sam'l Freeman, No 47, Portland Street,
Portland, or the subscriber on the premises,
HOWARD C. FREEMAN.
Windham, March, 14. 1861.
inchJ5 eodlwA w3wll

liird Cages,

to

pair*

a

THMPBB.ANOE 1

PURSUANT

GREAT

9 doz Tape,
2 pieces Lasting,
1 piece Marenn.
2
Gents' Gloves
mehl-J dlw
RUFUS

to hire four
WANTED
small lamily, with
Kent iu

Coloring, Whitening

L'sitkii Statm or Ahcbica. I
District of Maine, ss.
|
to citations from 1he Hon. Ashur
Ware. Judge of the United States Dis rict
Court, within aud for the District of Maine, to me
directed, 1 hereby give public notice that the following libels lor salvage have been tiled iu said Court,
via:
A Libel against 22 pieces or Cloth and sundry
Dry Goods.
A Libel against A Lot or Dry Goods, Ac.
A Libel against A quantity or Goods, Warss
AND MERCHANDIZE.
A Libel against A Lot or D#y Goods.
A Libel against A quantity or Goods. Wares
AND MKK( HANDIZK.
A Lib'l against A Lot or Duy Goods. Ac.
A Libel against A Lot or Dry Goods, Ac.
A Libel against One Cask Turpentine, Ac.
A Libel against A Lor or Woolen Goods, Ac.
A Libel against A Lot or Buoadolotb*. Ac.
A Libel against A Lot or Woolen G'Xids, Ac.
A Libel against A Lot or Dry Goods, Leather
Ac.
A Libel against A Lot or Goons. Leather. Ac.,
as more particu arly sot forth iu said Libels; that a
hearing and trial will be had thereon at Portland,
in said District, on Friday, the eighteenth day of
March current, where auy persons interested therein may appear and shew cause, if any can be shown,
wherefore the same should not be decreed liable to
salvage aud disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this fourteenth day of March
A. D. 1864.
F. A. QUIN BY,
U. 8. Deputy Marshal Dist. of Maine.

A

A..

A COURSE OF THREE LECTURES

T A Co.

Cheap

18 Leggins,
2 Rubber Coats,
3 piece* Aiapaeea,
75 balls Binding,
• pieces silk Braid,

Tenement Wunled.

l7.

31.

severe

Samples

vvi

sea.

Wood laiaud, a lot of goods:
1 paper Sewing Silk,
8 pounds Linen Thread,
32 Leather Sporting Bugs,

LEAP YEAR

CALICO DRESS BALL,

the

on

B.

Joe

Hooker, ol York. March 8th
SCHOONER
18M. picked np at
about 10 miles S. E. from

-OB-

TRIUMraANT
Meriden, Conn.,
lust.. Messrs. Valentine & Uutler'a
AT 8th great
Patent Fire and
Proof Safe

d7

o.

Alum Patent Fire Proof Safe

matter

Ireland."

THE PORTLAND BRASS BAND

VALENTINE & BUTLER’S

LY

March 17th.

Subject—"St. Patrick's mission to

Great Fire in West Meriden Gt.

the

March IB

House,.No. 377 Cong-

Picked lip.

«RANE

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
COUNTRY

Wednesday,

on

street, occupied by L. H. llteomb. all the firaitnre iu said house consisting in
part of Btvse.ll.
three piy: chamber, and
Oilt'arpes:
»tr«i«. Bed, and Matrea.es: two Chamber seta; Mirror,, Toilet, Work. Center, Card and Extension
sofa, Parlor chairs and Kock.re, Ottoman
Whatnot, Easy Chair in Damavk, Crockery,
China, Stone. Wooden, Iron and Tin ware. Cook
Stove, Refrigerator, kc.,kc.. together with a general assortment or Kitchen Furniture. House
open
far examination early, morning of sale.
mch8 dt r. HENRY C. BAILEY fcCO., Anc'neers.
ress

L

REV. .1011 \ O'DOWELL.

Copartnership Notice.

•

on

o

Wanted.

^La

■

LECTURE!

examine.

nine months soldiers who made written
FOB SALE.
applications to me last September, to obtain
CLOSE AN ESTATE, Schooner "Sarah
their Bouuty, are requested to call at my office, aud
Wooster," 172 tons, tore and aft rigged.be*
sign the requisite documents for that purpose. All
lievtd to be sound—lilted up last fall at an expense
other soldier cl .iras attended to by me.
of one thousand dollars, with new sails, rigging and
EDWIN S. HOVKY,
spars; carries 150 31 lumber, aud Is a good sailor.
Counsellor at Law.
N. J. MILLKtt, Jr
Apply to
1
moblftdlw*
Office 80 Exchange fit.
mcM diw
over 92 Commercial Street.

THOSE

AFTERNOON, for Familka.
2o'clock; commencing at 3.

Has been engaged to perform Irish and American
National Airs one hour previous to the Lecture.

CHILDRES S

Portland
Dry Dock Company, hereby notify a meeting ol
said Corporation at tke rooms of the Board of
I rade, on Monday, 28th inst,at 4 i*. if., to decide
upon
the acceptance oi the Act of Incorporation, and for
tho purpose of organising said Company.

Auction and Commission Merchant.
Stbwabt, Auctioneerfebl6 dtt

...

Cabinet makers and

Dock.

undersigned being five of the persons
rpiIE
1 ed in the Act of Incorporation of the

Doors open at

-AT-

Lolley, Burnham & Co.,

than

thirty dollars.
strictly enforced

A GRAND MATINEE,

NEW

IMPORTANT

feb4 edlw law2m

Commencing Tuesday, February 16th.
GEO. L. PEIRCE,

--—

HUGH McCULLOCH,
Comptroller of the Currency.

(

for

tbe constant receipt of, ind will sell
•very iflernoon ind evening by piblie anctlou *
lino
of goods in iiuantiiies to auit:
tbe fallowing
Woolen* ol all description*, DteesGood*
in variety, Linen, crash Towelling,
Covers. Ac,Table Cntlery, Plated
Wnre, Jewelry. Yankee Notion, aud Fancy Goods,
shill belli

On SATURDAY

mch7 t20*

WHEREOF, witness my hand and
otRce’ ***** *wcn*7*nihth day of January,

seal of

Door* open at 7 o'clock; Commencing at 8 o'cl’k.
ko cents; lower hail, 6o cents.
For further particulars, tee bills oi the day.

Galery tickets,

ty-Now ia the time to buy.

testimony

°f

Look!

Drewpser in in Town Again I
bia old aland. 99 Exchange Street. A large lot of
Jewelry, Filer Goods and Tore, which will be

said.

1S64

HEATH, Commanding.

Look!

Saturday Evenings,

March 18th and ISth.

Seamen,

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND. MR.

Genteel Furniture at Auction.

Deeriug Hall,

On Friday and

At

First National Bank of Portland,

in the County of Cumberland and State of
Maine,
has been duly organized under and
according to
the requirements of the act of Congress, entitled
“An act to provide a national currency secured
by
a pledge of united States Stocks, and to
provide for
the circulation and redemption thereof/'
approved
February 25, 1863,and has complied with all the provisions of said act required to te complied with before commencing the business of
Hauking
Now therefore I, Uuou McCulloch,
Compof the Currency, do hereby
certify that the
First National Bank ot Portland,
of CumCounty
berland and State of Maine, is authorized to commence the business of
Banking under the act afore-

J. P.

No. 86 Pox Block,

shall

Naval Rendezvous foot of Ear change St.

to

febl6d6w

IB A 1ST ID!

Seventeen Star Performers!

Located 1809.

Hanson Block, Middle SI., No. 161.
Scholarships good In any part of the United Stmtei

Pantomine

ix coxNEcriox wtth a

Ordinary Seamen and Landsmen.

Business

and

TROUPE.

United States Navy!
Wanted One Hundred

Only!

MRS. EUGENE RAVEL S

d4w.

CAPS.

ROOM!

OPEYED

DAMAGED GOODS FROM WRECK OF STEAMM BOHEMIA*.

1® year*

Two 1STigh.ts

Middle Street,

134

JIST

Single tickets 25 cents; tor the course of three
lectures 50 cents—to be had at the books tore*, Paine's

Maach 16th.

Mode store and at the door.
Door* open at 6, lecture to commence at 7* o'clock
mcbl4 td

fl
Mm*

AND

HATS_

AUCTION

By Henry Bdiley At Co.,
Auction A Commission Merchants, 18 Exchange Street.

stylet

new

Wholesale and Retail

shonld fail to hear this youthful prodigy of

one

only

8 H A W,

29, Lanterns; No. 30, Lingnumvitae.

Class No. 1, Boiler lion, Ae ; No U, Boiler Felting
4. Cum Packing, Kuhber Hose, Ac.; No l
sperm Oil; No. 8< Liuseed Oil and Turpentine; No.
7, Lard Oil; No. 9,Tallow and Soap; No. 10. Knai*
neers' Stores; No. 11, Engineers’ Tools; No. 12’
Engineers' Instruments; No. 14, Wrought-Iron
Pipe, Valves, Ao.; No. 18. Steel; No. 17, Iron Nails,
Bolts and Nuts; No. 18, Copper; No. 19, Tin, Ac.;
No. 20, White Lead: No. 21. Zino Palnti Ne. 22,
Colored Paints and Dryers; No. 28, Stationery
WASU1NUTON.
Clasa No. 1, Boiler Iron, Ac.; No. 17. Bolts.
feb26 law4w

day

feb27 d4wia

BROOKLYN.

No. 1, Boiler Iron; No. 3, Boiler Felting; No. 4,
Gum Tacking, Rubber Hose, Ac. ; No 6, Lubricating Oils; No.fi, Linseed Oil, Turpentine, and AlcoNo 7, Lard Oil; No. 9, Tallow and
Soap; No.
10, Engineers' Stores; No. 11, Engineers’ Tools; No
Engineers’ Instruments ; No. 14 Wrought-Irou
Pip-s, V«lvos, Ac.; No. 16, Steel; No. 17, Iron
N»iU, BuJU,aud Nuts, Ac.; No. 18, Copper; No. 19,
lin, Zinc fcc.; No. So, White Load; No. 29, Colored
Paints. Dryers; No. 23,
Stationery ;No. 25, Hickory
and A«h I lank and Butt*; No. 26, White
Pine; No.

every

dly

W. P.

HILL,

Wednesday Evening,
No

1804.

Association.

MISS SUSANNAH EVANS,

CAPS!

feblg

receiving

am

public

AT-

155 Middle St.

I

Library

MEW CITY

MTpring

HOUSE,

Preble and Portland Streets.
iy*Office, No 97 Exchange street.
feb6 e
A. FOSTER, Proprietro.

corner

STYLES,

Feb. 18 1864.

of Merchandise of
or private »a'e.
every description, for
halt*
of Heal Estate, Vessels, Cargoes, Mucks and
Marchandise solicited.
Cash advances made, with
prompt sales and returns.
mchl2

TEMPERANCE,

PERRIS,

years

Packages

The young and eloquent
speaker from Wales, will
deliver the fir«t lecture in the course of three en

—AT—

Malden Dye House,
comes highly recommended
by the Barretta
take charge of the Dyeing department at the

Navy
Steam

Department, )
Engineering, (
February 19, 1864. 1

STREET,

YORK,

NOTICE.

preferred..

Erie.12g|
Central,.
186?
Pacific Mail.¥
*32

BONDJSj

Sc

Cents.

Exchange.

Merchant's

Will receive consignments

I

Mercantile

•last received from

mcbl eod3m

March 17th.

mchl&St.

—0O0—

MERRILL,

No. 131 Middle Street,! epsta<»,)Portland, Maine.
Silk, Twlat, Button). Binding), Thread), Pina,
Needle), Cutlery. Edgings, Stationery, Lacinga,
Tape, Elastic), Belt), Gemb), Suapendcra, Toys, Ao.
DRESS AND TAILORS’ TRIMMINGS.

and
w.ll

Thursday,

•For particulars see programs
Ti' Kara, 25 Cents. Children 15
of Six Tickets, S1.00.

feb26 d4w

FANCY GOODS

Michigan

New York

&■

On

SALES.

Has removed to the spacious store 19
Exchange 8tre-t, four doors below

Ag6,

AT DEERING HALL,

WEAR,

95 MIDDLE

mch 9 eodSra

Michigan Central.1411

Southern.109*
scrip,.jjt6*
Pittsburg.1234
Harlem..Il48

lOO Years

-AT-

CLOTHS FOR BOY’S WEAR.

Reading.....*138

No.

From

GENTS’

give entire satis faction

in FITTING, workmanship and prices.

ne

for

of

-FOR-

will ba taken to

Troupe,

Will hive the honor ol'appearing in their famous
entertainment*; Dressed in "jre ancient" costume

FURNISHING GOODS!

Army and Navy Cloth*.

PIKE’S

Old Folks Concert

-AND-

all

Nice Vetting,

GRANDFATHER

AUCTION

EDWARD IIT PATTER,
( oniiuisMfou Merdiunt &
Auctioneer,

Hall.

THB-

LATEST STYLES

14th

contains the

--OF

Deering

Merchant Tailor, 94 Exchange St.,

SIMMONS, who has Lad
MR.experience
in the

from Southern Sources.

Fortress Monroe, March 15.
The flag of truce steamer New York ar-

ENTERTAINMENTS.

"OPENING

SPRING

FROSTj

P. B.

volution.
The cotton crop of Nicaragua will be better than has beeu
anticipated, immense tracts

having

and Summer Goods 1

Spring

would not be accepted, as such an event would
probably throw the country into another re-

Items

MISCELLANEOUS.

Aspin-

Central America was tranquil.
The Salvadorian Congress had sanctioned
the expulsion of Basrios.
The new Grenadian Congress had declared
Murillo legally elected President. What ac-

Erie

Washington, March 15.
The Navy Department has received the details of two expeditions sent out from the
gunboat Tahoma during the past month, the

There

MISCELLANEO CJS.

New York, March 15.

The steamer Ariel has arrived from
wall witii $350,000 in
specie.

Illinois Central
Cleveland k

Blockade Kunnera Captured.

Call

From Central America, Ac.

House for Sale.
house

with brick

dwelling
basement.
of Mounment aud Warthe
situated
Athfeestory
streets; has twelve finished
and is
on

corner

rooms,
well
calculated for one or two families. For terms apto Edward Shaw, at the office of the Mutual
Fire Insurance Company. 102 Middle Stroet, or to
N. F. DEKKIXG.
mchl5 dtf
No. 3 Exchange 8t.
ren

ply

BOUNTIES A PRIZE MONEY.
•85 Bounty for Nine Months’ Volnrfaers,
• lOO Bounty for 8ol<Uers wounded in Battle.
ara prepared to obtain $25 Bounty for Nine
Month's Volunteers, who volunteered under
act of July, 1862. Bounty of #100 for Bo.diem dis

WE

charged on account of wounds received in battle obtained (if papers on tile are corivet) in threr weeks
time
Special attention given tithe collection of
Prize Money, end claims against (ioverument.
SWEAT &
mcM dtf

CLEAVES,

Couneellora at Lhw,
No 117, Mid Me St,
Musiey’s Row.

During

ly
that

the eleven month,
city.
» e have been In town we have
cured eoaee at
the wore! forme of disease in pereone who hara tried
other lorma of treatment lu vain, and curing patient. in ao short a time that the qaeation ia oftan
aaked. do they stay cured T To anawer thia qneetkm
we will aay that all that do not
rtay eu'ad, wa will
doctor the eecoud time for nothing.
Dr. D. haa been a practical Electrician for twentyone yean, and iaalao a regular graduated
phyalclan
Electricity u perfectly adapted to chronio disease*
In the form or nervous or sick headache:
neuralgia
In the head. neck.or extremities; euusnmption wh«a
In the acute stages or where the lunge are not fhllT

Involved;

acute or

chronio rheumatism, scrotula, hip

diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ot the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsv or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deafaeea.stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyapepeia, indigestvn- constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be
asthma, bronchi,
tie. strictures of the sheet, and all terms of fimili

presented;

complaint..

By Blootrioity
The

Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the las?
and move with the agility and elastic-

leap with Joy,

ity of

youth; the heated brain is cooled;
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth

the froat
deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes of
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature lit*
prevented ; the calamities of old age obviated, mad
an aotive circulation maintained.

LADIES
Who have cold hands and feet; weakma o«t ohs
lame and weak backs; nervous and sick headache;
dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and constipation or the bowels; pain in theode
and back; leucorrhaea. (or whites); lhliiag of the
womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and
all that long train os diseases will dnd in KlectrioIty a sure means of care. For palnfhl menstruation,
too profuse menstruation, and all of those long line
of troubles with young ladies, Eleotrioity is a oertum
ipecitlc. and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer
to the vigor of health.
w* have an Electro-Chemical Apparatus tor
extracting Mineral Poison from the system, such as
Mercury, Antimony, Arsenio, ho. Hundreds who
are troubled with stiff joints, weak backs, and various other difficulties, the direct cause of which,
t*
nine eases out of ton, is the effect of poisonous
drugs.
Ban he restored to n itural strength and vigor by tew
use of from five to eight Baths.
Office hours from 8 o’olock A. M. to 1 f. M.; U1
I; and 7 to 8 r. m.
Convolution Free.
|yl4 Isedt
Fa* rin for Mule,
SITUATED al Standiah Corner, on which is ■
O story and a half House, with suitable outbuildu*», in good repair. It contains W acres of land
“>« •
(-if orchard; ia within one hour's ride of
he lork A Cumberland Railroad, and commands*
ine view of Portland and the White Mountains*
lu the immediate neighborhood are three churches
lud the best of schools
The place is every way *
iesfrable location for bcalih ard comfort.
Th**
mildings will be sold, if desired, with one or two
lores of land; and one-hal! «f the purchase money
nay remaiu on mortgage for a term ot years. A.
dan of the premises can be soen by calling on E. H.
I LA RE. Esq., at Gorham Corner, and at the stor*
>f Messrs. Fhilbrick A Emery, at Standiah Corner,
’ossession given immediately.
Stan dish, March IS. 1m.
eod*R«

THE MARKETS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Partner Wanted.

Expressly corrected for the Prsss to Mrrcli 16.

INTEND to withdraw the various irons I have in
the fire, and devote my whole attention to the
mysteries of the late. To this end I desire a Partner.
lie must be as oily os a mountain of blubber,
as supple in the back as an eel, as bland as a summer’s morning, and wear oj his treacherous phiz a
perpetual smirk. His name must be Peter Funk. I
propose to constitute the Company, and will bo as
pious, as dignified, and as pompous as an old woodchuck, cocked Mi) on his hind leys near his hole in
clover time. ,fThe chief end of mam" with Funk
& Co. will be to feather their nest, and skin all who
come in their way.
In anticipation of having our
shingle out at an early day. 1 advise all the crooked
old sticks about to “hop ‘the twig,” instead of
paying their DEBTS, to sell, or vretetid to sell, all
they have, real estate and all, without security, on a
credit qf six years—that the widows, in duo time,
be severally fustalled as "the administratrix," and
As fast as the assets come
wk their legal advisers.
into our hands, “my learned Brother," otherwise
called “Brother Funk,” will wind to the right and
lett among the creditors, with the sinosity of a
suake, and with the scissors of Delilah, clip away 80
per cent of their respective claims, or in other words
be must lie “like the devil,” "pull the wool"
over their eyes, and get all the claims assigned to
himself for 2<> per cent.
D. T. CllASE.
N. B. No one need
applv whose qualifications are
not up to the chalk, ana who cannot produce a piece
of composition equal to th# following:
“Portland, July 2,1861.
“Mr. D. T. Chape— Sir:—Mr. W. T. Kilborn
“hold* a uote for about 81300 against D. Libby and
“endorsed by Lewis Libby, which is unpaid. He
“instructs u* to commeuce suit against you under
“Chap. 113, Sec. 47 of Revised Statutes, to recover
double i\w amount of tho property fraudulently
“conveyed to you by said L. Libby. If you desire
“to settle the matter, you can do so immediately,
“without further costs, otherwise we shall institute
“legal proceediugs.
Yours, Ac.,

by
lisbes.
tb

Plail v

X. Rich.
Lead.
Am.
9
Pig ** 100 lb.¥11 @13
8* Sheet ana Pipe.. 13j@14
Lime.
6C Rockland, cask
.110@115

Mr. M

.8}@

pot.8 @
Applet
Green »/bbl... .2 60@3
Sliced V lb.yj^lOi
Cored t> lb.»H* *'f
Uucorod i* tb.d@ OU
Bread.
Pilot v 100 Iba *6} @6J
Slap. &)
Crackers por bbl.94 &0j
Crackers, %* 100. .40 @loc

Lumber—From yard.
Clear Pine, N o. 1.¥38 @ 40
do.
No.2. .37 (gi 39
No. 3. .28 @ 30

do.

Shipping Lumber. ¥23;@26
Spruce.Sl7@-.aJ

Hemlock.10@,12
Box sh’k8,(piue).66 @70e
Clapb'ds, s ext .¥14 @16

Butter.

P
...30 @32
Family V lb.30 @38. do.
Store....'<16 @30 Shingles, Cod. ext-„ 3j @3{

No.l.2i@'3

do.
do.

Beans.

ext. Piue.4*@ 6
Marrow if busbS2 G2it‘2-r
Pea. .2 02 @3 7$ Laths, Spruce... .187@1 50
do. Pine.1 5u@ 2 26
Blue Pod.2 oo@2 75
Red Oak Staves .26 @30
Candles.
Mould if tb.15 @15- Mol. Ubd. Shooks
&

Sperm...30 @83

Head«,city.. 242@ 2 60

Sugar do. city. .226@260
do. do. c'trv.l 60@1 76
Vermont
lb. ...15@15}
80@1 00
Country.14<@L> ‘Green Co’vsa'd..
Rift Mol.
Country
Coal—(Retail.)
Lehigh.11}@13 Mhd.Shooks.. 160@1 75
Slash.Io0@120
Cboctuut.9 5j@
iloopfl.¥26 @36
Cedes.
Tim*
ilackmetack
Java if lb.42 @4;«
bt r,4> tun.10@20
Capo.3d <t.i
tiolauea.
33
Rio .80@
Cieniuogcw. none.
Cordage.
American i> tb-18@ IS Trinidad,. 64 @ i*5
Cheese.

Hemp.22ft 2a
Manilla.2l@ 22

Russia

Caba
do.

clayed.iifa.56
do.tart".

41@42

c^2£ do.Muscovado'’. 56@ 68
2d New Orleans.none
Portland Syrup, hhu» none
Cement.
do.
bbla @ 40
bbl.*165@17£
?
Nail*.
Drugs and Dyes.
Cask.S3
6c
tb..
26@6o0
5@
Aluui<t>
Naval Stores.
Aloes....S3 @ 37
Arrow Root.17 @40 rar(ioreign)4>,bbl.¥16@18
Borax.32 @35 ■i’itAh (Coal Tar). .¥3j@ 4
Brimstone (roll).. &@64 RoMn.40 @46
Bi-Carb. Soda.7j @5 Turpentine **gal 3 37@3 60*
OaLuoi.
Sulphur.. 6@ 84
Sal Hoda. 4@4J American.11 i @13
Oil.
Camphor.1 £0@13d
Cream Tartar.. ...40 @65 Portland Kerosene
llluminat’g Oil 05@ 70
Logwood ex.14@15
.2 12@220
Magnesia.82 @42 Sperm Winter..
ref. Wint 1 28@1 30
Whale,
75
lu<ngo,M'la.dne.l50@l
Madder .17o@18 Grand Bank and
811i@ll| Bay Chaleur. ¥36 @ 37
Opium.
Rhubarb........2 00@ 22., Shore.33 @34
Aloohol.1 80® 1 8,' Linseed.¥1 «2@1 64
Fluid.1 65 @205 Boilt-d......1 66@1 68
Bui trope, Russia
do.

22

Mamila.

22}@

..

Saltpetre...12 @25
Dye woods.

Barwood.2
Brazil Wood.13 @

Savauvilla.2 3,24

Hypernic.4$<@

6

logwood,

Campeachy.2j@2i

St. Domingo.2
Extract Logwood.13
Nic
Wood.

Poach
Bed
Sapan

44

2}

a,

@14
@

.VI® 4j

44

.8J@ 3*

44

1 At

—

Camwood.4£@ 4J
Fustic, Cuba.2j(a-3
44

l.nrdOil

Olive Oil.200@230

Cast or Oil.2 26'a 2 80
Neatsfoot Oil.... 120@1 30
Ouiona
P bbl.86 60@7 00
Pjbuth.£2 Gc®2 02
Raima.

P’tl'dLead.inoilfllS 50@14
Lewis Lead, “IS 75@14 25
Pure I>ry Lead
1 \ @
French Zinc, “11 26@1176
Amer. Zinc, " 9 26 a9 75
Rochelle Yellow.. .3 @ 3^
Eng. Vcn. Bed-3j@ 4
Litharge. @14
Red Lead
@14

.2 @
Quercitron Bark.. .2£@ 2] Plante.
Rod Sanders.3 @ 6 Pbr ton Soft.S 60@302
Hard. none.
Duck.
Ravens. @ ft 2c Ground.700@760
Portland, No. 8.112@Q 00 Provinioua.
44
No. 10.. 70® O Ch’go MessBeel.8154 @16
No. 3 .1llo)0U0 Portland do.
15® 151
Nary.S’r,
44
No. 10. 70^00 P'tl’doxt. do.
..161 @17
Pork, extra clear 26 @26
Fish.
Cod large p qut..86f® 6| Pork, clear.24 @ 25
44
small.6® 54 Pork, mess.. 22 60 @23 50
Pork. Prime. 19 @20
Pollock .4
Round llogs. 104 @11
Haddock,.none
Hake,.800@3 37$ Hams..14 a 144
......

r

“Howard A Strout.”
Note—Sec. 47 of 113 Chanter of Revised Statutes,
wttl constitute one qf the
spokes in the wheel qf
Funk A Co.
dec8 TuTbAStf

chitf

A Poser.
from "along winded yam” of Sewell C. Strout (Howard A Strout) to Smith
A Stratton, New York, the same beariDg date
April 12th, 1862:
“Our County Records show the whole matter, and
about these there can be no question. I propose,
therefore, that you send your claim to some Attorney here. As Counsel for the Administratrix,I have
no desire to conceal any matter connected with the
administration. If you adopt this course, it would
be convenient, perhaps, to notify your attorney to
oall upon me, and 1 will immediately put him in communication with the Probate Records, and with the
Administratrix.”
If it is requisite to employ “some attorney
here' “to oall upon” Strout, so that he (Strout)
can “immediatelyput him” (this “some attorney
here’’) "in communication with the Probate Records. and with the Administratrix,” in order to get

EXTRACTS

Herring, Shored bl.4$@6^ City Smok’d
do. Labrador., none,
do. Scaledpbx.35@40c ikeef P qu’r p lb .7 @ 9
do. No. 1.25@30 Eggs, p doz.17 @ 18
Potatoes, pbbl.Sl »7&200
Mackerel p bbl.,
Magdaiiuo. ...2ft@25 Chickens. .18®; 15
Bar No. 1-815j@lfiJ Lamb. 6® 8
Bay No. 2-U*@12i l*u ikies.16 @17
Bay No. 8.none iecse.14® 16c
Shore No. 1 —16f@16j Peal.6 @7

DR.

44

2.11@16}

Frail*
Almonds—Jordan P Tb,
Soft Shell.2ft @*8c
Shelled .42 a if c
Currants.16}@ 18;
Citron, new.36 @33
Pea Nut*..828700,
25
common....
New Eleme.
@28

Rice.
Sice p lb.7^@

83

distilled. 100@000
Salrrotua.
talerntus p lb
.6f@ 9J
Cortland

...

Salt*
rurk’s Is., P lihd.
(8 bus.). ...84 00 @4 10

Liverpool.none

Lemons,P box 84 75 @600 Cadiz.none
Jranges—box 84 25@5 00 Cagliari .4<g@460
ir’d Butter Salt

Raisins,

.26 @2

Starch*
Pearl.9 @10

Bunchpbox. 425®
Layer.4 50®
Dates.14 @15c Potato.4® 44
Prunes new.1R$ r@ 20 Shot p 100ifcs S93@10
Flear—Portland into. Drop.8 @15
86 60@C 75 Buok.
@16
Sopertluo
Fancy.7 'VTtf7 2'
Extra.7 2=> @7 «2 Family do.8i@
Don bio Extra .7 75 a 8 87 So. 1.8} @
Extra Superior 8 Aft®* 76 Soda..104®
Western extras 7 25®7 62 Heine.104®
7 60®7 76 Pastilc.12 @ff
Ohio extra
Canada No 1
7fti®760 Prane’s. @94
StLouisFavBrnd* 9/®103 Spleen.
Southern Ill.do do.ftlwW,1 -aasia $> ib.62@86c
Fatapsoo Family. lliffill? Hovos.46 @47
Rye Flour.9 @ 9.* jlnger,(Race)....80$32
Corn Meal ..6 60®7 linger, (Africa). .80 @82
Buokw't Fi’r S750®8 brl dace.85 @87
S’ut megs.108@110
Grain*
Bye.1 46®1 60 Pepper. 85 @87
Oats. 75 a}78 Pimento.26 @20
Booth Y«1 Corn.. 1*8$1S5 Sugar*
Corn, Mixed.... 182a} 155 Portland A.none
do.
AA.13 @134
Barley.100®1 10
do.
Yellow
Gunpowder*
18j0
lllasting.96® 0} £xtra Yellow.none
Rifle and Sporting 6J@ 8 kluscovario. 13@14
lavana Hrown... 14j@16}
Hay*
do.
White.. none.
Pre«srd pnctT.«22 ®^3
Loose..2260 ® 24 few Orleans.14 @ 17
....

—

rushed
(lido and Skin..
.184@18J
Tabulated.
B A. Hides.28® 29
Western.21 ft 22. J ’owdered.184@lb]
Slaughter Hides.. 74®9c I Teas*
Calf Skins .16*&17 Fyson.79c@81
Calcutta Cow’oung Hyson... .70 @ 1
Slaughtered. .190a210.( >olong .79 @84
do choice_90 @96
Green Salt.1 85a2im
Sheep Pelts, Gr'n.l 70^176 1 iouchong.95 @100

.1*^@1S?

Tobacco*
Hops.
First Sort, 1803... 23 @25 5 's&lO’s best br'ds. 67@70c
do.
medium. 62 @65
I ron*
do.
common. 55 @6rt
Common.5 ®6<i
••
Kv’ined. 6^8/ 1 all lbs best br’ds. 70 @75
Swede.8A® 8? do. mod. good 66 @b7
Norway.10® 103 do. common... 66@ 60
Cast Steel.28§&> ! iaturai Leaf, lbs .8 1 @1 26
German Steel... .18 (®20 3 iavy-pounds.70® 76
Wood.
English Blis.Steel.18 <®20
14 i lard, retail.99 @9*
Spring..12®
.6 @$
Sheet Iron. Engl.. 8 fiS i oft,
Varnish.
Sheet Iron,Eussia.22 (nJ2&
do. Rus lrn’t. .15 ®17 i umiture. 9S ® 34
Lnrd.
j( oach.84® 6
Barrel, p lb.14S14.J I ►amar.2}@ 44
\V ool.
Kegs, p lb .14&14J
feather*
leece.. 66@60
New York, light..36® 32J I ulled.72 (@82c
Bo. md. wts. 33 ®84C Exchange.
do. heavy.8> ®3l* I oudon—69 a.. 1 76 @177
do. slaughter. .46 ® f*6:
Ainer. Calftklns. .100® 116
Bl'ter Wax Leath.21 @ 23

Portland Dry Goods Market.
Kxpreaaly corrected for

the Press to
M. N. Hum.

March 1C, by

OOTTOB GOODS
1 ocher.

Price

Heavy Sheetings. 37.88
Fine

®
&

SO.23

"

•*

40. 30

"

"

6-4.37}

Medium
••

Light
Bhirting.27
BLEACBED

43
86

g 87}
:<v

37.28
87 .21
to 30.12

42}
32!
26

®
®

® 32
2-8.32} ® 37}
*•
"
"
....6-4.37} ® 40
38
Medium
26
® 27}
Bhirting.27 to 82.18 & 30
30.34

Portland for Saco River, at
do
Morrill’s
do
do
do
do
Arrive at
do

Cumberland Mills,
Saccarappa,
Gorham,
Buxton Centre,

HUGHES

B.

PRIVATE

AT

HIS

MEDICAL

WllKllE from 8
hours

to 9 p. u.
daily,
Ur. li. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abus**
Devoting his entire time to that particular bran'*'
tho medical profession, he feels warranted Jr
aktkeino a Cure in all Capes, w Lethe

He would coil the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his loDg standing and well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assuranoe of his skill and suecess.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every ln'eliigent apd thinking person must know
that remedies hauded out from general use should

have their efficacy established
well-tested experience iu the hands of a
educated physician, who-e preparatory study fits him for ail the
duties he must fulfill;* yet the country is flooded with
nostrums and cure-alls, purporting to be the
poor
best in the world, which are not only useless, but always Injurious The unfortunate should be particular in selecting his physician, as it is a lamentable
yet incontrovertable ftet that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined oonstitutione
by maltreatment from inexperienced physicians in
practice; for it is a point gem rally conceded
that the study and many the best
agement of these complaints should engross the
whole time of 1 hose who would he competent and
successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity n r time to make himself acquainted with
their pathology, commonly
pusrues oue system of
treatment, iu most cases making an indiscriminate
use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, Mercury.

WINTER

rwnoMQ
7.4"

syphilographers,

RAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess of any kind,whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the wholo system.

Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do not wait fer Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY
THIS B Y UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE

TO

Young Mon troubledthewith

emissions in sleep, a
reralt of a bad habit in
oomplaint generally
foutb, treated scientifically, and a porfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day pastes but we are consulted by one
w more young men with the above disease, somo of
"bom are as weak and emaciated as though
they
lad the consumption, and
their friends supposed
o have it.
All sneh c ises yield to the proper and
>nly correct course of treatment, and in a short time
ire made to rejoice in perlect health.

by

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of 40 or 60 whoare
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
turning sensation, ami weakening the system in a
manner the pationt cannot account for.
On examning urinary dep- sits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
ilbumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
ippearance. There are many men who die of this
lifficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is tho

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect euro in such cases, and a
tall and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Per&ous who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
;an do so by writing in a plain manuer a
description
>t their disease, and the appropriate remedies will

>eforwaided immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
>e returned if desired.
Address,
DK. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple St., Icorncrof Middle] Portland.
V* be ml Stamp for circular.

DRILLING

42

®

®

37}

OOTTOB FLABKe'lB.
Heavy Cotton Flannels.42} ® 46}

...27}_

Medium

® 87

STHIFED SHIRTING.

Heavy striped Shirting.30. 37} ®
Medium

••

27.2C

40

® 27}

TICKING.

Heavy Ticking.40
@
«
.32} ®

Medium

06
37

COTTONADES.

medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
> Temple Street, which
they will find arranged for
:hear especial accommodation.
Or. ll.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicinesarennrlval*
od in efficacy and nuperior virtue in
regulating all
(female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
jortain of producing relief in a short time.
.A.A.DIKS will fiua it invaluable in all cases of ob*
i.ructions after all other remedies have been tried in
rain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
Iho least injurious to the health, and nray betaken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part ofthe
oountry with full directions
a

DU HUGHES,
corner of Middle. Portland.

B.—LADIES desiring may oonsult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendown sex.
N.

Heavy double and twist.70

@

72$

ance.

PE1VIMS,

lanldkwly

Heavy Deulms.40 @ 46

Medium

.26
CAMBRICS

AND

@ 86

PRINTS.

Colored Cambrics.16
.21
Prints,
edium
.18

Seat

@ 18

§
g

23

20

DKLAINt.

DeLaines.28}

® 32}

CRASfl.

Crash.12$ @

17

BATTING, WADDING |u\

Cotton Batting,.20 @ go
Cotton Wadding,.45 @ 60$* lb
Cotton Warp. 90c Ip lb
unbleached .65 @100
Wieking,
u
bleached. 80 @ loo
WOOLEN GOODS.

Kentucky Jean*,.40
Batiuots.

00

Union Meltons.76
▲11 Woo! do.87$
Black Union Casimeres.86
Black all wool Cassimeres.1 10
Black Doeskins.1 10
86
Fancy Doeskius.
German Black Doeskins. 1 60
German Broadcloth*.2 00
Overooatiug, all wool C 4.2 60

union 6-4.2 00
BepeJlant, 6-4.1 76
WOOL

White, plain,
Printed

65
75
90

(«

@ 1 12$
@ 100

@
m

1
1

37$
37$

@ 2 25
@ 2 00
@ 6 00

&
@

g

6 00
3 00
1 87$

FLANNKLS.

Blue Mixed Twilled Flannels.46
"
*‘
.46
8carlet
Blue

@
@

.47$
.45
45

@ 65
@66
@ 67$
@ 76
@66

Bees.
on hives OF BEKS forcaleby
Ayf
A P UHAPMAK,
ineh9 eodliy* Streutwater Village, Weitbrook.

For Stale.
double brick House and lot known as the
rpiiK
J.
Westbrook Seminary Female boarding house,
situated on Stevens'Plains, on the line of the Forest Avenue Horse Railroad, two uiilts liom this
city.
Lot 8 by 18 rods. The premises may be examined
by calling on W. B. Goodrich, Es4., near the premises.
For particulars at ply to WM. L. SOUTHARD,
No. 78 Commercial street, or E. HAMBLIN. No. H8
mch8 d3w
Commercial street, Portlaud.
Dissolution

ot Copartnership.

fVlIlE Copartnership heretofore existing between
1 the undersigned, under the nxin*. ana stjle ot
"CROSS, SKNJEB A JORDAN," in this day diseol.cd by mutual convent. William W. cross and
Royal Renter are authorized tocloae the business
ofthe late arm
WM W, CROSS.
KOVAL RENTER,
Bridgtou, Feb. 6, 1801.
WM. A. JORDAN.
Slow Cart ncr
ship Formed.
The undersigned, member* of tho late tirm ot
T r.oas, Renter a Jordan," have tin.
day termed
I
',Le "“n,e a,‘d atyto ot "CROSS

-a!

W*V continue in the £ame business
ot said late lirm. and will close
up the business af*
tairaol said late Urm.
lER-llides, Skins and Bark wanted as usual
WM, w. CROSS,
Bridgton

6.42
5 49
6 54
6.06
6.22
6.30

2.35
2.56
3.06
a.m.

Berry’s

ARRANGEMENT.

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trank
station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at
and

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R. R.

Portland to Skowhegun.

Feb, 6.1884.

fel.8 eod4w*

Steam engine tor Male.
Eight borae power, portable upright Engine,

Annearly new—Wittiuger

Sold only for want of
at ihls office.

use.

Portland, March 12,1864.

Cook’s beet make
Addreaa ENGINEER,

IS

BEING A TRUE

Renovator and Restorer of Hair
In

pathological

a

or

diseased state to

N A T URAL

COLOR
and condition of health,
by working upon the roots
and papiilrceous secretions,
supplying the hair
with that nutritious
element in which the blood is

deficient, and removing the accumulated

excess of
dandruff and humor, making a most
Delightful
Dressing, well and agreeably perfumed,thus affording a desirable article of intrinsic value for the Toilet.

It will in

all cases

(with the exception of very
where the roots, germs and sheaths
have all coire away, or, by reason of
age, become
disorganized.) promote a

aged people,

Hew and

Healthy

Commencing Nov. 0, 1868.
Passenger Trains will leave daily,
(Sundays excepted) as follows:

3HHHHE3

Lea\e 1 ortland for Bath, Augusta aud Hkowhegan
at 100 P.M.
Leave 8kowbegan for Augusta, Bath, Portland,
Boston aud Lowell at 8 86 A. M.
Freight Trains, Portland aud Skowhegan daily.
B. H. CL'SiiMAN,
Augusta, Nov., 1869.
jaul tf

Superintendent.

OKAND

THUNK

RAILWAY

Of Canada.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Nov.
Oains will run daily, (Sundays

9, 1863,
except-

ed) until further notice,

as follows:
Up Trains.
Leave Portland for South Paris at 7.40
Island Pond at 1.10 r. n.

thegrey

Hill'gradually

PREPARED ONLY BY

HENRY A. BERKY, Chemist,
220 1-2 Congreaa Street, Portland, Me.
H. H. HAY, junction Free and Middle atreeta,
General Agent for Maine. lTice *1 per bottle.
tdf Sold by Druggi.ta everywhere.

Preservative and Dressing
Berry’s
For
and
beautifying
preserving the hair,
A SPLENDID COMPOUND,

composed of vegetable extract*, containing no
oil or alcohol, chemically combined aud highly
perfumed. Price 50 cents per bottle.
Jan23 dfy

Lyons Periodical

Drops!

TEE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Lyon’s Periodical
better

Drops!

than all

Pills, Powders A Quack Preparations.
a. m.

For

all disorders incidental to the lemiuiue sex.
That the afflicted may feel assured that this Cordial
is traly valuable and worthy their confidence,- not
one of those secret com
pounds purposed to destroy
healthy action, 1 add a few testimonials irom physicians whom all, favoring the Electric and Reformed

Periodical

Lyon’s

the Electric Medical Society, Mass.,
speaks ol it in
the following terms:
"1 have used the Female
Cordial
Strengthening
similar to that preparation
by DR. GEO. W
SWEPT, 106 nanover Street, and 1 regard it as
one ot the best Medicines for Female
complaints
that can be found."
DR. J. KING, Author of" Woman: Her Diseases and th* ir Treatment,"
says:
This Medicine appears to exert a
Specific influence on the Uterus,
it is a valuable agent in all derangements of the Female Reproouctive Organs."
DK. SMITH, President of the New York Association of Botanic Physicians, says:
Female, if in delicate health, shoud omit the
timely use of this valuable Cordial. 1 owe much of
my success in mid wifory to the use of this Medicine."

MOTHERS AND MARRIED LADIES
The following from Dr. FAY' is worthy ycur

tice

Drops!

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Nov. 4,1863.
nor6

PORTLAND, SACO A PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

ARRANGEMENTS,

WINTER

Commencing Nov. 2d, 1863.
□BBnvi
Passenger Trains will leave the 8tation, Canal street, daily, (Sundays exas
tollows:
)
cepted
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8 46 a. m. and 2.30

att^daut

PRICE, Seventy-Five Cents Per Bottle.
Sold by Druggists generally; also, seut to
dress free, on receipt ol price.

Boston for Portland at 7.30

and 2.30

a. m.

PAL

Leave

6.00

p. m

Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00

a. m

and

These trains will take and leave re
passengers at way
7
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

Botanic

International

Eustport

and St

John,

.-Wharf,

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
CARRYING THE CANADIAN ft 0.8. MAILS.

Paaiengeri Rooked to Londonderry,
Gl&igow and Liverpool.
RRTCRN TICKETS GRANTED AT REDUCED
RA TRS.
The

Graham, will muI from this port lor
Liverpool, on SATURDAY, March 19,
mm--1 uatcly alter the arrival ol the
previous day from Montreal.

1'itMu

v.

me

Pasaago

to

—Cabin

Londonderry, Glasgow

and

Liverpool

according to accommodation) $66 to $80;
#8U. Payable in gold or ita equivalent.
For Freight or Passage apply to
H A A. ALLAN,
No. 6 Grand Trunk Railroad
Paasenget Depot

by the steumship

Jur*

on

the

Portland and Boston Line.
THE STEAMERS
Poreit City, Lewiiton and Montreal
Will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o’clock P. M., and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
atC o’clock P. M.
Friday,
Fare in Cabin.II 60
"

on

Deck.

1.26

The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given aud paid for at the rate ol
one passenger for
every 8600 additional value.
Feb.18,1888.
dt/
L. B1LL1NUS, Agent.

SKMI-WKKKLY

LINK.

The splendid and fast Steamships
“LOCUST POINT,” Capt.. Willett,

“POTOMAC,” Captain Shkr*
MCffSnSSlwooD, will,until further notice run
as

follows.

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland,
every WEDNE8and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M. and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most
speedy, safe and
oomfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage 87,00, including Fare and State

pAY,

Rooms.

Goods

forwarded by this line to and from Montreal

Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport

Juebec,

and

8t!

ohn.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers asearly as 3 P. M., on the day that then
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMEKi Bt FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 88
WeetStreet,
New York.
Deo. 6,1802.
dtf

Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
tirm style of PHINNEY A CO is this dav diaaolved by mutual consent. "The affairs of'he late
concern will be settled at F. A.
Howard's, under
Lancaster Hall, by H. M. Phinnev
Having this day sold to Stuart A Co. our stock in
trade, we would cordially recommend them to our
friends and former patrons as
worthy their patronage aud coutidence.
THINNEY A CO.

THE

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
ARE SURE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT
DO HARM.

TONIC AND STOMACHIC

DUNN

&

PaYmYrT^

(SUCOB!BORH TO M.

O.

TUAN ALL PILLS, POWDERS
AND QUACK MEDICINES.

144 MIDDLE STREET.
D. M. O. DUNN.

March

1, 1864.

JOHN

K.

PALMER.

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
/

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS
LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS
THAR ALL

Pill*, Powders and Quack Preparations.

moh4 dlw

INJURIOUS

TO

THI

DELICATX.

IRON IN THE BLOOD

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS
8CBE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT DO HAEM.

vegetable kingdom, being an
irrespec-

and abstract method of cure,

new

the old and worn-out systems.
This medicine has been tested by the most eminent medical men of the day, and by them pronounced to be one of the greatest medical discoveries ol

o it

LIFE KLEMEST
OF THE

*e eat; bat
if, from aay
whatever, the necessary quality of iron is not
taken into the circulation, or become reduced the
whole >yitem suffers. The bad blood w.ll irritate
the heart, will clog np the lungs, stupefy the
brain,
will obstruct tbo liver, and will send' its disease
producing elements to all parts of th system aod
erery one will suffer in whatever organ msy be preoanse

disposed

spairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless, enervated youth, the overtasked men
business, the victim of nervous depression, the
ndividual
suffering from general debility, or from

IRON IN THE BLOOD,
without

Hospital Depart-

“J would ^gain, at this period, sav that your
Quinine Tonic is used, and that several Surgeons
of Regiments much approve of It.”
Army,

3.

foundation is gone
ol that valuable
combination known es }'KI'.UVIAS y rftl'P, that
tho great power of this VITALIZING AGENT
orer disease bas been
brought to light.

The Peruvian

Syrup,

DR. W. R. MERWIH & Co.,

The Peruvian

Syrup

SOLE

PROPRIETORS,
No. 59 Liberty-st., New York.

Protected Solutionjof the PROTOXIDH OP
IRON a New Discovery la Medlciae that
Strikes *• 1^* Reel mf Disease, by sapplylng
the Rioodfoitb its Vital Priaelale tr Life
Eleaaeat 1 ON.
is

remedy in curing DYSPEPSIA, LIVER COM-

PILLS!

PLAINT,

SUGAR COATED.
FEMALE

HEALTH

Surgeon Gen.

Wm. J. Dale says:

”1 esteem it an invaluable
forms of debility,” kc.

remedy

in

various

Sold by all Druggists,

Lyon’s Periodical Drops,

AND CHA8. H. ATWOOD.
19 Central Street,

-ark-

Sure to do Good and cannot do Harm.
per Bottle.
Yor sale by all Druggists. At wholesale
by W. V
Phillips, H. H. Hay k Co., Portland.
augiW eodly

Wood, Palm Leaf and Honey.
QAl LOGS CEDAR.

OUi

Boston,

REGULATOR,

EASES ofthe KIDNEYS

PROPRIETOR.

Made from the pure

Balsams qf Vermont.

and nil diseases

Recurrence of the

originating
in

They cure or obviate those numerous diseases that
spring from irregularity, by removing the irregularity itself.
They eurc Suppressed,Excessive and Painfiil Men-

or

Being free from Aleohel in any form, ifs energizing
are not followed by corresponding
reaction,
are permanent, infusing strknuth, vigor and

nmw Lira Into all parts of the system, ahd building
up an IKON CONSTITUTION I
It lean excellent substitute for
ine or Brandy
where a stimulant is needed.

The
of

Vegetable

Balflamic Elixir.

standard old Cough Kimedt,
in Vermont, has been used with entire
THIShonest.
is

made
lor
usual for

success

warranted as
thirty-three years. It
Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough, (Youp, Asthma,

101 LOGS MAHOGANY,
17 LOGS LANCE WOOD,
6398 BUNDLES PALM LEAK,
363 MATS,
7 TIERCES HONEY,
Cargo Bark Albion Lincoln. For «ale by
HOP11N1 EATON,
1*1>#
No. 1 Central Wharf.

atul all diseases qf the Throat, Chest and Lungs,
and all diseases tending to Consumption.
We have testimonials from many of the best physicians and gentlemen of standing, among whom we
mention the Hon. Paul Dillingham, Lieut. Gov. ot
Vermont; lion. Bates Turner, late Judge of the Supreme Court of Vermont; Dr. J. B. Woodward,

and Cut Flowers,

JOHN F. HENRY A CO., Proprietors,
Successors to N, H. Downs,
Watkrbuut, Vt.
HF*i’rlce 25 cents, 50 oents, and $1 per bottle.
II. 11. Hay and J. W. Perkins A Co., Portland,
Me..wholesale agents for Maine.
novl9 dAwUOw*

Boquets

wreaths and crosses, usteFuneral
lully arranged and made to order at my estab-

lishment,

corner ot North and Montreal streets.
Hill. Bcquets may always be found at
Lowell k Senter's, Exchange street. All orders
left thore will be promptly attended to.

Brigade Surgeon U.8 Array.

Muujov

ALBERT DIRWANGER, Florist.

jan6 eod3m

COT

JAMES EDMOND &

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
13 LIBERTY SQUARE,
BOSTON
Are

prepared to

order at favorable rates,

NESS and GLENGAltXOCK

PIG

COLT-

I Tl O IN

,

Also, BAR, SHEET,* BOILER PLATE IROX,
of English and Scotch Manufacture.
We shalleoutinue to receive, in addition to our
American Brick, a regular supply of
ENGLISH, SCOTCH, k WELCH FIRE BRICK
mohll cod6m

STORE TO LET,
-AND-

Stock and Fixtures for Sale.
Store now
Hoot and

occupied by

Mr. J.
Shoe Store, with an
for manufacturing aud repairing;, No. 77
\ ork, St., is to be leased foi*a term of three or live
years. A rare chance is offered to any one wi.-hing
to enter the business. The stock consists of a general assortment of Hoots, Shoes and Rubbe rs, which
is offered at cost f ir 30 days to o’tne the concern.
Auy information wanted can be obtained of the
subscriber on t-he premise*.
JAS. SMALL.
Portland, March 1, 1864.
mehl eodtf
a

apartmeut

FERTILIZERS.
1 QKA BBLS COE’8 SUPER PHOS LIME,
-LOOUlOO" LLOYDS.
900" LODI FOUDRETTE.
160" LITTLEFIELD S FOUDRETTE.
For sale at manufacturer', price, by

For Coughs. Colda and Consumption.

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam is the most
highly approved mediciue ever discovered. It
has stood the best of all tests, Time, having had an
unprecedented sale of nearly forty years. It is
recommended
our best physicians, our most eminent citizens, the Press, the 'lYmde, in tact by all
who know it. For certificates, which can be given
to almost any extent, see wrappers to each bottle.
The proprietors will cheerfully rotund the money it
not ent rely satisfactory. Price 50 cents and 1$: the
large bottles much the cheapest. Be. careful to get
the genuine, which is prepared only by REED, CUTTER A CO., Wholesale Druggists, Boston. Sold in
Portland by dealers generally.
B. H. HAY, Druggist, corner Middle and Free
deo8 isdftns
streets. Wholesale Agent.

di>8m

DOLLARS will be given for the detection
FVK
and oonvlotton of any person
peraoniateailnf
or

paper, from the door, of our anbaorlbers.

Amu

ruiumuoriuruH,

Lewis Johnson, M. D.,
Koewell Kinney, M. D.,

Rev. Arthur B. Fuller,

8. H. Kendall, M. D..
W. R. Chisholm, U, D.,

Rev. Sylvan ns Cobb, Jose Antonio Sanches. M. D.,
Rev. T. Starr King,
Marcello Aranda, M. D

KphraimNute, Jr„ A. A. Hayes, M. D„
W There can be but one stronger proof than the
testimony of tnch men as these, and that ie * rEase N A L TRIAL.
It has cured thousands where other
remedies hare failed to give relief, and inralids
cannot reasonably hesitate to giee it a trial.
Rev.

For DYsrxrsiA and all chboxic Diannaas, char*
by debility, it is a Specif c.
Prepared as heretofore by N. L. CLARK ft CO.

acterizcd

Unfortunate.

BOUGHT

DISCOVERED

—For Sale by—
SETH W. FOWLE ft CO„ 18 Tremontst., Boston;
J. P. DINS MOKE, 491 Broadway. New York;

FOR

LAST.

AT

Oh.erolc6e

and
teblS

Remedy

PROM

INJECTION.

ROOT*,

HARKS

of the

Urinary

one

gang, such
luflamation of the

to two

la

oonatantly reoeivlag unaollclted testimonials ol
astonishing caret performed by her. Among
many roeently received are the following, which an

teaspoonfuls

oommended to the notice of the afflicted
chester may be oonaalted at

CASK OS SPINAL D1SKASK CURRD
This is to oertlfy that I want ta sec Mrs. Manchester last March with a daughter of mine troubled with

spinal disease,

for which she had been doctored for
Ivo yean, and by a number ot physicians of all
klnda; and she has had twenty-one applications ol
electricity applied, but ill to no effect; but she eomi
tinually grew worn. I came to the conclusion, aa
the last resort, to go and see Mrs. Manchester, and
did so; and to my great surprise she told as the first
a use ot the disease, and how she had bean Dorn time
to time, which aueourugod me to try her medicines.
I did so. and now my daughter ie ibis to bo around
the bouse all ol the time. She alto rides tea or fifteen miles without aay trouble or inconvenience,and
I think in u short time she will be restored to perfect
health. Since my daughter has been doctoring, 1
have hoard of a great many oases that Mn. Manchts
tar baa cured. I think if nay person deserves patronage, it ie the one who trice to preserve the health
of the sick and suffering; and 1 know that the asee
every effort wfaioh lice in bar power to benefit bar
Sabah l. Kaiowro,
patients.
Gaoaaa Exieu ra,
Abby E. Knoan,
Essis a Katoava.
Bnsnewict, Maine, August hth.

CHEROKEE IFJECTIOS is intended as an ally
assistant to the CHEROKEE REMEDY, and
should be used iu conjunction with that medicine in
all casesof Conorrkta, GUet, Fluor Albus or Whitts.
Its effects are healing, soothing and demulcent; removing all scalding, heat, cboadee and pain, instead
of the burning and almost unendurable pain that is
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack iflections.

by

Physician & Surgeon,
COURT STRF.ET.corner of Howard, Boston
Ov) is consulted dally frotn 10 until 2, ami from 6
to 8 in the evening, on all diseases of the Urinary
and Genital Organs, Scrofulous Affections, Humors
of all kinds. Bom, Dicer- ami Emotions, Female
Complaints, Ac. An experience of over twenty
extensive practice enables Dr. M. to cure all
the most difficult cases. Medicines entirely vegetable. Advice Free.
Mrs. M., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of the sex, can be consulted by ladies.
Patients furnished with board and experienced

yoars*

nurses.

Boston, April 28.1863.

eodly

particulars get

For full

store in the

1 (JUV,

BOLTS—from the factory of David Cor*
“I
■A-v/vr sar A Sons, Leith—a sail-cloth of superior
quality—just received per “Hibernian’', and for
•ale by
McGILVEUY, RYAN A DAVIS.
)an21 dtf
161 Commercial Street

and

write

or

us

from

and

we

any
wiU

full treatise.

a

JIf. l/i

lunill'ntc

JH-I UVUR,

IM

bottles for $6.

three

u.\x ur iub ubbatbsti ubbs on nit

Price, CHEROKEE IXJF.CTIOX, S3 per ho
or three bottles for #6.
Sent

by Express

to any address

receipt

on

similarly afflicted. 1 hasten to give it to yon.
Thie is hriely my peso 1 was taken siok about It
months ago with the Liver Complaint in a very bad

of the

Sold by all druggists, everywhere.
DR. YV. R. MERYVI.Y A Ce.,
SOLE

form.

PROPRIETORS,

applied to

fbor different

physicians,

bat

re-

Cure !

no

TUB GREAT

/ X D I

ROOT*,

COMPOUNDED FROM

unfailing

An

REMARKABLE CURE OP A CASE OP DRO
S T CURED B T MRS. MAJtCMBSTKR.
This Is to certify that I have been cured of the
Dropsy of fifteen yearn standing by Mrs. Manchester. I have been to physicians in Boston, New Tork
ud Philadelphia. They all told me that they could
do nothing for me, unless they tapped me, ud assured me that by tapping 1 could live but a short
time. 1 bad made np my mind to go home ud live
On
as long aa I oould with tbe disease, ud then die.
A

AX MEDICINE,

cure

BARKS

AND

LEAVES.

Spermatorrhea, Seminal

for

Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
by self polution; such as Loss of Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimness o!
Vision, Premature old Age, Weak Nerves, Difficulty
of Breathing. Trembling, Wakeftilne**, Eruptions
on the Face, Pale Countenance. Insanity, Consumption, and all the direfhl complaints eausod by departing from the path of nature.
This medicine«ts a simple vegetable extract, and
caused

my way home I stayed over night in Portlud with
Mend of sains, ud told them what my mind was
a regard to my disease.
They finally persuaded me

a

to go ud tee Mrs. Muehester. 8 he examined me
ud told me my ease exactly.
I was so maofa astonished to think that the told ma
correctly, that I told her that 1 woald take her medi-

which all

can rely, as it has been used in our
practice for mauy years, and. with thousands treated.
it has not failed hi a single instance. Its ourdtive
powers have been sufficient to gain victory over the

one on

moat
To

eiaee, aot having the least fkitb that they woald
me uy good, or that I shoald get the slightest relief
from uy course whatever; finally 1 took the medicine ud went home. In one week from the time I
commenced taking the medioine, I had. over three
gallons of water pass mo in seven hours; ud my fellow safibrers may be assured that it was a great relief
to ms. 1 had aot been able to lie down In bed at
night before this for two years. Now I can lie down
with perfect ease. I hare taken her medicine for
eight months, and am as well as any mu oould wish
to bo, ud no signs of dropsy. 1 woald advise all
that are sick to go and consult Mrs. Manchester,
have beu given np by other phy■vea If they
sicians. I have sent her a number of oases of other
diseases, ud she has cured them also. Go ud
for yourselves. I had no IWth, bat now my fklth
ouuot be shaked in her skill In telling and ourlag
Chxslss 8. Hannon,
■y_Sanaa H. Hanaoa,
Mabt a. Hanaoa,
Bangor, Maine, April Id.

stubborn oaae.
those who have trifled with their constitution

until

they

think

themselves

beyond

the reach of

aid, w*i would say, Drspairnot! the CHEROKEE CVRR will restore you to health aud vigor,
and after all quack doctors have failed.
For full particulars get a circular from any Drug
store iu the country, or write the Proprietoru, who
will mail free to any one desiriug the same a fuM
medical

pamphlet

form.

Price. 82 per bottle,

or

three bottles for

85, and

by express to all parts of the world.
Sold by all respectable druggists every where.
DR. YV. K. MERYVIX 1 On.,

forwarded

PROPRIETORS,
No. 59 Liberty St.,

BOLE

eodfcwly

New York.

Notice.

HAVE this day admitted AMOS L. MILLET I
as an equal partner in my Gro-i-iry business.
Hereafter the business will be conducu-d under the
style and name of WILSON A MILLEil, at the
old stand, 872 Congress street.
WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Portland, Jan. 1,1864.
Jau2-lwteodtf

1

bonedt until I called on you. At that time
I had given np business, and was In a very bad state,
bat after taking yoar medicine for a short time I began to nearer, ud in two months I was entirely
well, and had gained several poands of flash, and
can truly say that by your skill 1 am a perfectly hsulJoann Davis. .£
ky mu.
Boston f Maine Depot, Portland, Me.
ceived

No. 59 Liberty St., New York.

Cherokee

unu.

Mu. ManoHasTsn—Dear Miriam —Thinking ■
statement of my ease may bo of service to othora

•

price.

lets

I

pamphlet

our

country,

mail free to any address,

treatise in

Scotch Canvass.

Copartnership

REMED Y

Man-

A

ease.

of the CHEROKEE

Mia.

IT*. 11 Clapp’s Block,Room No. A.

three

original purity and vigor; thus removing from the
system all pernicious causes which have induced dis-

use

f

the

It is diuretic and alterative in its action; purifying
cleansing the blood, causing it to flow in all its

the

3m

MRS. MANCHESTER

Din-

udian
i

Incontinence of the Urine.
iKidneys, Stone in tbe Bladder. Stricture, Gravel,
Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in
those cases of Fluor Albut,{or Whites in Females)
where all the old nauseous medicines have foiled.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated form, the

only being from
times per day.

by all Druggist!.

weow

AND L1AVX8

CHEROKEE RKMED Y, the great
’eases

edod ft

MORE TESTIMONIALS

-AXD-

CHEROKEE

THE

KENDALL * WHITNEY.
feb9

Rev. John Pierpont,
Warren Burton,

Rev. Gurdou Robins,

feb6eod£eowly

By

taken from our | amphlet
which will be sent tree to any

names are

Kev.

respectable Druggists.

all di

following

testimonials,

address.

SOLE PROPRIETORS.

cures

LOW

but

Dr. W. K. MBHWIN A Co.,

COMPOUNDED

BLOOD,
or a

effects

Full directions accompany each box.
Price 91 per box, or six boxes for 96.
Sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of priee.
ail

accompanied by DEBILITY

STATE OF THE 8YSTEM.

They cure Green Sickness (Chlorosis).
They euro Nervous and Spinal Affections, pains in
tbe baok and lower parts of the body, Heaviness,
Fatigue on slight exertion, Palpitation of the Heart,
Lowness of Spirits, Hysteria, Sick Headache, Giddiness, etc., etc. In a word, by removing the Irregularity, they remove the cause, and with it all the
efffects that spring from it.
Composed of simple vegetable extracts, they contain nothing deleterious to any constitution, however delicate—their function being to substitute
strength for weakness, which, when properly used,
they never fail to do.
All letters seeking information or advice will be
promptly, freely and discreetly answered.

by

a

BAD OT AT A U I III

struation.

Sold

FE-

MALE Complaints,

Monthly Period,.

drug

H. H. Dcwns’s

BLADDER

k

For the removal of Obstruction,, and th« Io,nr*ne
in the

DIAR-

TUTIONAL VIGOR. DIS-

PRESERVER,

CERTAIN AND SAFE.

RegulErity

CHRONIC

HUMORS. LOSS OF CONSTI-

CHEROKEE IKJKCTIOX-the two medicines at
the same time—all improper discharges are removed!
and the weakened organs are speedily restored to
™
full vigor and strength.

feb!9 eod 3m

DROPSY.

RHEA, BOILS. NRBVODS AFFECTIONS, CHILLS AND FEVERS,

or

Price, SI

a

This is the secret of (the wonderful success of this

CHEROKEE

and

Bitters did an immense amount of good
among the men under my command; aa. ror instance,
a number of sore throat, 01 diarrhta,, of
dysentery
and chills and fever, were cured by it.”

system, is like trykig to

discovery

Jjoid zi per bottle, or three bottles for $6, and
forwarded by Express, on receipt of money, to
any
address.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

etio.
Miss Di x at the head of the
ment Washington, writes:

it to tho

only

singe organ, will all find immediate
and permanent relief by th« use of this Elixir or Essence oT Life.

THS LOXO

“The

Are better than all Pills, Powders,
And Quack Preparations.

restoring

a building when the
repair
It is
since the

a

Good News for the

report of the Sanitary Commission lays.
It is wise and prudent where
ague an-1 fevers
are prevalent, that every man should take a
doae
of Quinine Bitters at least once in
twenty*iour
hour*. Thii will
surely ierve as a safeguard
against disease. It has been practiced in Florida
and elsewhere with undoubted benefit.”

Manases occasioned by

cure

deticiucy of

a

of

FIELD WITHOUT IT.

•ays:

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

to disease.

To take medicine to

worn-down,

NO SOLDIER SHOULD BE IN THE

IT:

13

IRON.

One bottle restores mental power.
A few doses bring the rose to the cheek.
This medicine restores to manly
vigor and robust
health the poor, debilitated,
and de-

weakness of

BLOOD

This is derived chiefly from the food
if tflfr food is not properly
digested or

No. 69 Liberty-st.. New York.

WHAT IS SAID OF

if we'l known to the Med)
rrofetfliwn that

THE VITAL PRINCIPLE

One bottle will cure General Debility.
A few doses cure Hysterics in females.
One bottle cures Palpitation of the Heart.
A few doses restore the organs of generation.
From one to three bottles restores the manliness
and full vigor of youth.
A few doses restore the
appetit*.
Three bottles cure the worst case of Iinpotency.
A few doses cur^the low-spirited.

whether general, or following acnie diaeate. Convalescents from sickness will liud it a most excellent restorative and agreeable exhlleraau

Cmpt. Walter S. Sampson, of the U.

THE OBEAT fEHALK BEMEDY

cal

the age.

dose

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

of modern

tive of all

as

Tortland Feb. 8,1861.
Lewiston bag’’ Timothy seed for eale by
A'JKJ THOMAS SHAW, 113 Commercial St.

Vigor to every Organ of the Body.
Thereby imparting Health and Strength
There is no remedy so good in

The

The Great Female Remedy.

mch7 ©od4w*

Timothy Seed.

Improve the Appetite,
Facilitate Digestion,

Are Mure to do CJood and oannot
•
do Harm.

PALMRR,)

WHOLESALE MILLINERY,

entirely

LANQUOR AND DEBILITY,
Lyon’s Periodical Drops

as

fllilK undersigned liavothis dav formed a coparti uership under the Arm style of STUART A CO.,
ami will coutinuc the Stove and Furnace business
II all branches at the old stand, No. 171 Middle
street.
CHARLES li. STUART,
Jan21 dtf _1) It. STEVENS.

—IT WILL—

Give tone to the Nervous System.

eligible
THESmall,

Copartnership.

BITTERS

Bier brought before the public.

Steerage,

To be succeeded
26th of March.

TONIC

the best Aromatic

Is

ARK BETTER THAW ALL

steamahipNoVA SCOTIAN Capt

RA^ilaLsIi

Portland.

BITTERS

TONIC

QUININE

PILLS,POWDERS f QUACK PREPARATIONS

ARK BBTTKR

INVALIDS!

Rejuvenating Elixir is the result
f|1HE
A discoveries in
the

of

QUININE

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

ARR BETTER

The superior sea-going Steamer
■new Brunswick/- c«pt. e.
B. Winchester, will leave Kaiiroad
foot of State Street, for
East port ana St. John, N*. B., every
Monday at 6
o’clock, P. H.,frem and alter March 7th, until further notice.
Returning, she will leave St.John for Eastport,
Portland and Boston every Thursday morniug.
All freight for St. Andrews and Calais will go from
Ea-tport by .ailing vcs.els for tlio present.
Freight receivedup to 4 o’clock, P. M Mondays.
feblUdkm
C. C. EATON, Agent

Agent,

ATWOOD' S

The Gi«at Female Remedy

Y. B.

LIFE.

OF

that

II. If. IIAY,

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

ROB-

TO ALL

Vegetable Extract*,

NOTHING
MOST

any ad-

A T W OOD'S

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

FIRST"TRIP

CONTAINING

Sure to do Good&nd cannot do Xarm.

Lyon’* Periodical Drop*

Steamship Company.*

and

mch8 eod6m

FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 80,1863.
oc31 edtf

STEAMBOATS.

Pdee

vhom

get
prepared at the New England
Depot. 106 Hanover St. Boston.
GEO. W. 8WETT, M. D„ Proprietor.

sure

P. M.

Leave

no-

Asa general remedy for Female
Complaints this
4
Cordial' is a very valuable one, but
by the Profession it is ejteemed more highly lor iis
good result
during Confinement in relieving the great suffering
upon childbirth. I acknowledge with Dr.
Snmu that much of my succesa in
midwifery is due
to the use of this medicine. It
strengthens both
mother and child. lu each cases 1 follow the directions of Prof. King, by
allowing mv patients to
use it a few weeks previous to
confinement, as by
the energy it imparts to the uterine nervous
system
the labor will be very much facilitated, and removes
the scrap* which many females are liable to. No
woinau, if she knew the great value of this
Strengthening Cordial would tail to use it."
I have received numerous testimonials from different parts of the country where used.
Knowing
the good it is capable of doing, I w 11 w'arrant
every
bottle of my 41 Cordial" to be satisfactory in its results.
The follow ing
symptoms indicate those affections
in which the Female
Strengthening Cordial has
proved in valuable:
Indisposition to Exertion, Wakefulness, Uneasiness, Depression of Spirits, Trembling, Loss of
Power, Pain in the Back, Alternate Chills, and
Flushing of Heart, Dragging Sensation at the
»Lower Part of the Body, Headache, Languor, Aching Along the thighs, Iutok-rence of Light and
Bound, Pale Coumenauce, Derangement of ihe
Stomach and Bowels, Difficult Breathing, Hysteria.
Ac., Ac.
It is a specific remedy in all Uterine
Dkiease?,
Chlorosis ot Green Sickness, Irregularity, Painfulness, Profuse or Suppression ot Customary Discharges, Leucorrluea or Whites, Scirrhus or Ulcerate State of the Uterus, Sterility, Ac.
No better Tonic can possibly be put up than
this,
and none leas likelv to do harm, and it is
composed
wholly of vegetable agents, and such as we have
known to be valuable, aud have used for many
years.

-ARE-

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every $600 additional value.

OB, ESSENCE
Prepared

Practice ot Medicine, respect.
DR. WILLARD C. GEORGE, formerly Professor
the Worcester Medical College, and President of

Be

Down Trains.
Leave Island Pond for Portland, at 6 a. m.
Leave South Paris for Portland at 6.46 a. v.

IMPORTANT

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!

This Medicine is of long tried efficacy for correct-

ing

Growth !

Restore
to its natural color; stop and prevent the hair falling
off—causing it to become moist,
sort and glossy.
It
darken light and flaxen hair
without dyeino it or staining the
skin—being free
from silver ana other injurious chemicals, anti
truly
beneficial to the hair in all its phases.
TRY 1T, and be assured of its
over all
superiority
other preparations.

abb

lixli

DR. WRIGHT’S

COIAL.

in

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

A

dlw*

Pathological

__MEDICAL.

Elixir!

STRENGTHENING

a standard preparation that has been
thoroughly
tested; its composition is in strict accordance
with hygienic rules and scientific
not
principles—is
the ephemeral production of a day, but tho result ol
long and patient study, experimeut and research,

T HE

MEDICAL.

Female

HAIR RENOVATOR

g

KOVAL 8ENTER

MEDICAL.

R.

P^H.

p. M.

arrive in Portland at 8.90 a.m. Leave Bangor at
7.26 a. M., and arrive In Portland at 2 00 p. m. Both
these trains oonnect at Portland with trains lor
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 a.m., and returning is due inPortland at 1 f. m.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily for most of the towns North and East of this
line.
C. M. MORSE,Sup’t.
decl4
Waterville, November, 1868.

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly invites ail Ladies who

by addressing
No. 11 emple 8treet,

6.30

intermediate stations at 1.10 f.m.
Bangor
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 a. m., and

••

HearV Drilling.30.40
•'
.»>. 32}
Medium

1.60
2.06
2.13
2.20

Portland and New York Steamer.

Eclectic Medical

DK.need

8.00
8.11
8.18
8.23
8.36
8.52
9.00

A. M.

For

by
regularly

Central

P. M.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

a. m.

standing or recently contracted, entirely
—g
tho dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CU11K.

P. M.

Saco River for Portland, at
6.00
9.30
3.30
Buxton Centre.
do
6.12
9.40
8.38
do
6 45 10.00
3 66
Gorham,
do
7.00 10.16
4.07
Saccarappa,
Cumberland Mills, do
7.08 10.22
4.11
do
7.15 10.30
4.18
Morrill's,
Arrive at
do
7.30 11.46 4.80
The 1.60 P. M. train out and the 6.00 A.M. train
into Portland will be Freight Trains, with Passenger
Cars attached.
Fares 6 cents less when tickets are purchased at
the office than when paid in the care.
Oot. 22.1863.
dtf DAN CARPENTER, Sup’t.

ROOMS,

No. 5 Temple Street,
he esn be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all

14, 1864,

A. M.

A.M.

DIVIDEND,

® 31}

SHEETING.

Good Bleached SheetiDg
••

1.

OAK BB POUND

Uami^.l41@16

44

On and after Monday, March
Trains will leavo as follows:

4TuEDiviDEMi)’’(on 964.54)—“810.80’4 outofStrout,

D T. CHASE,
Assignee of Smith A Stratton.
N. B. “Th* Probate Records” speak in black
and white. (See report qf Committee qf Nine.) The
Administratrix has already spoken as follows:
This may certify that Sewell C. Strout (Howard A Strout) was retained as Counsel to adjust
the affairs pertaining to my late husband s eetate, as
might best tend for my interest,and that of the heirs
at law
He war not' employed to buy up the
CLAIMS AGAINST THE ESTATE FOR 20 PER CENT. FOR
his own benefit.
Had there been no assets, he
would have expected pay, and boenpaid, for all the
services which he rendered.
Catherine B. Rounds.
Portland .July 11, 1868.
oc20 TuTbAStf

B.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

4

HOW MUCH OVER 20 PER CENT. OF THAT
82.16, WILL 1 RE LIKELY TO REALIZE f

MEDICAL

_

York A Cumberland Railroad.

••

@4i

_RAILROADS.

STEPHEN H. NORTON & CO.,
Hoaie Painters, Crainen, Cluien, ml
Comer

qf Lime and Federal

•twhm a. hobtob.

jaMta*

Piper ftugm,

Portland, Me.

>|ba *.

bmaobbr.

1

Oarioa Horns—Prom 8 A. M. till» P. M.
■aglT Inhontnl sd

